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THE TREND OF COLLEGE ENTRANCE RE-
QUIREMENTS, 1913-1922

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Among the problems in education in the United States few are
more important than that involved in the articulation of secondary
and higher education. This is especially true dt.y.ing the past fewan:, because the rapid development of the pub* high school and
the geiwral demand for it to serve equally well a dual function, that

p:'eparing immediately for life as well as preparing for college.hae greatly increased the coniplexity of the problem. In the earlydas our secondary schools, influenced largely by European prac-
tice, were looked upon as inqitutions the chief function of which
was to prepare students for college. Later. when the Colonies began
to feel a certain unity and independence of European ties, there came
a .,k41anil for a more liberal and extensive education for those indi-

illuals who could not attend college. This demand resultede in the
establishment (about 1 750) of the academy. ;Although originally
established largely as a noncollege-preparatory school, it neverthe-les developed into what Inglis calls the " preparatory school par ex-
.celience." With the appearance deN eitipmon't ill ti 1 aCaditIlly

4 if this college preparatory function came nw gradual disappearanceof the Latin grammar school. About the time the Latin grammar
-chool finally' disappeared the first public high school was estab-
lished. This school was established largely to furnish higher du-
cation than that furilished by the elementary school to those who
were not expecting to attend college, although at the same time itis quite probably true that all early high schools made provisionfor preparing students for college. The zenith in the developmentof the academy was reached about 1850, but it was not until about-
1s85 that it was overshadowed by the public high school.

With the development of the public high school and the dis-
appearance of the academy came a movement to relate the former
more closely to the college. This movement has been especially pro-yunced during the past two or three decades. There has resulted
a growing recognition of dependence and responsibility between the
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2 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

high school and the college which has been beneficial to both. Each

has made concessions. The college has liberalized its entrance re-

quirements, and the high school has increased its standards. while

both have enriched their curricula.
What changes have occurred, and to what extent they have been

made, should be important factors in determining not only pre,ent

practice but also future policies Particularly a knowledge of
recent trends will be \linable to the curriculum maker of the high
school anli college *alike. Whatever is, is not necessarily right; but

whatever is, is in the first place the point of cleptIrture toward what-

ever should be; mild in the second place a comprehensive kndwledge

of present practice should be enlightening to those who lag and
should give encouragement to those.who lead. 1

The literature of college entrance requirements is very voluminous.

A part of it is scientific, ?i large part purely opinion. and nearlLD
it is popular. It is rather startling that such an importaNt eld
as the articulation of secondary and higher education has been
made so little the subject of scientific study. The dropping of Latin.

or some other subject, from the list of subjects required fm. iit rance

by some large 'institution, especially if an old one, is hailed with glee

by the anticlassicist, with groans by the classicist, and with a

ready pen by the paragrapher on college entrance requi4nenfs.
ponbtless such an action on the part of a large university does have

a great influence on the smaller institutions throughout the country.
To just, what extent no one Cali say. It is Our opinion that
licity always exaggerates the true resultant situati(m as it exits:
throughout the length and breadth of the country. The desire to
discover actual practice, as opposed to conjecture, is the motive be-

hind this study.
Although it is recognized tliat all colleges are not equal in ideak

equipment, or product, nevertheless all colleges (accredited or rec-

ognized -as such by the proper authorities) are colleges, and the

interest of this study is in American colleges as a whole rather than's

in a few leading institutions. Stated briefly, the problem of thi
study is: To discover, trace, and interpret the trend of college
entrance requirements for the decade 1913-1922.

RELATED STUDIES

In the scientific literature of cpllege entrance requirements, three

studies stand' foremost. The first of these, published in 1903, was
the work of E. C. Broome, A Historical and Critical DiElcussiohl of

College Entrance Requirements.' As its title suggests, th'is.-study

is composed of two parts, the first historical, and the second a criti-

I Published by the MacMillan Co., New York.
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INTRODUCTION 8

cal evaluation of the elements of entrance requirements. This study
contributes, among other thirigs, a history of entrance requirements
for the 150 years before 1800, during which there were no college
catalogues published, the data being taken from old statutes, min-
utes, records, etc., many of which were in Latin and most of which
were in manuscript. It has been found particularly valuable in
connection with the appearance and development of the various
subjects in college entrance requirements, and in the appearance
and development of flexibility in thge requirements.

The second important study appeared in 1912, Admission -to Col-
lege by Certificate, by J. L. Henderson. In this study Henderson
shows that the development of the certificate system of entrance to
college was not caused by chance, but that it was a "natural. and
logical outgrowth of educational conditions." He traces decade by
decade the spread and development of the certificate system in nine
State universities, showing the influences and forces which ulti-
mately operated to unite the secondary and higher State schools
into a system of education. in his last chapter he discusses
critically 10 different types of certificating systems, shows the wide
variation in practice and control, and suggests a national system
of certification in the form of a commission working under the
National Association of State Universities. His final conclusion is
as follows:

No system of certification which does not regard the welfare of the schools
and colleges alike and which does not bring them together will meet the de-
mands which gave rise to the fundamental idea of admission to college by
certificate. 3

In 1913 appeared a study by Clarence D. Kingsley, entitled " Col-'
lege Entrance Requirements." 4 In this study Kinpley compiled
the entrancé requirements of 203 colleges of liberal arts, 85 colleges
of engineeking, and 31 colleges of agriculture. The 'contribution of
this study lies in the fact that it presented the current practice of
a large numbei* of schools from all parts of the country. Thq other
two studies mentioned traced changes in a few institutions through
a number of years. Both types of study are valuable. The former
type shows trends and the influences which caused them; the latter
shows current practice ove i a wide area. It is probably true that
Kingsley's bulletin has bee more, widely consulted than any other
contribution in the' field of éntrance requirements. It has been the
basis of frequent later comparisons in less extensive studies.

I Teachers College CoptrIbutiona to Education, No. ZO.
Loc. dt., p. 169.

4 U. EL.Bu. of Educ. Bul., 1918, No. 7.
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COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

A few less pretentious studie. limited in number of colleges.
subjects, scope, purpose, etc., have been made during the past few
years, and these have been frequently drawn upon for the purposes
of this study. References to these will be found in the bibliography.

METHOD USED AND SOURCE OF DATA

It was thought that this study would be of most value if limited
to colleges of liberdl arts, since this is what is usually understood
by " going to college." Moreover, it is commonly recognized that a

purely technical institution can legitimately demand an appropriate
preparation, and that there is quite common agreement as to what
this preparation shall be. The period studied was, for several rea-
sons, limited to 10 years: first, because it was desired to make a

thoroughgoing tinalysis of entrance requirements, and this could
not be done over a long period of time: second, because an analysis
of more recent trends would be of more value than those more re-
mote; and third, because the material available further hack Ulan
lo years or so would be limited.

The data in the following pages came from a variety of sources,
chief of which are, the following: Over 6,000 college catalogues;
several hundred college entrance blanks, presidents' and other college
reports and publications; repo*proceedings, minutes, and publi-
cations of various State, church, assocional, and regional accredit-
ing, examining, and certificating bodies; some 600 itters from all
parts of-the country ; and whatever general literature has beep writ-
ten upon the subject.

It has been said that there are upwards of 40 different standardiz-
ing agencies for colleges in the Unifed States. There'llre State
associations óf colleges, church board associations, regiònal associa-
tions, and associationì of particular types of institutions, such as the
Association of Urban Upiversities, etc. There is no one universal
staneardizing agency. tn 19'20 the American Council on Education,
represeniing higher education in the United States, published a list
of " Accredited Higher Institutions." This list was composed of ac-
credited lists from four of the agencies which the council judged to
be the mosimportant and reliable. The four lists used .were those
of the Asso iation of American Universities, ,the North Central As-
sociation of Colleges and Secondarjr Schools, the Association of the
Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States, and the Uni-
versity of California. Shortly after this list appeared the Associa-
tion of the Colleges and Preparatory Schoo1s/4)f the Middlp States
and Maryhind adopted criteria and proposel.a list of acaiedited
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1NTRODUOTION

higher institutions. In 422 the council revised its 1920 list and in-
cluded those colleges accredited by the 'Association of the Middlestates and Maryland.

This is the list of colleges used in this study. Tt contains 349institutions most 111 which are colleges of liberal arts or have &part-limits of lilArat arts attached. Complete data were gathered from314 of these colleges, which is the number represented in this study.A few of the colleges on the list were purely technical, and the mate-
. rial of a few others was not available. In a very few instances thedata fl:om a technical institution were used where a course in "liberal

Ns asscience given.
In general the discussion will be historical1 tracing the variousitems and elements during the period and showing the influences andforces operative in bringing about these changes. It will be realizedthat the subject is so large that all elements of it could hardly be cov-ered in One volume. Doubtless several important aspects have been

dismissed without adequate- treatment. Nevertheless, the attempthas been made to treat from a practical point of view those aspectswhich are most significant. It is recognized that not all individualswill be interested in all parts of the study consequently it wasthought best to go into consideratile detail in each topic, so that each
one would be of real value to the individual interested in it. Thetopics will be discussed in the following order: Methods of admis-
sion, academic requirements, personal requirements, flexibility of re-
quirements, and, in the last chapter. a comparison ot-five different
sections of the United States in the more important phases of college
entrance reqiiirements.

18610-25 2
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CHAPTER II

THE METHODS OF ADMISSION TO COLLEGE

In order to be adMitted to a restricted society or organization it
is necessary that, an applicant be required tA) show suitable qualifi-

cation§ or to demonstrate his fitness for membership sin it. His

qualifications are set forth, and the proper authorities analyze,
weigh, and evaluate them in the light of the various standards. If
they are found to be equal in value to these standards, tlw individmi'l

may be given permission to enter the organization. If not, he ma*
be refused admission. The processes, procedurel;, or practices by
which qualifications are compared with standard and then passed
upon, either favorably or unfavorably, we will call methods of
admission. In any organization requiring previous knowledge, ex-
perience, or skill such as a college demands, these methods occupy a
very important place. Even the health, growth, and existence of the

college depend upon them. If the requirements are ill-adapted or

poo4 enforced, the college can not have a normal healthy growth.

'Thus it is seen that the life and future of any college is indissolubly

bound up in As entrance requirements and methods of admission.

Originally in America the only means of entrance to a college was

by examination. In 16462 Harvard first publi led entrance require-*
ments. These consisted merely of facility in tin and Greek. For

many years there was no other way to a college course except

through such examinations. However, within the last cent u!.y there

have appeared and developed other methods untiljow at, least 10

are recognized. It will be the purpose of this. chaiNr to state each

of these methods, with a short explanation, and then to dwell at some

length on the two more recent developments in this field) .

The various methods of satisfying college entrance requirements

are as follows:
1. An examination of the applicant in all of the Rpceified 9ubject8

at the college or.univer8ity it8elf.This for many years was the sole

method. Exainining bodies .are of recent origin. Certification is

only 50 years 'old. With the development .of such organizations as

the New York Board of Regents and the College Entrance Examiqa-
arr-mft.......mr

good historical discussion. of entrance requitementa may be found iii Broome, E. C.,t4rical and Critical Discussion of College Entrance Requirements.

., R
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1METHO16 OF ADMISSION 7

tion Board tu niethoel of admission has largely disappeared.Almost any college woulti examine Kospective candidates. but thenumber so examined no* is relatively VCI'V small. Certificationand the work of the Colle've EAtrance Examination Board and theNew York State Regents have i'educed this to a minimum.
2. Examination ill the 81.1feifW subjects at other pbw( 8 then theind;vidtiol college or uni ver8S.ty, iinder the- direction of an examiningbody, such as .111( .Vciti York 41)(4148-01* ollege) Entramw Examina-tion Board.--By far the large'st portion of students ent:hring collegeby the examinatioli /ethiod ciI under this plan. The CollegeEntrance Examinat ion Boarcr las"\organized in 1900 3s a clearinghouse for such examinations'. rit, hitis been of untold value to bothcolleges and secondary schools,' thr(*.)vgli its examinations. discus-sions, reports, methods', etc. It has (b)he much to organ& and sys-tematize college and secombuy school (...,orricula and practice. Itsquestiops are framed by experts in the various subjects drawn frontboth the. secondary school and the college, and its. examination booksare rkd by other experts similarly drawn. :rids board does not'admit to college. The results of the examin.atiron are sent to the

college designated by the candidate and this -crollege passes uponthe question of his admission. An idea of th0 magnitude of thework of this board may be gained from the Not that 18,231 candi-dates took its examinations in 1922, writing W;,:151 books. Theboard carried-an expense. in 1922, pf $14S.641. expens.e of theboard is met by dues of memberships. examination fees. subsidies,sales of duplicate records, receipts. specimen papers printM docu-
ment.,z, etc.

3. The »rem ntat;ou of«, fP0114i an approved or averedileid
vcondary school.Thero was no certification in the early days. be-cause there was' 110 unified school ..stein. To a Very large degree the
colleges prepared their own students. Early attempts at the for-
mat ion'of a,'State systen.) of sehools-s(mewhat like Na'poleon's
versity of France were largely responsible foy the appearance ofthe certificating system. With the exception of New York, no State
now has such an organizatioh of its schools, hut most of the States
recognize a close relat ionship Between the secondary schools and the.
colleges supported by the. State. Michigan introduced I system of
accredfCing s'econdary schools and accepting- c.andidates on certificate
in 1871, Indiana in 1S73, Wisconsin and Iowa in 1870; etc. At the
present time five large accrediting associations, covering practicallyevery State ia the Union, accredit $nd appiove both secondary
schools and colleges; every State accredits its scloots in one way oranother; and many' colleges accredit for their own private uses.With the'exception .of a very few eastern colleges, all 'colleges in the
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8 OOLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

United States will now admit a graduate of an accredited high
school on certificate, subject fo such restrictions as, health, moral
chvacter, etc!

4. Combination of examination mid eertificatkin.This method of
admission is not very commonly used. A few colleges will acCept

a certificate for a part of the rectuirement and examine on the other
subjects required but not covered by the certificate. Of course all.

or nearly all, colleges require certificates for purposes of record. no

matter by what method the student is admitted to college.

3. Presentation of a diploma from an approved high school.
This plan is rarely used by itself. Even if the college merely sped-
'fied graduation from an approved high school, as a few colleges do,

a record of the student's high-sschool work is of value in undo.-
standing and assimilating him. In order that the diploma may not

be confused with the certificate. many colleges which accept on

certificate state that the.diploma is not needed and will not be con-

sidered.
6. Prmentation of a dipldma from a normal school. Although

this study is interested in the articulation of the college and sec-

ondary school. and not in the articulation of the college and norrn1
school, the above and the two following methods may be mentioned

as ways of entering college.
T. Presentatio:n of a teacher's certificate.State universities ett-

pecially will accredit certain grades of t milers' certificates for stated

amounts of the subjects required for entrance. Some colleges nc-

credit only thoge subjects named on the certificate. Other colleges

acpredit more liberally.
8. Entrance o. q per;di or II iiekkRified student. Such candidates

must usually he of mature age (i. e., past high-school age), must

have a definite plan or ambition in mind, and must have sufficient

preparation to enablr them to carry the work they desire to take.

Occasionally a college grants a degree of " associate in arts" to
four-year special student.

9. Comprehemive examinatiorm dr the " new plan."This i a

combination of the certificate and-examination methods of entrance.

. but instekd of being examined in all subjects the candidate is ex-

amined in only four, which he may to a large extent choose himself.

A description of the origin, devtelopment, methods, and results of

this plan is given below.
10. The psychological examination.This is really not a method

at all but rather a most important element in a new method of ad-

mission. It is less than 4 years old, but 1s rapidly increasing in

use. It is discussed at length later.

2 For a complete history of the origin and development of the certificating fiystem tbe

nadet le referred to the excellent discussion of J. L Henderson, "Admission to Coli4e by. !
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METHODS OF ADMISSION 9
In addition to the above methods of admission, two unique ele-ments or details are occasi9nally found. The first of these is anexamination in English composition. In 1922, of the 314 collegesof this study, 9 required every entrant to take this examination.If he passes, he takes the usual freshman English courses; if hefails. hea. takes additional work in composition. Three of the. ninecolleges vary this byexcusing him from a certain !mount of thefreshman composition if he passes the tests. Six of the nine cohleges making this requirement are western colleges. This is not ane'w development since 1913, only three colleges adopting it sincethen.
The second unique element in college admissions is the aural ex-mination in modern foreign languages. Columbia adopted it in1917 and Princeton in 1918. Under this plan All applicants offeringmodern foreign language for admission muq take these examina-tions. As described by Princeton these tests are as follows:s

The aural tet in the elementary requirement will be not more than 45minutes in length and will consist of three parts : (1) An exercise in writingeasy German. French. or Spanish prose from dictation: (21Ntlw reproductionin English of the content of a short " sight " passage in easy German, French.or Spanish read aloud by the examinee (3) writing in berman, French, orSpanish answers put by th;¡ examiner in that language on a short connectedpassage, read aloud by the examiner just before the questions are asked.'
The elementary requirement referred to above is two years oflanguage. The intermediate requirement covers three years of work,and the examinations a,re the same as above except that they are"moderately difficult," instead of "easy." The written examinationcounts two-thirds and the aural one-third in the final rating. Ifthe applicant passes the written and fails on the aural be is not reefquired to take another examination in the former. If he fails in thewritten and passes in thivaural he must be reexamined in both parts.If the auial entrance condition is not rerrioved by the beginning ofthe sophomore year it must be removed by an additional one-termcourse.
The most important factors in the discussion of the problem ofthe best method of selecting students for college may be summarizedas follows:

1. The usual written examinations.
2. Oral examinations.
3. The secondary school record of the candidate.4. An intelligence test or pAyehological examinatiOn.5. A health test and physical examination.

Several of these elements will be discussed in Chapter V, "Per-sonal requirements fbr entranct to college."
Catalogue of Princeton Unlversity, 1922-28, p. 28.



10 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
0

THE COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION OR NEW PLAN OF ADMIS-
SION TO COLLEGE

"The scholarship at -Harvard College depends more on the men

e choose than on anything we can do after we get them." The

philosophy back of this.statement by the chairman of the committee

of Halward College in 1909 had a most significant part in what
Dean Briggs called Harvard's most important act 'in many years."

This "most important act in many years was the development and

establishnwnt of the so-called comprehensive examination or

"new plan" of admission.
For nearly 275 years Harvard had been rcqpiring examinatimi .

in the various subjects. A commonly accepted content had become

established, syllabi :and outlines published. examination question.

of former years were easily available, and for these and other/

reasons thére grew tip. in Harvard's neighborhood. schools the major

purpose of which was to coach pupils for these entrance examina-

tions. For years and years Harvard and other New England o
leges were fed almost entirely by these Preparatory schools.4 The

reason for this is clear. E yboy planned to enter one of these col-

leges he went to a " fitting " school which specialized in work

which he could use to advantage in the entrance examinations. If
Abe was a western boy he found it advisable to come East for his

preparatory training.
The ultimate result was a general lowering of scholarship in these

colleges. Or perhaps it might be better to say the ultimate result

was a failure to show as high scholarship as might 1easonah1v have

been exp.ected. This may be explained by three factors.

In the first place the system of examination tended to n4arrow the

field from which good students might come, and in the end this would

mean that the average of the class that did come would he lower than

if all parts of the country were represented. We find the chairman

of the committee on admissions at Harvard saying in 1910 " The

present method of choice, intricate and complex. working in obscure

ways. cuts us off from thousands of good students and depre,sses

the quality of those we get." 5

In the second place, even within the narrowed field referred to, the

majority of students (about 60 to 70 per cent) came from special fit-

ting and private schools. The existence of such schools depends upon

4Dean C. H. Barnwell, speaking ta tbe Association of Colleges and Secondary. Schools

of the Southern States in 1911, Raid : " Of 11.500 public and private secondary schools In

the United States only 30 have tent to Harvard as many as one student annually for the.

past 10 yeais, and of these 30 all cif the 14 public and 10 of the 16 private schools are in

the State of Massachusetts. The great majority of students e4ering the freshman class

&mast each year come, in fact, from the schools of Middlesex County, in which the

1cOliege is situated." (17th Proceedings, 1911, p. 80.)
.1 An. Rep. Harvard Univenity, 1909-10, pi 259.

"
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METHODS OF ADMISSION 11

the success with which their graduates met the entrance examina-
tions. Instructors in such schools are judged upon the success of
their pupils irr these examinations. Methorizations and specializa-
tion on questions previously asked make such an education so nar-
row and definite that many pupils are able to " enter" college but
are unable successfully to meet its demands once they are inside. In
this connection we find Déan Briggs reporting in 1911 :

The trouble lias 'been, not in the height of their standard e., of the Harvard
entrance examinations) which was helpful, hut rather in the eccentricity of
their standard, which made it impossible for a boy outside of Harvard prepara-
tory schools to meet the requireincnt without special instruction or self-
preparation in the subjects no better than those of the school curriculum as
tet: (if power.6q

Dean Barnwell, in the address already referred to, stilted:
Furthermore, even the students 'admitted from these few scrgibls that make

a business of preparing students for Harvard have not always proved them-
selves so welitqualliled as the college authorities might reasonably expect.. As
a result of nstant and systematic cramming for examinations on certain
special subjec many applicants manage to gain admission without having
developed any Considerable degree t)f intellectual power. They ;ire )f course
eliminated by the first examinations.'

The last and most important of the reasons for low scholarship, as
related to entrance requirements, is that attention is centered on
study as something rich particularly worth while in itself, but merely
something with which to get something else. So the pupil learns to
look upon his secondary education only as a means of entering col-
lege. When he gets into college he in turn looks upon college work
merely as a means of obtaining a college degree. The result is that
he is inclined to seek both ends at the minimum of time and energy,
and to the extent that he is not doing his best, to that extent he is
being miseducated. But to many students the " gentleman's grade"
is sufficient. In his annual report for 1913-14 President Lowell says :

But faithfulness and ordinary proficiency in scholarship are not enough.
During the last generation a tendency to disparage the high scholar has run
thrdugh the educational system of America. It has been the fashion to say
that he is generally passed in later life by the man of medi&re intellectual
achievement In school or college, an idea as irrational as it is contrary to the
evidence derived from school statisticV

In circler to avoid some of these difficulties and to make Harvard
" more easily accessible to the country at large there was apixiinted
a committee which for two years studied all phases of the problem.
In 1911 its recommendations became a part of HarsArd entrance
requirements, and the " new plan" was under wiy. Thliplan is now

ge An. Rep. Harvard University, p. 74.
s ibid., p. 30.
I An. Rep. Harvard University, 1913-14, p. 10.
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12 COLLEGE ENTRANCE IMQUIREMENTS

looked upon as a most important contribution in the fteld of articu-
lation of seicondary and higher education. In full the plan as pub-
lished by Har;-ard in 1911 is as follows:

!Candidates for admission to Harvard College may apply for admission by
the plan described above (the usual examinations in n1 1 subjects) or by the fol -

lowing alternative plan. This new plan does not take the place of the old plan;
it provides another method of admission for good scholars.

To he admitted to Harvard College a Candidate--
) Must present evidence of an approved school course satisfactorily

eompleted; and
(2) Must show in four examinations, as explained below, that his

scholarship is of satisfactory quality.

SCHOOL RECORD

The candidate must present to the connnittee on admissions evidence of his
secondary school work in the form of an official statement showing-

(a) The subjects stu(lied by him and the ground covered.
(b) The amount of time devoted to* each.
(c) The quality of his work in each subject.

To be approved this statement must show
(a) That the candidate's school course extended over four years.
(b) That his course has been concerned chiefly with languages, science,

mathematics. and history. no one of which has been omitted.
1 That two of the stmlick: of his school prnzram have been pursued

beyond their elementary stages. 1. P.. to the stage required hy the
present advanced examinations of Harvard College or the equiva-
lent examinations of the Colhbge Entrance Examination Board.

THE EX AM IN ATTONS

If the official detailed statement. presented by the candidate shows that
has satisfactorily completed an approved secondary school course, he may pre-
sent himself for examination in four subjects as follows:

(a) English.
(b) Latin, or for candidates for the degree of S; B., French or German.
(c) Mathematics or physics or chemistry.
((t ) Any subject not already selected under (b) or (c) from the fol-

lowing list :

Greek. . History. Chemiqry.
$French. 4 Mathematics. Physics.

German.

These four examinations must he taken at one time. either in June or in Sep-
tember.8

This innovation at Hirvard was looked upon by many individua1 6,

as meaning either one of two things:
(1) A surrender to the certificate system.
(2) A lowering of entrance requirements.

*Renard tralinraiti catalogue, 1911-12, pp. 72, 73.

,
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7Although it is.a most important step toward the recognition of the
high-school certificate, a reading of the description of the plai) will
show that the certificate is only one element and by no means the
whole of it. Although the certificate must be approved before the
candidate is admitted to the examinations. this approval and admit-
tance carry no gwirantee of admittance to collei,re. The examinations
must be passed ticcessfully before the candidate is hiatriculated in
the college.- (See Table 1.)

The answer to the second "expectation" can best be shown by sta-.
tistics of failure under the two plans The report of President
Lowell for 1910-11 shows that of the 1S5 who applied for admission
by the new method, 46 were discarded without being permitted to take
the exam inaSion, 139 vere examined. s3 passed. and 56 (40.2 per cent)
faile'd. At the same time 17 per cent of the " old plan candidates
were rejected. and 8,1 per cent of the June candidates did not appear
for the September examinations. Moreover, four applicants failing
ip the new examinations in June succeeded in passing the old in Sep-
tember. and (114 one succeeded in a second attempt to pass the new.

The second year of the new plan at Harvard showed a smaller
percent agc o failure than the first year. The figures for these t kvo
years and also for 192-2 are shown in Table 1.

METHODS OF ADMISSION 13

TABLE I.Application statistics for entrance to Harvard College under the new
plan, for the pears 1911. 1912, and 19e2

Apphcants 1911 1912 i 1922

Number of applicants - 185 259 1 636Records not approved__ _ 46 46 59Admitted _i 83 154 343Per rent admitted 59. 7 72. 3 59. 4Rejected_ ..... ___ _ _ _ . . 511 i 59 293Per cent reJected, . _ _ . . ..... .._ 40. 2 7 40. 6

For the first few years following the introduction of the new plan
there was a decrease in the percentage of failures under it. This
was probably due to two causes; first, the. tests were better under-
stood, and second, fewer students were willing to " take a flyer."
The figures fol the last few years show somewhat of an increase in
the number of failures, probably due to the overcrowding of the col-
lege and the necessity for a more rigid selection of students. The
failures under the new plan are still somewhat higher than those
under the old plan. A comparison of the results given by therColloge
Entrance Examination Board shows that, although there.have been
minor fluctuations, generally speaking there is little difference in the

"
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14 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

percentages of failure under each plan. The figures for 1921 given

in Table 2 are typical:

TABLE 2.A eomparixon of the percentage..? of Co llcyc Entrance Eramimition
Board old-plan and nerr-plan examination books rreciring given ratingx for
19.1"1

MI%

Old
New

Plan

s

N umber
of hooks

Ratings ( in percentages)

90-100 75-89 60-74 50-39 40-49 0-39 60-100 50-100 40-100

)45 5. 2 1s 9 33. 2 14..) 11. 7 16. 57. 4 S3.5

III. 1.26 37 r; 11. ß 12. 59. 1 "rO. I S7.1

This table is made up from material taken from t he advance sheets nf t he t went y-fIrst annual report of

the secretary of the board, pp. 20, 21.

One reason for the introduction of the new plan at Harvard was

to draw students from a wider area than that from which they haft

been drawn, previously. The geographical distribution, by per-

centages, of the candidates under each of the plans for 1911 sat

yard was as follows:

Geoprapliinal distril)Htion oi t It( candidates Ibirrurd in 1911

Plan

Old
New

t Nyw
I A tlantic , 110-

chr.,,etts ! England L:

;

fates ghenie

N% f

41

s.
4; :41 21

The new plan included candidates from 12 States from the schools

of which no boy was admitted, under the old plan.
The extent to which this plan has grown at Harvard may he seen

from the fact that in 1922 nearly one-half of the applicants admitted

were Admitted under the' new plan, 411 being admitted by the old

and 343 by the new plan. It was not expected that the new plan

would immediately, if ever. supersede the old. We find President

Lowell saying in 1910 " The two stand and probably will long stand

side by side."
This rather detailed attention to the experience of Harirard is

made in order to show the influences which resulted in the adoption

of the new plan there. This is'especially important, as 1-Tarvai'd is

looked upon as the originator of the scheme. However, at least one

other college had been discussing it long before it was adopted by

Harvard. As early as 1901 President Hadley, of Yale, had urged

the adoption of the "comprehensive examination" system, but the
ti practical difficulties" of putting it into operation were too great,

and it remained for Yale's older iister Harvard to initiate this

movement 10 years later.
ae
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.
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In 1910 the Association of New England Colleges held a meeting
at Amherst College at which representatives of Harvard, Yale,
Dartmouth, Williams. Amherst, Bowdoin, Vermont, Trinity, Mid-
dlebury, Tufts, Boston University, and Wesleyan were present. A
subcommittee composed of Presidents Hadley, Lowell, and Hyde
presented the following resolution, which was unanimously adopted :

Rcxolved, That the association recommend the New England colleges a'dopt
a system of tests for admission in which a certificate shall he taken for quan-
tity and an examination shall be held in a limited number of subqtantial sub-
jects for the quality of the school work.'

The following year the Association of the Colleges and Secondary
Schools of die Middle States and Maryland appointed a committee
to inveAigate and report On the matter on comprehensive examina-
tions. In 1914 this committee reported definitions and recommenda-
tions concerning the use of comprehensive examinations in college
and university studies. and in regard to admission to college stated:

The plan, though stW only in the experimental stage, appears to mark a
decided advance over the present nwthod of piecemeal entrance examinations
and k vorthy of the most careful consideration."

The same year (1914) the secretary of the College Entrance
Examination Board suggested, after discussing the new plan, that
possibly, if the scheme should meet with the board's approval,

the following 'comprehensive examinations' might be held dur-
ing the mornings of the examination week." Six groups of .pos-
sible subjects were then listed.

In March, 1915, the matter of the new plan was deemed so im-
portant at the meeting of the National Cqnference Committee
that a special order of business was made in order to adopt the
following resolution :

Pcsolred, That the National. Conference Committee on standards of col-
leges and Secondary Schools recommend that consideration be given by _col-
leges to the method Of admission by means of a certified school record and
comprehensive examinations in a limited number of subjects.

The College- Entrance Examination Board meeting less than a
mc;tith later added impetus to the movement by the adoption of the
*following resolutions:

That there be offered by the College Entrance Examination Board in June,
191G, and therenfter a set of comprehensive examinations adapted to the use
of those colleges in the board which offer or purpose to offer comprehensive
examinations for admission * * *

That separate committees of examiners be appointed by the hoard for the
reparation of the two sets of the examinations offered.

That semlite bodies of readers be appointed for the reading of the answer
books of the systems of examinations.

Harvard stiumnI Bulletin, XIII, p. 271.
Proceedings, 19141 6. 81.L'vk



16 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

That, until otherwise arranged, each college shall determine the condi-
tions under which its own candidates shall be admitted to the examinations
of thè new system, and that each college shall he allowed, on request, to
have the answer books of its candidates for admission under this system
forwarded to it without reading on the pqrt of the board."

The board4wset its first comprehehsive examination in 1916. and
has used the new plan, in addition fo the old plan. ever since. In
1918 the secretary reports:

The increased use of the new plan of admission and the growing popularity
of the comprehensive examination deserves special mention. It seems clear
that a marked improvement in the educational situation is being achieved by
this new development in the examination system. However, the comprehen-
sive examinations, in proportion to the number of candidatcs at present con-
cerned, are far more expensive than the ordinary examinations: and the
organization and maintenance of the comprehensive examinations hav
caused a serious diminution of the funds that for several years have svrved
as a working capital for the board's operation."

EXTENT OF I'SF OF THE NEW 11 N

It would be a well-nigh imposPsible task to obtain the total figure!:
for each year showing the number of candidates taking the nc
plan examinations in all of the colleges. However, the figures
kiven by the College Entrance Examination Board, which include
nesrly all of the candidates taking these new plan examinations
will show clearly enough for all practical purposEs the extent of
the development of the plan. The material of Table 3 was taken
from the various reports of the secretary of the board.

TABLE 3. A comparison of the number of cOff Wales taking the o)(1-plan and the
new-plan examinations of the College En nee Examination Board for the
years 1916-1922

Cant!

Old-plan candidates
ereentage of total

New-plan candidates
Percentage of total

Total candidates

1916 1917

8, nfo
93.

580
6. 2

1O.631 9, 265

191s ISiS 1920

9, S89 10, 747 12, 742
! 92. 9 I 84. 5 J 83. 5

752 1, 619 2, 519
7. 1 I 15. 5 16. 5

10, 641 12, 716 15, 266

1921

15, MO 15, 619
85. 1

1 2, 713 2, 612
14. 9 14. 3

18, 223 114, 231

It will be seen from Table 3 that in four years after the adoption
of the new plan the percentage of the total number examined who
chose this method increased froin 4.7 to 16.5. The figures for 1921
and 1922 show a slight decrease from those of 1920. It is interest
ing to note that this decrease is due to the smaller number of girls
choosing this plan. The boys increase in' both years, from 673 in

11 Report of the secretary, 1915, p. 4.
is Ibid., 1918, pp. 1, 2.
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1920 to 1,003 in 1922. The girls decrease in both years, froiù 1,846
in 199.0 to 1,609 in 1922.- Even at that the new Plan is relatively
more popular with the girls. About twice as many boys as girls
take the board's examinations, both the old and the new plan,
while about twice as many girls as boys choose the hew plan. This
may be attributed, to some extent at least, to the fact that the
prominent women's colleges of the EfIst have definitely recognized
the new plan since 1916.

SUBJECTS CHOSEN BY NEW-PLAN_ l_i_k*NDIDATES

'flit) new plan allows to the candidate a considerable freedom of
choice of subject. He is gien two (or three) groups froni which

choose, can virtually elect anything for the fourth subject.
Iarvard specifies English as the first subject, but Vassar. Holyoke,

Wellesley, and other colleges allow a choice of either Eng-
lish or history. Table 4, niade up from ,material in the N'arious
eports of the secretary of the College Entrance Examination Board,
.;hows: the number of times the several subjects were chosen since
916 :

T \my 4.S1Ibjects clertrd nelr-plah candidates of the College Entrance
Examination Board, 1916-192e

_

NI Atheniat
French _

Latin
II ¡story
Chemistry
Ph _

German _

Spanish. _

Greek
Botany.. _ . -

subject

Biology
Zoology........
Geography_ _

Musks__ .

Ntochimical drawing_ _ .......
Froehand drawing._ _ .

Total

Number of candidates in the year-

IYI6 1917 1918 1919

453
291
196
345
122
127
145
198

3
21
0
0

. wow -=I
_ 1. 941

564 740 1, 711
366 549 1, 417
2f)0 340 1, 116
444 562 1, 366
133 175 ' 478 1
149 158 339 i
187 177 228 1

226 274 I 350 I
10 17 ' 48
26 28 ! 34
0 0 1 1

0 1 4 1

0 0 0 1

0 0 0
0 0 1 0
3 2 : 0
0 1 0

1920 1921 ; 1922

2, 387 2, 575 2, 420
1, 890 2, 186 , 2, 118
1, 805 1, 983 1, 910,
1, 731 1, 842 ri 1, 708

598 718 ! 680
512 493 , 475
408 438 461
257 119 ; 06
120 .150 176
30 39 34

4 9 6
1 r 4 ; 8
0 8 1lj 1
3 0 0
2 ; 1 ! 0
0 0 1

2. 311R 3.024 7. 002 9, 748 10, 561 10, 055

A glance at the lower part of Table 4 will show a very important
reason why the new plan is expensive to the board.

Table 5 shows the number of times each of the 12 most important
colleges (in number of times mentioned) watirdesignated by new-
plan candidates of the College Entrance Examination Board,
1916-1922. The table wns compiled from data in the various rew
ports of thee secretary of the board w
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18 COLLEGE ENTRANUE REQUIREMENTS

TABLE 5.Colleges designated by new-plan candidates, 1916-1922

Smith

College . 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 ¡ 1921 1922

Harvard
Wellesley
Vassar. .
Yale
Mount Holyoke
Princeton
Radcliffe
Stevens Inst Ruff, .

Barnard.____
Wells
noticher

1 3
325 , 325

3 12
1 33

53 RO

3 12 .

36 47
t;5 64

st.

26 375 43n ' 490 492
268 305 437 469 . 482
55 417 rk k 3 501 304
85 251 306 . 324 280

126 129 203 270 228
17 171 211 2;37 210
19 82 131 1g1 193
49 73 79 71

o 0 n o o o
0 o 16 .e)r, "Is

1 0 1 :i 2 12 lit
I; 3 4 3 g 9

95
rt6
24
14

From Table 5 it is clear that the ea.kern colleges are most fre-

quently designated. This is to be expected since they are the only
colleges which to any great extent use this method of admission.
In addition to the above 12 colleges, 19 others were designated dur-
ing the period, and a few " irregular " designations were made.
Doubtless these ccilleges are not all which would accept new-plan
candidates of the hoard, but they are the most important since they
examine most frequently. The table gives an idea of the develop-
ment in the adoption of this plan of admission. A Pew additional
collegts state in published requirements that the new plan *will be
recognized. A number of colleges which give examinations them-
selves state that they will offer the new-plan examinations to ttose
candidates who desire it. However, practically all of the examining
for college entrance is done by examining bodies and not by the
colleges themselves.

ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW NAN

The advantages of the new plan df admission are as follows:
(1) No conditioned students are accepted. The candidate

either passes or fails to pass."
(2) makes for a more careful consideration of personnel.

This is becoming very important as colleges are beconi-
ing more and more crowded.

(3) It is more a test of quality and ability than of quantity
and knowledge.14

la In reporting the plan to Harvard the committee called attention to the fact that
usually about 50 per cent of the freshmen close entered with conditIoni. The old plan
still allows conditions.It The "pass or fall" rule works out on the failing side as. follows: In 1921 at Harvard
189 caididates failed under the new plan. Of theme, 86 failed in all four subjectO,
failed in three, and 48 failed in two subjects. Of the 556 papers written by these 139
candidates, only 57 were reported as " at all satisfactory " and some of these were
"doubtful."

dhairman J. G. Hard, of the committee on admission, in 1915 says: " They (the new-
plan examinations) must give boys opportunity to show their power, whether they
have had the maximum or minimum training given in the school for example, the papers
in !french should be so administered as to enable a boy who has had only two years of

"'Y'' French to show that he has as much command over the language as can be expected from
that amount of training, and they must be similarly usefpl for the boy who has had three
or four years of Fremilli" (Rep. Commis. of Edge., 1915, Vol, I, p. 149.)
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(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)
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It is fair in that the applicant may choose those subjects
in which he is best prepared and consequently can show
at his best.

It selects superior saidents without regard to sectional or
territorial limitation."

It is interested more in what can be done than in what
has been done."

It makes for greater flexibility, since greater ieeway is
allowed in the choice of subjects for examination.

It is free from biased judgment or prejudiced opinions.
It frees the principal from the embarrassment of being

forced to certify unworthy candidates.
(10) It leaves the seondary school free to arrange n4d carry

on its work as it sees best."
rt

(11) The school does not assume the entire responsibility for
pupil; it assuines half '61 iL

(12) It requires that some of the work be advanced."

WEAKNESSES OR DANGERS OF TUE NEW PLAN

The main weaknesses and dangu.11!_of the neW plan as discussed
recently at the meetipg of the National Conference Committee are
as follows:

(1) The slighting by schools anvi pupils qf subjects in which
the pupils are not to be examined.

(2) The conventionalizing of the examinations.
(3) The difficulty of accrediting schools from wl*h state-

ments are to be accepted.

fr far the men admitted by the new plan have done college work which ranks eon-
sidera:.. higher than thai of, men admitted by the other plan." (Chairman of tbe
Harvard committee on admission; 1912-13. An. Rep., 2.7)5.)

"The quality of students admitted by the new plan, as shown by their college work,
seems to be maintained nt athlvh level." (chairman of the Harvard committee on admis-
sions, 1915-10. An. Rep., p. 21)0.)

le Bancroft Beitley recently published a study of the " Relative Standing-of Students
in Secondary SchOol, on Comprehensive Exami1Iation4, and in College." (Sch. Rev. 30,
141-7, Feb., 1922.) After studying 423 cases in the liarvard classes of 1920, 1921, and
1922, he concludes: "The comprehensive examinations are superior to the old-plan exami-
nations in Oetermining fitness for college. The new plan of admission is probably more
effecOve tiian either the school record or the comprehensive examinations alone, in indi-
cating not only the candidate's ability to do college work but also the qualitative standardof his previous training."

"The chairman of the Harvard committee On admissions reported in 1914: " The prim
has fulfilled admirably one of the purposes for which it was established; that is, hasproved to be a good method of selecting students from those who apply late in their
school course and from schools in which programs of study are made without referenceto the traditional college requirements imposed by the old plan of' admission." (An.
Rep., 1913-14, pp. 270. 271.)

"The usual requirement is that, of the four subjects la which examinations are to betaken, two of them must be of more than two units' value each.

(4)

(5)

J
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To these might be added a few minor dangers."
() That the pipi1 will not review his school NV or,xli thor-

oughly.
(5) 'That the 1)401 will consider himself admitted once his

school çredentials have been approved.
(6) That the new plan will be too severe on the candidates.
(7) Lack of adaptation to all parts of the country.

The first two of these dangers are, the inost i'mportant. It is
quite possible that the school and the Pupil will specialio on the
fold- subjects rather than on the entire list as under the ohl plan.
This danger i; increased by the fact, that a higher mark is expected
Nv here the candidate writes on four subjects which he chooses than
where he writes on a larger number which he is forced to take.
On the other hand, one purpose of tile certificate required is to 4ow
the entire school record, and' a record showinu good marks in the
ev;ffiininp- subjects and poor marks in all others would clouhtles
not be approved. The records of rejection on certificate for Harvard
for the two years 1912 and 191C) (picked at ran(lom) show ihat in
the'-e years 18 and 14 per cent, respectively, of the tot number of
ean(lidates who applied for admission under the new plan were
refused admittance to the examinations. It must be remembered
ihat the school record must be approved before the candidate is nil-
mitted to the examinations. It may take a few years for this idea
to he appreciated by the preparatory schools, but once understood, it
should do much to minimize the (lahiaer referred to.

The new plan, professedly tests for "power," "quality," etc. If it
lives up to its promises. it will have to be closely watched and con-

- tinuously adapted and adjusted. If not, 'it will soon become con-
ventionalized, fixed and formal. Examinations testing quality are
hard to make and hard to adjust. Examinations testing forfaits
and knowledge are comparatively easy to& make 'and easy to admin-
ister. There is a real danger here.

The third danger is halved between the candidate and the school.
The schools from which the pupil comes is not being examinéd or
accredited on the basis of the pupil's success or failure:. The college
virtually says: "Arrange your curriculum as you Iike,-and use what-
ever methods you may wish, and then give us a sample of what the
individual pupil can do in the subjects he knows best." If he fails.
it may be due to his own woakness, to that 'of the school:- or to both.
But if he does fail, the school is not thereby " blackballed." Other
candidates from this school may apply, and even. the failure himself
may repeAt the examination if he lilt's. There is some danger here.

...!Gathered from the literature on the subfeet.

.
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'but time and a continued development and approximation of second-
ary-school standards should lessen the danger.

The fourth and fifth dangers are easily avoided by common sense.
a little care, and'an ordinary observance of directions.

Regarding the severity of the new plan, the committee on admis-.
sion at I-Iprva.rd says:

In the new plan there is o feature which will always tend to make the
percentage of rejection high. The plan was expressly devised to provide .a
method of admission fop goo( scholars. whose school pmgrams. did not cor-
respond to those on which the Ad plan was based. Many are therefore led to
Npply for admission, us we hoped,.frm new schools. Some of these present,
!words 'which seem gmul, but which on examination reveal lower standards
than those w,e try to maintain * * *. It has seemed to the commitWeise
to admit to the examinations with considerable freedom, for the exiiminations
themselves are an ample protection to the college 'P. In think
there is nothing to regret. The exclwnge' (.4 ideas about standards of school
wg)rk which results is good for all concerned.2°

With colleges becombg more crowded, it is necessary that a do er
tilection of students be made in order that the funds 'and equipmisnt

of the colleges be put to their 1)estv4T1Ie chairman of the InIrvard
committee on :rdmissions once matTe the statement that the' old"plan
14 did not select good scholars." So, instikd of being a weakness. this
possibility may quite:probably be tPstrength'or advantage.

The last of the objections to the new plan is closely related to the
third dicussed above. That this danger-of a lack of adaptation to
all parts of the country is recognized is shown by the following quo-
tation from the Harvard reports for 1914-715 (p. 228) :

T4 I carry out the theory of the new plan, our papers should he adapted to
the kinds Of instruction given in the different parts of the country.' In prac-tice this has been difficult to attain. In consequence, boys from distant parts(if the country 'have sometimes made-very poor .showing in their -papers, a
result which their subsequent work in college has proved to be less an indi-
vatlon of their ability than of the fact that their training in certain subjects
was not such as the Harvard examiners thought proper.

,

ADMffiSIONTHE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION PLAN OF TO,
'COLLEGE

4

in 1911 Harvard made a great «mtribution. to the theory and
Practice of college-entrance requirementsthe sinew plan of a4dinis-
sion. Less than 10 years later Columbia made a sescond contibu-
tion which promises to be 9If even greater importance-7-the use of
psychological tests in selecting candidates for admissiofi. This
method goes a step further than the comprehensive examination.
It accepts subject matter, if the secoridary school recoPd is satisfac-

.tory, and then admits or refilses admission on a jest of general
thirvard Ann. Repx., 1912713. p. 255.

11.
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ability. The same general cause was back of both of these contri-

butions, the necessity -for a more careful selection of students. In
1909 Columbia had added an officer of admissions whose duty it was

to iriierview, wherever possible, every applicant for admission. The

candidate was required to fuitnish data concerning himself, his am-

bitions, plans, etc., a record of his curricular and extra-curricular
activities, and letters of special recommendation from those who
knew him best.

This method of selection had several important phases and was a

big improvement over the more impersonal method of examination
only-. However, in spite of its advantages it did 'not select appli-
cants with entire satisfaction. Thus we find the director of univer-

sity admissions reporting that even under this plan " a great many

students were admitted .who might better have beeri excluded, and

there was reason to believe that some were excluded who might
better have been admitted."

The problem was clearly defined at Columbia in 1918, with the

organization of the Students' Army Training Corps. Old methods

of admission were not applicable. In-order to be eligible the appli-
cant was required by law to have had the equivalent of a high-school

eheation and to pass a medical .examination. These requirements
were low, because many more boys than could he accepted could pass

them easily. However, many of the boys who could pass them did

not have the menti4 ability anA personal qualifications which Avere'

requirM of an officer. So, in order to test the general mental ability

of the candidates, the university. required them to take the Thorn-

dike Tests for Mental Alertness. These tests were somelyhat similar.

thpugh harder, than those given to soldiers ih the 'various canton-
ments. The results were quite satisfactory. The students selected

were reported as being " universally alert and intelligent, and from

the standpoint of personality the group was exceptionally good."
The success with which Columbia was' able to select these candi-

dates for the Students' Army Training Corps suggested at. once the

. possibility of some strh method in the selktion of regular college

students. The war really popularized the group test. Within a few

months*Army tegts had been developed, standardized, and given to
. 1,726,966 officets and men. The success of these tests in classifying.

the 'men was undisputed. Moreover, standards had been set, tech-
,

nique developed, and a comnion faith and confidence had been es-

I tablished. For collegeVooking for means of selecting students from

aniong those who could furnish the minima tof certificate or exami-
.4

ation record the ,results. of Army testing were irresistibly sugges-
. ave. The possibility of the use of such tests Ind been mentioned at

Columbia some years earlier, but confidence in them had not:as yet

been sufficiently .established. , The result of the Army testing sup-.
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METHODS OF ADMISSION 23

plied this basis of confidence, and the way was then clear for the
introduction of such examinations. The outcome was that tests were
modified and adapted and made an important element in a new or
alternative plan of admission at Columbia in 1919. This plan as
adopted at this time is as follows: 21

The new method is based upon the principle that fitness for college is de-termined by (1) preparation. (2) character and promise, (3) health. and (4)
intelligence.

.V) As evidence of preparation, the candidate must submit his complete
secondary school record. In order to be considered satisfactory, this recordmust cover fully the requirenwnts for admission. It must show grades atleast as high as those required by the school for certification in the case ofstudents entering collegu by certificate. Tfie school itself must be of highstanding.

(CONFIDENTIAL)To THE PRINCIPAL:

applied for admission to --Columbiacollege. We are very desirous of having information regarding the followinglist of qualities. In estimating his rating in each will you kindly take as théstandard the boys graduating from secondary schools the country over, makingdue allowance for any decided difference from the general level which may
'characterize your own school.

Put a cross ( X ) in the appropriate spaces to indicate the rating of the candi-+late in the several qualities. and mail to the Director of Admissions, ColumbiaUniversity.

Native ability__ _ .

Industry and faithfulness

. .

Integrity

Straightforwardness..

Clean-mindedness

Fair play....

Puhliespirit

I nrerest In fellows.

TAindersh i p......

Above the average Below the average

Markedly Distinctly ; Doubtfully Douhtfully Distinctly Markedly

. . .

-

...... .....

I certIfy that the eandfdate possesses in my Judgment the qualities listedaboNe to the degrees there indicated.
I certify that he is a person of good moral character.I recommend him as a young man of good ability, well prepared to do collegework.

If the candkdate is not a member of your present graduating class, has he,to .your knowledge, been registered since jraduation in any institutton ofhigher educatiori? If so, in what Institutia? .

2, Not all of the " new plan" was new. For instance, the personal and character rec-ords had been used for 10 years. -Howevei., these were amplified !tor the new method.
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24 COVJEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Has the candidate any outstanding qualities or achievement or any record
of accomplishment over unusual obstacles?

REMARKS:
(Signed) , Principal.

School

(Use other side of blank if necessary.)

(2) Evidence of character and promise is supplied in his principal's recom-
mendation and in the application for admissiofi. The usual certificate of good

moral character is very considerably amplified and is in the form here given.
It will be noted that estimates of intellectual, moral. and social qualities are
called for, as well as the principal's judgment of the candidate's ability to do
college work.

The new application form, which, like the new form for the principal's recom-
mendation, must he filed by all candidates, calls for a very considerable amount
of information regarding the candidate's interests and activities and his part
in the life of the school. Aside from the usual data regarding his date of
birth and scbool, he supplies information on the following points:

Place of birthReligious affiliation Father's nameFather's place of
birthFather's occupation.

School activities, including: School publications Musical and other
organiza tionsAthletichs Patriotic act ivi t Debating Offices

Prizes and honors.
Activities outside of the school, including: Remunerative employment

or work for parents without wairePatriotic activities Religious and
other organizations.

Outside remling :mount ni.d fieldswith the names of a number II

hooks and otlwr publications read.
The candidate is required to give at least three references and to write a

letter telling why he wishes to go to college, why he selected Columbia. and
what he expects to make of himself. As stated in last year's report, " Wkat
the student does out of class and among his fellows is quite 'is Important as his

school record in determining his fitness for a college education."
(3) As in the old method of admission, he files his complete health record.
(4) If his reeords are satisfactory in all respects. he Is permitted, upon

application, to Nubstitute the intelligence examination Tor the entrance ex-
aminatiahs. His record of preparation, if acceptal4. is- taken as covering

the requirements in subject matter. The mental test is taken as a test of his

capacity to do college work. These, with his health record and what might be

called his character record, together furnish the basis on which his fitness
to he a Columbia College student are determined."

CONDUCT OF THE INTE141.1ENcy I-AANIINATioN

The routine of Ow examination as given at Columbia Univo.sity
is as follows:'

A large room with all chairs on the samei level is provided. The man in

charge of the examination has his desk on a platform from which he can
be easily seen and heard by all. He is assisted by one proctor for every

An. Rep. Columbia University, 1919, pp. 234, 237. Students entering by the old plat)
take the mental tests for purposes of recotd.

n This section is taken verbatim from the report on the use of Intelligence elimina-
tions in Columbia College, pub1i4ed (1922) by the Bureau of Publications, Teachers Col-

lege, Columbia University, New 'fork City:

ies :-
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METHODS OF ADMISSION *25

50 candidates. All material is carefully prepared and arranged before
tbe hour at which the examination is t.o begin; the proctors are fully in-
structed regardin r their duties. As the candidate enters the examination
room he gives to %he. proctor his receipt for the examination fee and re-
c.eives from him t% () pencils and a card 3 by 5 inches in size. The card
bears a number. a space for bis name, the words Thorndike Intelligerke Ex-
amination, Series -of September. 1921 (for example). and a box in which thescore for each part of the examination and the total score will later be
entered. The candidate takes his seat and at the direction of the examiner
in charge he writes his name (In the card and notes the number of the card
for e ry nsectioon each of the examination to he given him later. The
cards then collected. The examiner in charge makes a brief introductory
statement, giving general instructions and mentioning certain considerations
designed to allay Dervousness on the part of the candidates. A practice form
is then distributed by the proctors and is examined by the candidates in .ac-
(-ordance with instructions given by the examiner in charge. The practice
forms are then collected and the other forms are in turn distributed. answered
al accordance with the examiner's directions, and collected. Brief intervals
between the main parts of the examination are allowed.

The staff of readers is made up of instructors or graduate students in
psychology. Full directions regarding the scoring are in their hands. In
September, 1921, the results for some 500 candidates were scored, entered)upon
the cards mentioned above, and delivered to the director of admissions within
30 hours of the close of the examination. ,

INV:OM:MON BY OTHER COLLEGES AND RESULT OF USE OF THE PSYCHO-
LOGICAL EXAMINATION

It will be remembered that one reason for the derelopment of the
comprehensive examinations at Harvard was a desire to draw more.
students from a.distance. Columbia faced somewhat, the same situa-
ation, because her acceptance of the New York State examinations
meant that almost any graduate of a New York high school had met
the entrance requirements. 'r his meant, too, that pròbably many
students were admitted who had little chanve of success in college.
It also placed the candidate from another State at a disadvantage
because, while the New York high-school student took his " ent6tnce
examination at the end of each of his Ngh-school courses and " de-
posited his nuggets," the outsider usually bad to review all of his
subjects and take the examination at one time. The result in the
words of the director of admissions was "on tile whole the quality
of the candidates presenting themselves with these credentials .has
deteriorated in the past few years."

It was shown in the previous section how Harvard's new plan im-
mediately drew students from parts of the country hitU-ito raiely.
repreknted. So also did Columbia's new 'plan. As a matter of fact
this expectSion was " morej,liareitqalize,d." This is all the more

1, Columbia UnIversle An. Rego, 1919, p. 239.
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26 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

unusual because the announcement of the new plan was made but a
half year before it was initiated. In 1919 the increase in registra-
tion over 1918 was 28 per cent. The registration outside New York
increased 73 per cent at the same time. In his report for 1921-22, -

Prof. A. L. Jones, director of university admissions. says: " It is of
special interest to note the wide geographical range which the new

students represent. * * * The student body is undoubtedly the
most widely representative of any in the world to-day."25

The results in the wily of selecting good material have been quite
rernarlakble. At the mid-term meeting of instructors of Columbia
freshmen in 1919 it was found that only two of the sixty-odd students
who had made high scores on the psychological examination showed
unsatisfactory work. In the opinions of their instructors, both of
these students were well able to do college work. Studies made by
Mr. Harold K. Chadwick and Dr. Ben D. Wood have also 'shown
that the candidates ranking high in the intelligence tests also rank
high in their school work. At Lafayette 56 per cent of all freshman
withdrawals in 1920 came in the lowest quarter of psychological
score. The same year at Carnegie it was found that from 40 to 45
per cent of these withdrawals came in the lowest quartile. In 1923
Professor Jones. of Columbia, reported in this connection

There have been some exceptions to both groups, but the correspondence be-

tween the college record and the psychological test has been closer than between
the traditional entrance examinations or the high-school record."

In 1920 Doctor Wood, of Columbia, made a comparison of the
relation of college record and school record, entrance examination,
regents' examination, and psychological examination. He gives the

following correlations:
College entrance exiunination and college record_______________
Secondary school record and college record . 45

Regents' examinations and college record . 57

Psychological examination and college record 59

These figures are for the first half year only. The correlation for

the first year between intelligence tests and college record was 0.65,

which is high considering the fact that other items than intelligence
help to determine a student's standing.

A number of other colleges have públished results of the use of

psychological tests. Table 6 shows the correlation between the psy-

chological scores and academic marks as reported by the colleges.

Coe. cit., 1921, p. 214.
"dchool AO Society, Mar. 10, 1928, p. 268.
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METHODS CiF ADMISSION 27
TABLE 6.The correlation between academic marks in college and intelligenc43scores made on psychological examinations required for entrance to oollege.1

Institution Test used Year

Brown __ *Army klpha, BrQwn UniversityColumbia . Thorndlke examihationCornell _._ Thurstone examination
_ Terman group testGoucher Thorndike examigation_ ........Do do

Do Thurstone examDo _ Thorndike exam' tionRutgers._ ....... dosmith_ Smith examinationYale. Yale examination

1919
1919
1919
1921
1919
1920
1921
1921

Corre-
lation

O. 35-0. 60
. 65

I. 31
. 44
. 61
. 54
. 26
. 67
. 45
. 40
. 50

I The marks shown are for freshman rnkl-term, semester, or year.This rather low correlation might be explained by the fact that "testing was done between 5 ando'clock of the evening of the frethman-sophomore rush down town."

The correlations shown here are really higher than appears in the
coefficients, when we consider the various other elements which help
to determine a student's standing, but which can not be measured by
the psychological examination. The leader of the whole testing
movement, Prof. E. L. Thorndike, sums this up as follows:

Given a well-planned and sufficiently extensive team of tests, a correlation of0.60 (rbeing a perfect score) is obtained between the candidate' score and his
academic achievement.during the first half of ihe freshman year. Inasmuch asthe academic achievement of a pupil is determined in part by his health,
economic conditions, and moral qualities, an absolutely omniscient Judge ofhis intellect could probably not give fi rating that would correlate with hisacademic achievement much more than 0.70. Also, the college ratings are them-
selves not infallible, and these errors reduce or " attenuate" the correlation.The psychologist may, then, fairly claim that thtwinetors of intellectual abilityas born in the boy and developed to date by the training he has had are sub-stantially summed up in his score in the psychological tests."

Professor Colvin, another pioneer in the psychometric movement
as related to college entrance, gives several reasons for the lack of
higher correlation between academic marks and intelligence scores.
Among the more important reasons are the following:

1. The tests are not absolutely accurate measures of intelligence,
due to lack of serious effort, nervousness, faulty knowledge of
English, imperfectness of the tests themselves, etc.

2. Other qualities than intelligence are important factors in deter-
mining college marks.

3. The inaccuracy and,lack of uniformity in the parking done by
college instructors.

The results reported so far on the use àf the various tests for pre-
dicting success in the freslunan year show that, on the whole, the
Army Alpha stands the lowest. This is probably because these tests
are designed to test the whole range of human intelligence and test

" Rep. of Commta,. of Edue., 1920, p. 1,*
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28 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

it only roughly, and are consequently not refined enough for the

upper ranges, where most of the students would be found. It has

been shown, for instance, that very few college freshmen get as low

as C on this test and that practically none of them get bèlow C.

Thurstone's test (omnibus form of the Army Alpha) shows slightly

'better results than the regular Alpha. The Terman group test is

more adapted to high-school ages and ranges and shows better re-

sults than either of the two mentioned above.

The Brown University intelligence examination, constructed by

Professor Colvin, and the Thorndike examination, stand highest in

the group. There is little choice between the two so far as result

are concerned. The results slightly favor the Thorndike. examina-

tion. The main 4-ii4ft seems to be in its greater lengAnd com-

pleteness (it takes 3 hours to give, while the Brown tal5A an hour

and 10 minutes) , which would mean greater reliabiliy because of

a more adequate sampling and an insuring of finer differentiation.

In 1919 the College Entrance Examination Boar(Vrecognized the

psychological examination. The secretary's repoft for that year

(p. 2) contains the following statement : h
4

Intelligence 1e818.It should be the -purpose of the 9';-il1ege Entrance Exami-

nation Board not only to ascertain whether the candiedates have acquired the

information and method of thqught necessary for srficcessful work in college

but also to determine whether they possess certain important intellectual

qualities which are sometimes described as alertnss, strength, and endurance,

although these terms would seem to indicate eicellenc() of the body rather

than of the mind.

The same year the United States Comv6issioner of Education sug-

gested that the Army intelligence tests Ye substituted for the formal

entrance requirements in the case of rfiturning soldiers who had de-

fective preparation. In this year-1141e North Central Association

appointed a committee to investigate and report on the iit of these

tests. The next year the College Entrance Examination Board

authorized a similar committee.
The United States Commissioner of Education estimated that 200

colleges in 1920 had used intelligence tests in connection with their

work. He based his estimate on the fact that 124 out of 288 col-

leges reporting f1 May, 1920, had given some form of such tests.

While it is quite probably true that most of these tests were given

for purposes of record or experiment, it nevertheless shows the rapid

growth of the testing movement within the period of a year or two!'

A few quotations from individuals or faculties who have used

psycho1ogi6a1 tests in connection with problems of college entrance

will summarize the present attitude toward them.

so See Rep. of Commis. of &hie., 1020, op. 13. 14.
s -. a. a
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METHODS OF ADMISSION 29
In evaluating the use of such tests, Professor Thorndike says:
This 0.60 (correlation between psychological score and college marks)is a closer prophecy than any three-hour examination or the _traditionaltype has ever been shown to give. It is, in fact, as good as the correla-tion obtained from using the total information from 16 to 20 hours of ex-aminations of the traditIonal type. Much more important than this, however,is the fact that by adding it to a system ofiwntent examinations, or a systemof ratings of the candidate by the school Wlienee he comes, or a system ofinspections of that school by the college, the selection is improved. A com-petent psychological examination, that is. gets at factors which have propheticvalue and which no other existing means get at in the same way. It may ormay not be desirable in certain cases as an alternative to these various sys-tems, but it certainly improves the selective action of any one of them.Its value as an adjunct to a system of crediting school work, in fact, de-serves special mentioni Such systems, beneficent us they are, have the neces-sary weakness of overweighting educational reguliwity, docility, and goodintent. The boy or girl who does the regular thing in the regular way andNvins the moral approval of his teachers may slip along into the university inspite of a lack of essential brain power needed to profit by a college or pro-fesslinml course. You all know. such cases. A competent intelligence examina-tion discovers them almost without fail. On the other hand. the boy or girlwhose schoohng has been irregular, or whose abilities are special:zed, orwhose conformity to teachers' edicts is imperfect, finds himself delayed oreven barred in his progress on to college. A competent intelligence examination differentiates these irregulars into the strong, who are just the elementour colleges need. who have not met past reqtlireznents by reason of theirweakness.

Professor Colvin says: " These intelligence tests have on the whokshown more reliability in predicting academic success than have pre-ious school marks or teachers estimates." Professor Whipple re-portq : It seems probable that eventually all entering students atMichigan will receive an intelligence lest." Professor Thorndike.speakinfr, in 1919, said:
:arm that an adequate psychological test is better, hour for hour spentor dollar for dollar spent, than the customary content examinations, providedan efficient inspection and rating of the candidate's secondary school career isused in both cases.

The faculty at C'orne11, after investigating the uses of these tests,gave the following remarkable set of resolutions:
1. The committee believes that in group intelligence tests the faculty hasa means of securing information of value:
(a) Applied to prowective students they furnish an additional basis forOmission or rejection.' This is particularly Important if it becomes neces-sary to limit the number of entrants.
(b) Applied to all entering students they give information of value in-1. Educational guidance of the student by his adviser.

2. Classification on basis of capacity for sectioning.
See* Rep. of Commis. of Educ., 1920, pp. 14, 13.
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30 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

3. Early elimination of sure failures.
4. Early detection of exceptionally able students.-
5. Diagnosis of failures due to indifference, indolence, extra-curricular

activities, etc.
2. The committee wishes to emphfisize the fact that there is no disposition

to look upon intelligence tests as the sole basis for entrance to college. obvi-

ously, the most valuable basis for admission is the academic record in the
preparatory school. The *most that could be urged is that students who show

an acceptable academic record may choose between the regular content- ex-

amination and the intelligence test.
8. The committee believes that the cost in time and money involved in the

intelligence testing of all entrants can 1) Justified fully.
4. The committee recognizes that the use of group intelligence tests

rapidly becoming an accepted feature of cofiege and university admigistration,

as it has become in the administration of the lower schools. It believes that
Cornell University should not fail to derive what benefits it may from their

use, and that it should have Gatshare in perfecting the technique of building

and administering these tests, and in using the results obtained to increase
the effectiveness of its services to its students.

After four years' experience with these tests at Columbia Uni-
versity, Professor Jones says:

The psychological test is simply one part, though a very important one,

of the evidence we consider in passing upon the students' applications. but

the psychological examination alone has proved to be an exceedingly useful
criterion of the students' later performances. Its predictive value.is high."

SUMMARY

In the earlier days entrance to college was obtained only by pass-

ing examinations in the various subjects required.
At the present time the following methods of admitting students

are employed :

1. An examination of the applicant in all of the specified

subjects at the college or university itself.
2. An examination in the specified subjects under the direc-

tion of separate examining boards.
3. The presentation of a certificate from an approved or ac-

credited secondary school.
4. A combination of the examination and certificate m'ethods.

5. Presentation of a diploma from an approved high school.

6. Presentation of a diploma from a normal school.
7. Presentation of a teacher's certificate.
8. Entrance as a special or unclaisified student.
9. Comprehensive examination or the new plan of admission.

10. The psychological examination.
The comprehensive examination, or new plan of admission, was

initiated at Harvard in 1911 in order to improve the selection of

',School and Society, Mar. 10, 1928, p. 268.
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METHODS OF ADMISSION 31
candidates by widening the territory from which they might bedriwn. In brief this method consists of examinations in four sub-jects afier the secondary school record of the applicant has beetapproved.

The new plan has been widely adopted by colleges, and the Col-lege Entrance Examination Board has set such examinations since1916. In 1916 the board gave 495 of these exa'minations, arid in1922it gave 2,612.
The main advantages of this plan of admission are that it leavesthe secondary school free to carry on its program as it sees best; givesthe applicant an opportunity to show up at his best by examininghim in subjects which he to some extent chooses; allows no condi-tions; and makes a more careful selection on the basis of personalqualifications.
The chief weaknesses are to- be found in the clangers of conven-tionalizing the examinations, and that the schools and pupils willslight the subjects in which examinations are not to be taken.The psychological examination plan of admissi,on was made pos-sible by the success of the mental testing done in the Army duringthe war. Columbia and Brown Universities first used these testsin connection with the Students' Army Training Corps in 1918. Theresults were so gratifying that steps were immediately taken toadapt these tests to the purposes of selection of regular college stu-dents. In addition to the examination a very careful survey andevaluation of the personal qualifications 'of the candidate is made.A large number of colleges have begun to experiment with thesetests for purposes of selecting students. Brolin, Cornell, andGoucher, in addition to Columbia, have done valuable pioneer workin this field.

The results of the use of psychological tests in selecting collegestudents have been highly satisfactory. Correlations of psychologi-cal examination scores and later college records have been higherthan in the cases of similar correlations between entrance examina-tion or secondary school record and later college marks.



CHAPTER III

THE UNIT AND UNIT REQUIREMENTS

FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE APPEARANCE OF THE UNIT

The history Of the unit in the United States is the history of

the flexibility of college entrance requirements.' This history falk

easily into three main periods, the first representing SOHW two cen-

turies, the second about 60 years. and the third the last '25 year.

It might be said that we are now in both the second. and the third

period, because the characteristics peculiar' to the second period

are still in existence. Although the unit itseq was not, recognized

until the last of the three periods, the ih(lucnces which brought

about its adoption can be traced kick to the first variation from the

first published college entrance requiremelts.
In the early statements of college entrance requirements there

existed no mathematical formuk or mstiiisure. and there was nso

need of such, because ability to translate Latin and Greek con-

stituted the only requirements for college entrance. The college.

curriculum 'was strictly classical, narrow, rigid, and led to but one,

degree, the A.. 'B. For more than a century after lia ryard publisheil

first admission requirements in 142. Latin and Greek wikre the

only subjects required. Arithmeti t. appeared about the middle of

the eighteenth century, bu,t these three subjects were the only ones

required or accepted until after i SOO. During the period 1800 10

1850 geography, Englit grammar, algebra. and geometry appeared.

133' 1870 eleven subjects N.ere recognized as being suitable for conege

entrance."'
l'he entrance examinations required ih these newer subjects were

naturally not the old original translations. Greek and Latin con-

tinued strong, held a (kin grip on their places in the curriculum.

and were examined in as before. Howevef, the newer subjects had

f

a Material for this section was taken chiefly from the foilowing : Broome. 114414)r1cal and

Critical Discussion of Collegv Entrance Requirements. C.11, III. 'Browne. Making of Onr

Middle Schpols, Chs. XVII and XVIII. Monroe, Cyclopedia of Education, Vol II, pp. W.

99. Snow, College Curriculum iu the United States, Ch. VI. Thwing, History of Higher

Education in America, Ch. XXI.'" 1
t Latin, Greet, arithmetic, geography, English grammar. algebra. geometry, ancient' his-

tory, physical geography. english composition, and United Staten higtory. 14m Broome,

p. 40.
,
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to hee defined or outlined in such a way that the prospective student,

THE UNIT AND UNIT REQUIREMENTS 33

or his master, would have some idea of the work upon NN hich he
liould prepare. These first outlines and definitions consisted of such

embryonic descriptions as arithmetic to the rule of three is also
required," "properly construe and parse," " be well instructed in
the following rules of arithmetic," " have well studied a compendium
of geography," " all shall be acquainted with vulgar arithmetic."

About the middle of the nin7teenth century American colleges
rame under the influence of the German un4ersities. and the system
of college elect* began to appear. As early as 1826 Harvard had
offered certain elective courses to special students, vd in 1841 sev-
eral elective coursebes were offered in the sophomore. junior, and

years. Columbia established a "scientific and literary",
,1irse in 1830. In 1869 Eliot began his work at Harvard, and the
elective system soon became established and recognized as a definite
policy. not only at Harvard but in many other institutions, par-
ticularly the newer ones. With the appearanmand establishment
of this system. higher, education in Anferica began a new era. It
has been well said that before the Civil War American institutions
(Pf higher learning were colleges; after it they became universities.

This second' period .of the history of American highmt education
might w.ell be named the "group period." The addition of news
4)jects, the elective system, and the general expansion of educa-
tional ideals and facilities, particularly the rapid development of
the public high school, !iteated a demand for more freedom in
entrance requirements. In response to this demand the "gropp sys-
tem " appeared. The A. B. course was traditional and solidly estab-
lished. Its entrance requirements were an integral part of the
course. well defined and narrowly efficient. This combination could
not easily be shaken. There were, however, two other importafit pos-
sibilities.

The first of these possibilities was that of additional college de-
grees. Until pout 1840 the A. B. was the only first degree known
in American colleges. In answer to the demand for less rigid re-
quirements, the degrees of B. S., B. L., Ph. B., and Litt. B. appeared.
Each . had its distinctive course and each its separate entrance re-
quirements. From no less an authority than President Eliot we
read :

1%1 it not their plain duty (of colleges) to maintain two smeduh,s of re-quirements, one for the Clegree of bachelor of arts, the otheir for the degreeof bachelor of' science, or philosophy, the latter demanding less preparatorystudy than the former? American colleges haveibeen *severely criticized forreceiving students whose preparation was confessedly inferioi* to that requiredof candidates for the degree of bachelor of arts: -but even, the oldest and
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34 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREM'ENTS

strongest of them have done this, and they have done it from a genuine desire
to be servlipable to as large a proportion as possible of American youth!

These added degrees have long been ridiculed as " cogolation
prizes," "cheap degrees," etc. President Jordan once said that the
B. S. usually stood for "bachelor of surfaces." While, on the whole,

kt is true that these degrèes originated in order to -accommodate
stOents whose preparation would not admit them to the A. B.
course, there has been a continuous struggle on the part of the col-
feges to make the courses leading io these degrees demand as high
requirements in admission and work as those required for the tra-
ditional A. B. degree.4 This subject will be discusseNurther in a,

later' connection. Suffice it to say for the present that tAe introduc-
tion of these degrees profoundly influenced American secondary
education.

rr pe other main form of the group Kystem is that represented 13y

Ha yard, 1871-1898. In this system ,everal groups, combinations.
or sequences of Ftudies all lead to the one degree but have slightly
different requirements for entrance. The courses and degree at
Harvard were " classical," hut a 'certain amount of substitution for

Greek and Latin was allowed. Cornell in 1898 had three such

groups, two of which could be entered and pnrsued without Greek.
Columbia at about the same time had three groups, one of 'which
included no Greek. This group system_ has grown in many direc-

. tions and is still the skeleton upon which a college curriculum is hung.
Thee third stage in the, historyitof entrance requirements of Ameri-

can higher. institutions may be called the period of "free election."
By this is meant that the candidate for college entrance may select

a part or all of the subjects which he wishes to present for entrance.
( A_ few colleges give the student the right to present a full schedule
of his Own choosing, without prescribing for him a single course

On the other hand, a few of the colleges still permit no election on

the part of the prospective entrant. Nearly all colleges now allow

more pr less freedom of choice to the candidate.
The development of this stage 'Or period of " free election" in the

colleges has fven due largely to four causes.
1. The further developmenA of the colkge e1ectire.8y8tem, and the

attendant expansion of the college curriculumThe elective system
and the expansion of the college curriculum have developed content-,
poraneously. It has been seen that well into the nineteenth century

e Educational Reform, p. 200.
It IB interesting to note that the various standardizing agencies have froti.ed upon

the practice of colleges gMng several degreek For instance. Stanaard No. 3 of the con-
. stitution of the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States"

begins, " The conferring of a multiplicity of degrees is discouraged. Small institutions,
should cOnfine themselves to ne or two."

.o.
t.
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THE UNiT AND UNIT REQUIREMENTS 35
the colleges offered but one course, which was rigid and narrow, andthe requirements for eritrance to it were as rigid and narrow as the
course itself. By the third quarter of the century additional degrees,
groups, and courses had been added, each with its own entrance re-
quirements ; but toward the close of the tbentury these Courses and
groups became so numerous that it was impossible to define and ad-
minister separate requirements for each one.

0. The .rapid delylopment of the public high. sclwol and it8 cur-
riodum.Tahle 7 shows the development of the Ìmblic high school,
1STO- 1920:

TABU 7.;.----Growth of the public high school, 18GO-19201

Item 1S60 1870 1R8J 1S90 19()0 I 1910 1920.

Numl.or of punhc high thibul; -10 160 SOO ; 2, )2ti 6, 00S 10, 213 14, 326Per vont of public high schools mf Itli
.

iseromi:ir y schools)
60, 75. 2 85. 2 87. 3Number (4. teleher.:. .

9, 120 1 40, 372 -11, 667 97, 854Number of pupils
202, 963 519, 251 U1.), 061 1, 857, 155Per cont of total populaLion in public ,WO sehook

O. 32 O. 68 :. 00 1. 76Per cent of all secondary pupils en-
irolled in public high schools G8.1 82.-4 88.6 01. 0

I

.

i I

"Fho st :It isti(s of nd private high schools were not tabulated separately previous to 1890. Highschools ne (.13.;111e4 I as public or pri VAR% :wyon ti t qpnt ()I. The figures represent ing the nftinber of highschools in 1860, 1!570, and IMO are those estimated by Doctor Harris. 11a4lit, slys t figures are Ufldoubte(lly a gross underestimate, but how nnich, it would be difficult to say in the present state of ourknowledge." Dexter's figures are somewhat larger than those given in the table, and these also, in theopinion of Doctor Inglis, are an "underestimate." See Dexter, !list. of Mile. in the U. S., pp. 172, 173.The statistics for 1890-1920 were taken from Bul. No. 7 (1922), Bu. of Edue., "Statistics of PublicHigh Schools, 1919-20." These figures represent only those sehool3 reporting to tlw bureau. In 1920the bureari.:±1d the mines of 16,300 public high schools ozits mailing list. liowever, the figures as shownwill give an idea of the rapid growth of the public high salool. An average of more than ono public highschool has been established each day since 1890.

The remarkable. development of the high school can be seen in
Table 7. It 'must alsc be remembered that many of the collegeshad academies or preparatory schools of their own. The high schoolwas hailed as the " pebple's" college; and, because it was developingmore or less independently, undoubtedly was the cause of some alarmon the part of the college.. That is, no college was responsiblefor the establishment, support, or development of the public high
school. The high school was tax-supported, while' the college, ex-cept for the State universities, few of which were by 1880 of .anysize or relative importance, was- private.

oThe educational authorities .pf a community which support,ed ahigh school were 'between Iwo.. fires; onp the one hand the college
demaided a rather strict curriculum ag preparation for its wQrk,

V. while on the other hand the liublic demanded vmore immediately
useful subjects. The 'result was a compromise. Subjects not Iior-many accepted for college oteance thus found their way into pie
high-school curriculum. It folfpwed inevitably that. thèse subjectswould .be offered to colleges th satisfaction òf entrance reqüire-

1
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36 sCOLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

ments. When so offered. the college, if it desired the student, could
do one of three things: Accept the studies so presented, accept the
applicant "on condition." or revise its requirements so that these
subjects would be accepted.

The first of these options the college could riot afford to adopt.
To admit students who did not fulfill the entrance requirements as

stated in the catalogue would be a tacit admission that these were

not '"requireinOrs at all, and the college would soon lose its self
respect and qie respect of the community by an acknowledged
:;dulteration ahd cheapening of its standards.

The second otbse. options proved impracticable and expemsive.
A student with tions is badly handicapped in trying to carry
colleov WI an( le college itself is put to considerable troublo
and expe \Irrt- attendant diffic.ulties in administration, records.
ete. Al laugh colleges have admitted with small conditions.
no wholesii e admission of students with. conditions ,,of such large
amounts a§ to be classed as the option mentioned *above has ever been

practiced.
The last of these three options, that of revising entrance require-

. ments to include well-taught subj s heretofore not included, was

the most reasonable and practica the three, and it was along
this line that,the articulation of the high school and college de--
veloped. Not the leitst important of the influences which au7-

mented this development was the competiton of the- colleges for
,students.

3. The competition o7 the college8 far stii(knts.At present the

colleges are overcrowded; 30 or 40 years ago students were sought

after. Committees, presidents, and( deans visited -schools, waited
upon seniors or pew graduates, and extollea the merits of their
colleges. This competition- for students could not but, result in

osome concession in the important matter of entrance requirements,
especially in the cas:e of the exceptional student, and what privilege
was open to this student soon became open to all others.

4. The developinent of State univerxities.Private and semi-
private colleges could dominate the secondary school becausejhey
felt little responsibility for it. However, th3, establishment and de-
velopment of State tiniversities centered attention upon and brought
about a demand for a closer coordination between the public high

school and higher ik,pstitution of learning. A complete State system
o/f education vfas suggested early. For instance, in 1816 the State of

Indiana adopted a constitution which provided for ", a general sys;

tern of &lucation, ascending in reiular gradation froril township high

schools to a State univeirsity wher4ein 'tuition shall be gratis and
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THE UNIT AND UNIT REQUIREMENTS 37

equally open to all." 5 The greatest development along the line of
closer articulation between public high schools and higher State in-
stitutions came after 1871, in which year the University of Michigan
begap to inspect secondary schools and admit students On certifichte.
The'most recent developments along this line are those in which the
rapidly developing municipal colleges and secondary schools are
concerned.

Contemporaneous with the development of freedom of election in
entrance requirements has been the development of quantitative
measures of the subjects required or accepted. In addition to being
due, in part, to the causes listed above as being responsible for more
freedom of election, this development of quantitative measures is
due to three main causes.

1. The very nature of this freedom of electiottitself.Where free-
dom is allowed. or a concession is made, the logical question which
immNliately arises is as to the quantity. How much, in a way, is
as important as the concession itself. After election became estab-
lished, and previous to the appearance of quantitative statements of
amounts of college el-4rance subjects, the question of how much would
have been answered by sgome such gtatenwnts as, "one course in
physics," " one year in algebra," "one-half of (some specified text-
book) geometry," or some such similarly awkward phraase. What
was needed was a "counter " or symbol which would represent such
phrases. The term credit," very naturally grew out of the expres-
sion " high school credit" and was widely used by colleges and uni-
versities before the ad4tion of the standard unit.

2. The development of transportation and the integration of the
American people.The economic and sociological 'changes or devel-
opments in Americi; following 1885 are important. In the early
days the boy went to a college situated conveniently close to his
home, or within reasonable distance of it. Transportation was poor,
slow, and expensive, and 'distances were the greater because of the
difficulties of travel. Now, transpdrtation is of a higher grade, fast,
and cheap ;sand no distance is really great. In the earlier day the
boy as content to stay at home; often he was needed to help in the
work. Now, the boy must "go away to colleger and rarply is he
urgently needed in the father's profession, business, or highly spe-
cialized job. So the boy at Chicago often goes to a New York cpl-
lege,and the boy at New York often goes to a Chicago college. Dis-
tance and strangeness are no longer terrors; indeed, they are looked
upon as imp.ortant educators. Of course it is not elainr6d that more
students "go away to 'college " than attend the home college, but at

Constitution of Indiana (1810, Art. IX, sec. 2.
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38 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

the same time all colleges are drawing increasing numbers of stu-

dents from a distarice. Emigration of college alunmi is undoubt-

edly responsible for much of the going away to college."

Here again, in reporting a high-sChool record for a distant col-

lege or university, some medium of ekchange, :some terminology

peculiar to the matter and pregnant with meaning, was de§irable.

Descriptions of courses. texts used, periods of time, etc.. are clumsy,

inaccurate, and lack uniformity. They are inaccurate for the same

reason that they lack uniformity. Standards:texts, courses, periods,

teachers, methods, and other impoytant elements vary in different
localities. It is not held that the mere adoptio'n oT a symbol will
standardize all courses immediately. or ever, any more than it could
be held that in the early adoption of the dollar as a monetary unit
a dollar always bought a full dollar's worth of goods.6 That how-
ever, is not the fault of the unit of measure. The form or standard
aimed at is one full unit's worth of a subject, and with this value
defined and standardized, the unit ultimately comes to represent it:
Colleges and standardizing bodies are continually revising the defi-
nitions of the various subjects, as these revisions are demanded, and
it is easy for the high schools of the Nation to know precisely what
a unit's' worth of any subjectin terms of time and material
means.

3. The influence of accrediting, examining, and certificating
bodies.The last and most important of the influences making for
a quantitative statement of amount 9f entrance requirements is that
of standardizing agencies. Thee \organizations have created stand-
ards, developed definitiops, inspected work, and evaluated this in

terms of their definitions and standards. This procedure focuses

the attention of the school upon its standards, and if these are low

in comparison with fbse proposed, an incentive to improvement is
provided in the desired ritognition to he obtained br bei.ng placed

upon the accredited list. Inspectors offer suggestions and criticisms
from their experience with other schools; association meetings fur-
nish v'aluable hints for those in attendance or those who read the
reports; And the pride and confidence of the school man and his
community are established if the school is on an accredited or recoge

s The president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching reports
along this line as follow: "The unit used by the Carnegie Foundation alms to be such a
symbol (a simple language which will convey clearly a few fundamental facts). As

between colleges, whether State or endowed institutions, and high schools, private or pub-
lic. 'tibia not a mere mechanical standardization. It involves no limitation upon the

freedom of either the secondary school or the college. It is simply the effort to find a
`comer ' for the very relation between the secondary school and the college which the
tendencies of the last ZS years 4ave been engaged in formulating. The only part the

foundation has had in this effort has been to express in oincrete form the actual usages
of the colleges themselves, together with the admirable results of the Collegr Entrance -
Examination Board in unifying these usages." (Flaurth An. Rep.. 1909, p. 131.)

fr



THE UNIT AND UNIT REQUIREMENTS 39
nized list of standard schools. Here also a unit of measure is re-quired, one that is defined and standardized, and ettsily recognizable,and one that is valid in all parts of the territory for which the or-ganization is responsible. This territory includes the whole country,because college students comé from all parts of it, and becausebetween the organizations responsible for the different parts theremust be some commonly accepted medium of exchange.
EARLY ADOPTION OF QUANTITATIVE MEASURES OF ENTRANCE

REQUIREMENTS

In order to give a general view of the appearance of the unitbefore going into the matter of specific influences. Table S is
sented. This table shows the colleges earliest to adopt a quantita-tive measure of entrance requirements. the date of such adoptiOn,the type of rheasure adopteci. and the .date, of the adoption of thestandard unit as it is now recognized. 'The data of this table rep-resent a study of over 200 of the leading American colleges.
TABLE -7'he first adoptions of quantitatire Hi( aRures of entrance requirementsby .4 meriran mllcpcx

Institution

Chicago
Leland Stanford..._. .
M issouri
California
Indiana
Oregon
Minnesota
Illinois
Arizona
Michigan
Carleton
Columbia
Harvard
Iowa
Knox
Oberlin
Washington
New Mexico
Kansas
Beloit
Colorado
Tem.: 4. 1904
Rochester_ _ _ - . - 1904Washington (St. otiis)

--- --

First
adop-
t ion of

any
measure!

e

1S9:1

1SW
1S97
!WA'
1S98

1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

Name of first
measure Defit)li.on of first measure

Adop-
tion of
stand-

ard unit

1893Same as unit i
1S94i

1894
0497
1897Credit ...... One subject daily for 12 weeks_ .___ i

9°0
Years do 1900

1912Credit

Year-credit I Sarum unit

do Same as unit
do

-+.

1906

111:002:0

Point
do

do
119°8914

one subject daily for one semesterCredit one subject daily for 12 weeks.... _ _ _ ... 1912do One subect (hilly for one year is 10 credits. 1904
1901
1901
19021902 Unit One subject. daily for one semester t 1903
1904

,- 1904Same as unit
1905
1913
1904

Credit ,
Point do

I A brief definition of the standard unit is: " A course of study covering a school year of not less than 36weeks, with 4 or 5 periods of at least 45 minutes each per week." This definition is omitted from the tableto avoid needless repetition, to show comparisons easily, and to show thOother definitions more clearly.I California adopted the standard unit in 1897, changed to a 45 "unit " basis in 1908, and back again to tbetandard unit in 1919.
Os.

Previous to a numerical statement of quantity, all of these institu-tions described outlines of courses, specified texts, or used a com-bination of both methods in announcing their requirements. It willbe noticed that before 1900, of the 24 institutions, only 4 (Chicago,
9
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Indiana, Missouri, and California) made use of the term "unit in

its modern accepted definition. Arizona's "credits" of I-898 were

the equivalent of ,the unit, but the "credit of Illinois- and Oregon

in%1S97 was on a different basis. Of the 12 colleges which from the

first used some Other terminology or standard than the unit. one-half

used the standard unit under some Other name. Of the remain-

ing 6, all used the "one subject daily " part of the standard defini-

tion, but three of them used 12-week terms, and two 1s-week terms.

The other one (Knox) used the one subject daily for one years'

but added, after the fashion of college hours," " equals 10 credits."

In this instance 120 credits were required for entrance.

It will be also noticedd that. during the period of 44) years after the

first appearance of the unit in the catalogue of the University of

Chicago only about 20 colleges had adopted it or any other measin e.

From 1900 to 1913, of the 314 colleges used in this study., 272 had

adopted some measure."This rapid development was due largely to

the influence of the various standardizing a(rencies. It is to these

influences that attention will now be directed.

INFLUENCES DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE UNIT

One of the first organizations to place. numerical valuations of,

preparatory work was the National Council on Higher and Second-

ary Education, which reported to the National Education Associa-

tion in 1884, "The course in preparatory instruction. properly

called, that given in a well-organized high school or academy. should

cover four yeav."
The Committee of Ten reporting in 1S92, after listing several

curricula and stating the time allotments for the various subjects.

said:
A college might say, we will accept for admission any izroup of studies Wien

from the sevondnry school pr'ogrnms, provided that the sum fit 'the studies ill

each of the four years amounts to 11; or 18 or 20 period.N a weti: as may iw

thought beAt, and provided, further, that in each year at leastefour of the sub-

jects presented shall hare been pursued at least three periods n week and that

at least three of the subje04 shall havo been iinr:tliN1 Olive years or more."

Hergthen, is the real basis upon which the concept of quantitative

measures of entrance subjects rests. 440

At its first meeting in 1895 the North Central Associaon of Col-

leges and Secondary Schools tried to answer this question,-" What

I 14y 1013 there were 281 of the colleges using some quantitativo me\mure of college

entrance requirements, The 9 colleges mentioned above as hefting adopted such measure&

before 1900, added to the 272 which have adopted measures since 1900 up to 1913, gives

this number.
Rep. of Committee of Ten, 1892. pp. 52, 53.
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THE UNIT AND UNIt REQUIREMENTS 41

constitutes a -college and what a high school?" President R. H.
Jesse proposed the following standard for a secondary or, high
school:

well-managed course of study, the last four years of which are devoted
hiefly to Latin. (;rech, French, German. Englkh. history. algebra. geometry,

and science.'

The first a the agencies to assign mathematical quantities to sub-
jects was the University of the State of New York. which in 1895,
in explaining a table of amounts and subjects, said, "The table
assumes that each student takes three studies each day for five days
eah week. The term count represents 10 weeks work in one of
these studies." "

The next year the question of amounts came before the Asso
ki(in of Colleges and Prepairatory Schools of the Middle States and
Maryland. President Eliot, in an address before the Harvard
Teachers Association in 1S9(3, had suggested the necessity of,a reason-,

able method of attachinu: values to) entrance !.itlbjects .with due
reference to) the time necessary for preparation in the A-arious
studies. President CaO'v Thomas took this as her theme and said :

In the wider range of electives that mny ht accepted in the future foradmission to nre %\e -:nre that ail 'qible( is have the some educationalvalue: that all subjects, if equally well taught, equally well train the mindto think? * e 0 The time requirement of all subjects may undoubtedly hemade equal by a little ingenuity. but do 311! subjects give the same mental dis-ripline? In endenv(wing to determine this question, on whose answer, it seemsto me, depend the intellectual grasp and power of the future generation ofschool and college students. lies the most profound work of Mk association."
At this same meeting Thurber defined the "unit" in almost the

identical terms in which it is now commonly defined. His definitionwas: b"Flie .unit repreents hours of recitation work per week, or
.") recitation periods of 55 or 40 minutes. as the case may be, running
through an entire school year." 12

In 1896 the board of education of the Presbyterian Church, in
1s98 the Ohio College Association, and in 1900 the board of educa-tion of the Methodist Episcopal Church South evaluated entrance
subjects in terms of hours per week.

This movement toward quantitative definition of subjects was ac-
celerated by the report of the committee on college entrance re-
quirements to the National Education Association in 1899. Among
qther things it reported:

What is to be desired and what the committee hopes may become true Isthat the t:011eges will state their entrance requirements In terms of national
6 First I roc. N. Cen. ASNO4'.. p. 26.
"'Examination Handbook, Univ. of kitato of N. Y., 1895, p. 12

0!I Tenth Proc. AMICK% of Cols. and Prep. Schs. of tir Middle Statis and Maryland, 1800,pp. 102, 103.
" Ibid., p. 181.
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42 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

units or norms and that the school;; will build up their programs of studies
out of the units furnished these separate courses of study. A colleze may
recognize wore or fewer of thc,:e uffits. hut where it reel)gniZeS a subje('t at
an it is t4) h hOped i h it will recognize it in the shape 4)f the national
unit."

The same year the committee On 1N.4ory reported to the committee
(in entrance requirements concerning tbe unit. as follows:

For convenience of St iitijnent we have adopt491 in the following
memlations the term unit ".and by unit we mean either ono year of hktorkal
work wherein the study is given five times per.week, or two years of historica!

work wherein the study is given three times per week."

This is really the first definite definition in practice, of the unit.
Three later (1902) came the epoch-making report of the com-

accreditild schools to the North Central Association.

# This report defined the unit as a "course covering a school year of

not less than 35 wtteks with 4 or 5 periods of at least 4;) minutes each

Per week." 5
The next year tt;is definition was interpreted to include. schools in

which the period was 40 minutes ii1 length, provided there were
periods per week. Iì 1 91s the length of the school year required

was raised to a minimum lengih of :16 weeks.
The next. year. 1906. saw the establishment of perhaps the most

important standardizing agency for higher education that this

country has ever seen. the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-

ment of Teaching. The first question which the North Central

Association tried to answer in 1895 was now attacked by this new

ally. It came about in rather a unique way. In transmitting his
(rift for the estabhshment and endowment of the foundation, Mr

Carnegie used the expression retiring pensions for the teachers of

universities, colleges, and technical schools." It thus became imme-

diately necessary to define these terms. In the first report of' the

foundation we read:

The terms "college" and " university " have yet no fixed meaning 4In

this continent. It is not uncommon to find flourishing high schools which

bear one or the other of these titles.
* * In order to judge what constitutes " four years of academy or

high-school preparation the officers of the foundation have made use of a

plan commonly adopted by college entrance boards. By this plan college

entrance requirements are designated in terms of units, a unit being a course

of five periods weekly throughout the academic yeat of the preparatory
school. For the purposes of the foundation the units in each branch of

academic study have also been quantitatively defined, the aim being to assign
values to the Ruhjects In accordance with the time usually required to pre-

" Proc. Nat. Educ. Assoc., 1898, Pp. 672, 673.
"Report of the committee on history, ibid., p. 758.
a Seventh Proc. N. Oen. Assoc., p. 8.
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pure adequately upon them for college entrance. Thus plane geometry, which
is usually studied five periods weekly throughout an academic year of the
preparatory school, is estimated at one unit. In other words the value of the
unit is based upon the actual amount of work requirbed and not upon the
mount of time specified for the preparation of the subject."

Although the Carnegie Foundation adopted the unit four years
after it had been adopted by the North Central Association, it is
most frequently alluded to, especially in earlier literature, ais the'
"Carnegie unit."

The committee on definition of the unit reported to the North
Central Association in 1908 a slight change in the definition of the
unit. The new definition made the time a little more rigid by re-
quiring in the aggregate Anot less than one hundred and twenty
60-minute hours of classroom work," and added the provision that
"two hours Of manual training or laboratory work being equivalent
to one hour of classroom work." "

In 1907 the national conference committee on standards was organ-
izeil. It was designed as a national body which should be composed
of representatives from the various accrediting and standardizing
agencies of the country./ At its third meeting in NOD this committee
defined the unit more elaborately than any other body had Previously
done. The usual definition quoted is as follows: "A unit represents
a year's study in any subject in a secondary school, constituting ap-
proximately a quarter of a full year's work." "

In 1908 the committee of review of the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board presented a report recommending that the board in-
ddrse the scale of values of college entrance requirements adopted
by the Carnegie Foundation and that in the future publications of
the board these values be attached to the definition of requirements.
This report, and its attendant recognition, was approved the follow-
ing year, and we find this statement :

It is hoped at through the cooperation of the Carnegie Foundation and the
College L unee Examination Board the scale of values here given may be
regarded as authoritative aud that it may find general acceptance!'

The unit was further recognized and its use recommended by the
Southern Association of College Women at its meeting in 1911 as
follows:

Resolved (6) That the Southern Association of College Women request all
institutions lwlonging to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching to designate their admission requirement& In stantlard units, or, if
they use some other terminology, in all cases to give the equivalent in standard
units.

"'First Rep. Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching, 1906, pp. 38. 39.
IT Fourteenth Proc. N. Con. Assoc.. 1908.
la Minutes of third meeting Nat. Cont. Committee, 1909.

Report of the sectyarv, 1909, pp. 3, 4.
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adik

(7) That the Southern Association of College Women request all State high-

school inspectors in the South, in their reports of the work done in the public

high schools, to give credit in units only in subjects recognized either by the

Southern Asociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools or by the College
.Entrance Examination Board.

(S) That the Southern Association of College Women request all organizi-

tions to usethe term "unit " only in the sense of the standard unit.

(9) That the Southern Association of College Women request all southern

colleges that confer degrees to state their admission requireinwits in standard

units. zn

Secondary education in America has always suffered from a-lack
of distinctive and definite terminology. It has been seen that there
have been used many terms to designate what the unit stands for.

This multiplicity of terms could but result in confusion. In order to

lessen this confusion a subcommittee made t4e following report to
the national conference committee in 1911:

Resolrcd, That this vommittee recommend as a matter of convenience to

secure uniformity:
1. That the term "unit" be used only as a measure of work done in sec-,

recitationondary schools and that the term " period" be usod to (1 note n (or

equivalent exercise) in a secondary sehool.
2. That the term " hour" be restricted to use in measuring' vollege work and

that the term " exeroise" be used to denote n recitati1n, lecture or laborntor

period in a college.
3. That unit be used as defined by this committee. the Carnegie Foundation.

and the Conet;e Entrance Board, and that hour be used preferably in the sense

of year-hour.
4. That the use of other terms, such as count, point, and credit, in any of

these senses be diseontinued."

When the unit came to be recognized more or less generally, it was

but natural that some schools should evaluate their units as beinir

"super" quality and quantity, and there arose a difficulty in admin-

istering the requirements when one school would graduate pupils
°with 17, 1. or 19 units, and another school would give but 16 units

for the saw work.
The first report of the Carnegie Foundation ealled attention,

this evil and proinised that evaluations would he made on the bas
of actual time, periods per week, spent on the varkus subjects. In

order to aN'-oid the difficulty and its attendant unftlfrness the national
conference committee On standards amended its definition of the unit
(1912) by the addition of the sentence, "that a secondary-school cur-

riculum should be regarded as representing not more than 16 units
of work." 22

The Ohio College Association recognized the unit in 1911. when
it ad4ted a standard of 15 units for entrance to the hegAlleges of the

am. am

"Eighth Rep. Southern AsFoe. (Pf Col. Women, 1911, pi).

u Minute's fifth meeting Nat. Conf. Committee. 1911.
=Minutes sixth meeting Nat. Conf. Committee, 1912.
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association. The Catholic Education Association also adopted the
unit the same year. The last of the more important accrediting
agencies, the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, and the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher
Schools, adoptedothis measure in 1921. -

With the appearance of the junior High School there has come. ane difficulty into the question of entratneki-Itrequirements. that of
acceptance of junior ,high-school subjects as satisfying college-en-
trance requirements. This problem. was suggested as ?tarly as 1913at the meeting oi the national conference committee. Previous to
this meeting a letter was 4rc1Iteed among the members of the con-
ference containing three questicrns for discussion at the coming meet-
ing. One of theA% questions was. "Greater unit values of the workof the later years of the secondary-school curriculum as compared
Nvith the work of the earlier years."=3 The following yetv this
problem was taken up again in a similar manner. 116cussion con-tinued throu!rli several annual meetings, and finally. in 1911:0 theconunife vote(i that the executive committee s1ìou14 invkwate
either tftemseives. through a. subcommittee. or by means Of a special
mmmittee 'to be appointed by them, the question of the present
development of the jurlior high schools in the United States and
report whether in their judgment the time had come for necessityof action regarding uniformity in the matter of acceptance of workfrom such schools by the mlleges.

In 1914 Principal Bliss reported to the North Central Association
a plan whereby " minor " units were countvd for the first two yearsof the high school, "interme(liate" units the second and third years,and ".major I.

units for the last two years. The junior high schoolas frequently mentioned as the real basis of the movement to differ-entiate unit values. The result of these discussions was the appoint-ment. in 1916. of a commission On unit courses and curricula, whoseduties were defined as follows:
Tills commission hail define unit coursvs of study in various subjects andshall consider the curriculum and organization of all Claws:* of institutionsinchidcd within the association."'

(file following years a comprehensive report was carried to theassociation, and this report has served as a sort of perennial basisfor discussion and further reports.
At a joint meeting of the committee on junior high schools of theNorth Central Association with a like committee from the National

"Minutes seventh mileting Nat. Cont. Committee, 1913." Italics by author.
Prue. annual meetIng N. Cen. Assoc., 1916, p. 232.
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Council of Education at the time of the meeting of the department of

superintendence, February 27, 1922, the following resolution was

introduced and passed unanimously :

Resolved, That the conference request the three commissions of the North

Central Association to appoint a Joint committee to study the question of

defining entrance requirements in such a way as to provide for proper rev-
nition of work done in the junior high school, with the request that the report
of the joint committee be submitted to a conference held in connection with

the 1923 meeting of the association.

This committee was appointed and immediately went to work

under Chairman Frank Pickell, of Cleveland, Ohio.

ADOPTION OF THE STANDARD UNIT, 1913-1922

Within 10 years after its first adoption by a standardizing agency

the unit became the recognized symbol for amounts of entrance
subjects. Table O shows the record of adoption of the unit since

1913.

TABLE r Adoption of the standard unit, 1913-1922, by all colleges, whether
already using a measurt of entrance subjects or not

Colleges

Colleges adopting t he unit
Total adoptions after 1913 _

Colleges not using unit
Total colleges using the unit_

1913 1914 191:I 191(1 1917 I 1918 1019 1920 1921 .1922

I

3 6 10 6 5 2 3 4

3 9 19
I

25 30 32 35 39 41

59 56 50 40 34 ! 29 27 24 20 18

235 258 64 274 2S0 2$5 257 290 294 ; 296

Thus it will be seen thak_a1though 59 of the 314 colleges did not

use the standard unit as their measure of entrance requirements in

1913, by 1922 this number had dwindled to 18. The figures of adop-
tion for the years 915-1918 are somewhat- larger than those of

other years. This is explained by the fact that ,11 Catholic colleges

which hitherto had used only general descriptions changed to a
quantitative basis during these years, and particularly in 1916.

This increase is more readily seen in Table 11.
Of course, some of the colleges had adopted earlier some numerical

scheme of quantitative measurement. Table 10 shows the adoption
of the unit by these colleges :

TABLE 10.--Adoption of the standard unit, 1913-1922, by colleges already using
same quantitative measure of entrance subjects

Colloes 1913 1914 1915. 191n 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922

Colleges adopting the unit i
i 0 ' 3 ' 1

Taal adoptions after 1913 0 3 4
Colleges not using unit

1

26 ;
I

26 i 23 + 22
1

2 1 2
6 7 9

20 19 1 17

3
12
,14

3 2

15 17

11

i ,

.1- .

. . .
1

;

i '

1
"4.

ow VI

410

i

1

9

I

I

I

!

)
' '

;

I

1
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It will be seen from lese tables that nearly one-half of the col-
leges which in 1913 did not use the standard unit utilized some
other method of measurement. In 1922 only 9 of the 305 colleges
which use a quantitative measure did riot use the standard. unit.
Of these 9 colleges that use other methods of measurement. 5 are
colleges in Nebraska, and all require 30 ". points," equivalent to 15
standard uhits. for entrance." Three other Nebraska colleges
changed from this system since 1915. as did also two Iowa colleges,
which were. apparently because Of their accessibility, under the in-
fluence of the University of Nebraska." Rutgers uses the term

point for a standard unit. Whitman is the last of the wpstern
colleges to use credit "28 as its measure. the University of Cali-
fornia, Mills, Whittier, and the State College of Washington all
having changed their measure to the unit since 1917. Gustavus
Adolphus and Union Colleges still use other measures than the
standard init.

As late as 1913 a considerable number of colleges still expressed
admission requirements in a general statement, such as "graduation
from an approved high school," in descriptions and outlines of
work, with no mention of a unit of quantitative measurement. Table
11 shows the recoM of adoption of the unit by colleges which were
using, up to that time, no measure at all.

TAIllE of the standard unit. 1913-1922, by collcyc8 using no quan-tita nicamire of e»trance Nubject8

1913 191i 191.1 11.¡It; 1917 VIIN 1919 19420 1921 P122

Colleges adopting the unit 3 3 9 4 4 0 '01 1 0Total adoption after 1913 r; 1.1 19 'It 23 23 24 24Cellem not using the unit 33 30 d. 18 14 10 I 10 19 9 9

was noted before, the peak of the adoptiob tame in 1916, when
a,number of Jesuit colleges adopted the unit. In 1922 only 9 of
the 314 colleges do not use the standard unit. Eight of these are
Catholic wild one is Lutheran.

DEVELOPMÈNT OF UNIT STANDARDS FOR COLLEGE ENTRANCE

Once the term " unit" was defined and accepted, it became nec-
(ssary to state the number of units which should be required for
entrance to college. This second step toWard quantitative measure-
ment has developed with the first, with perhaps a slight lag, since
a few 'college catalogues show the ádoption of the unit definitions

" University of Nebraska, Cotner, Doane, York, and Grand Island colleges.r The Nebraska colleges were Creighton, Nebraska Wesleyan, and Hastings. The Iowacolleges were Morningside and Central.
"Thirty-two credits equal sixteen units.

" "
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of subjects at a certain time but 'do not state the number of units

requiral for entrance, until a year or so later.

It will be remembered that the earliest quantitative tletinitiohs

were confined to the length of the school year, as for instan't,T, the

sentence previously quoted from the report of the Nationid Council

of Higher and Secondary Education in 1884 defining the high-school

course as covering %. four years." The Committee of Ten flggested

16, 18, or 20 periods a week for a period of four years. A.t. the. third

meetimr of the North Central Association. in is97. the foliim

sections were added to the constitution:

Article I I I. Suction \(1 leg.e 4' linh y t- I In II be eligible to

bership whose requirements for admission represent less thait four years of

secondark work..
Section 7. No !:;eeondary school shall l) lfgil,14 t membership Which does

Lot have a four years' course of study."

The* are the foundaon stones upon which tOtal-unif -r

ment developed.
Two years later appears the first mention of number Of units re-

quired for entrance to Tollege. At this meeting of theqsame as:ocia-

tion a committee On vollege admission reported in favor of a four

years curriculunvfoi. high schools that should include as constants,

English, two years; mathematics, two years; history, one year:

science, one -ear: or 6 out, of the 16 /in .the remainder bein-,!-

elective." " It is interesting to note that this was three years before

the adoption of the standards which incbtded even the,definition of

the unit.
In 1902 the association, after defining the unit, state\I the quantity

to be required as follows:
Thp graduatioi requirements of the high school and the entrance require-

menis,rtf the college h4 include 15 units as above defined.' k

r.

. Two years later sections 5 and 7 quoted above 4 were amended to

mad " 15 units of secondary school work " it phice of " foil!. years."
. ,

of such work. .
.

The'. Carnegie Foundation for the Advancenieft. of Tenting, in

-definin'g standards for college preparat:on in OM, stated:

blourteen units oonstitute the minimum ainopnt of preparation which may

he intewieted'$is " four "years of academy or high;school preparation." "
p.

1908In President ..-Xyres proposed the following amendment to,the

by-laxv oft,he A'ssociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools of ,.the

States: 41t

. "Ptoc.. third meeting N. ('441. ls97.
2 a° Prw fffth meeting N..Ceti. AssOc., 1890:

sgliDight.th Proc. N. Cen. Assbc., p. 8.
-

.92 First
. .

kep., Carnegie. Foondathm, 1900, pp.. 38, 3-
.
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Candidates seekinz full admission to college for any degree courses in a
literary department must offer the following number of units: In 1909, eleven:
1910. twelve; 1911, thirteen : 1912 and thereafter. fourteen."

'Although this aniendn tent. failed to carry, it was symptomatic and
prophetic. The folloing year the association adopted a standard Of
11 units which should be(%ome oporative in 1910.

The question Of st anda units.and the number to be required came
up before the (lath() Educntion Association in 1910. President
O'Mallonev, after discuss,ing gthe requirements for entrance to the
vari()I1s Catholic :

Thus in every courser, u»It are required, the only room for elective studies
being in the choice of courses, .(whtich,is 'given the student *

A reolution determining dtv'eonNenhms Of opinion of the Catholic college
departatitent of the Catholic. Education Association on the number ,of units re-
quired for entrance, and-a .columittw. empowered by this associa nsOor) to study
Ow actual entrance requirements of our Catholic colleges and ela...lfy them ac-
cordingly, would do more lo ralse HO) standards of our colleges ttan anything
which .has p't been done by Catholic educators.'

This plea bore truit,fol; the folfowing year the association adopted
the stauda'reVnit and these resolutions: ,

.,
J. That colleFes denulnd 10 units for entrance to the freshman yetkr of any,

program of studies.
2. That preparatory MS of stgldies leading up to the various deg s

be formulated in detail..
3. That the amount of wiwk represented 1) a unit in any subject shal

clearly and fully Outlined.'

The Catholic colleges. slow -to break away from descriptive' state-
ments of entrance requircinefits, have distinctly favored a 10-unit
basis, Once the cha'nge ft; a quaiaitative statement was made. Nearly
all of the c(nleges which adopted the unit after 19142i frclopted
units as the number 1'eq0 red. This is, of .Course, in keeping witirthe
above iiesolution: As has alregdy been 'shown, othe Jesuit collèges
1(l)1)ies1 the 10-unit 14isis,4o a considerable exterit in 1915-1918.
However; at the pf:Oseni.- tinie:th Catholic. Education Association
recognizes the 1.")-640 basis, and nlo4,bf- these colleges have gravi-
tated to, this §tarOard:.

This- steady i4oveinent toward 15 units as the basis- .for college
entrance r.eceived 'a t,rong impetus in the form of the report of the
conunitteeof 'nine to the National Education Association in 1911.
This repor,t unique. fin the fact that a justifictftion of 15 units,
rather than, 10 or some other number, is made. It will be remem-
bere4.that thek-Catholid' Edue.abon 'Association adopted 16 units as

.its stitpiard thi§ same year, reporting as. it did so, 'One of the
easo.it fòrthis (the adoption of, 16 tinits) *as that a number of

toUite.iutih meit1ng, 1908,01k O.
it-Prpe Cobtli. Educ. da,soc., 1910, p. 161.
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'colleges demand 16 units for entrance, and it was agreed that our
standard should measure up to the best." " The committee of 1)ine
reported in this connection as follows:

We believe that 15 units is a better requirement than 16, because
(1) Quantity should be subordinated to quality.
(2) Overstrain should be eliminatod from the atmosphere of the school.
(3) There should be one.unit leeway; inasmuch as failure in one unit should

neither cost tlie student an extra yeavii, nor tempt lip e principal to permit such
student to try to cArry an extra unit the succeeding year. .41IW

(4) Students of exceptional ability should he permitted to earn five units
per year, thereby shorkning the high-school period by one year.

(5) Students poor hi ability should be required to 4)end five years upon the
course, attempting and performing three units pad' year, thereby diminishing
lailurgs and reducing excessive rier capita cost of instruction."

A little further on in the report is this statement, "Where 15 units
are adopt,e4pas the reqi!ired number, it would seem reasonable that
physical training and chorus singing should not be counte'd to\-ard
the 15 units." 88

The University of the State of New York reduced the number of
COUlits " requiredfrorn 72 tg in 1914. These_ 60 counts are about

the equivalent of 15 standard gnits. In 1915 the Association of
American Colleges adopted .1i units as its standard for college

-entrance. This was tlie last hf the more important associations .to
adopt the number 14. The movement toward 15 as a standard
regtiirement, which has characterizect the entire period under dis-
cussion, closed the period with a rush. The last four ears have
witnessed the adaption of this number by the following iisso-cia-

tiou:-89 The National sonfeince Committee pn Standards, 1919;
the Association of Co11eg9es and.,Secondary Schools of the Southern
States, 1919; the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher
Schools, 19.21; the New England AsAociatiop of Colfegnes and Sec-
andary; Schools, 1921.

ADOPTION OF THE VARIOUS UNIT STANDARDS, 1913-1922

Table 12 shows the record of 0-ery adoption or change in all of
the colleges of this st6dy for the period 1913-1922.4"

es Proc. Cath. Educ. Assoc., 1912, p..163.
147 Proc. Nat. Educ. Assoc., 1'911, p. 561. t

"Units in plqsical education and chorus singing are never required and are rarely
0 accepted. A eotnmittee recommended to the National Association of Secondary School

Principals (1922) that 16 units be the basis of college entrance and that one unit be
" health education."

"The Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Middle States and %inn-
land adopted, in 1919, the standard that colleges must " require for admission sot less
than four years of academy or high-school work or equivalent."

4e Is computing the** amounts all colleges which had quantitative standards, whether
the standard unit or note were used. The amounts of the cdileges not using the standarl
unit were transmuted into.standard unit values.
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TABLE 12.A dopti9n of the various unit standards for entrance by American

erallrle.v. 1913-1ft22
I Set. 111:1111tr. 1 all :tt C11(1 4 tf

Years in which the standard was adopted or changed Final unit standard, 1922Number of
colleges 1913 I 1914

1. 10
1 10 i 14

1 13
1..

1
14............

4.. .. _ 14
1._ 11

1 13.
6_____ t-4
1_ 14__
:I 14
o..... .. __ i44
L.

144

1 14
141 __ __ ..

1 14L
141 .. .. ..

14........
1._ _ ___-__ 14
1... 14

141 .. ..

14._ ..... . _ _ ..1

1915 1916 i 1917 1918 1911 1920
.40

!

11 14

1-11

15
16

I 0

gro

15
13 r.

15 1

111:

141-2
141 ,

".
--1 141,

14 11 2

14

4..... 141,4: 151

i4 12'1 ... ..
2 .. 14,142..
4 * 14121_ .
4.-__ 141/2.___....
1 141.2:._

a

1 15 16 15
L : 15 10
179 13 .. _

2 1

15
1

15
....

.
2
1... ....
1 _

151,+,. -

15
15

1 .....

I
4 16 15
1. .. .. __-_-__ 16 1412
1 16 15
1

.. 16.

2 - 16
it) 10 -,
1 _ I

! 16 ,
3 I i6
1 . I

16
1

10
2

..
1

2

2 163-¡.

1 18 14 4. 11

1 20

Total . I

1

15

15

16
16

15

.11M

1-

15
15

14 1414 15
units: units'1921 1922 2 units4

15

15 1

15

15

ir)

16

5

r

2

......

15 _

15

15

16

16

15

15

15

15

1

la

411, 11.

16
units

1

1

1 __.

4
1

3 ___
6
1

I

2
1 ..
4

1

9 .
1 -

1

Ob.

4
2
1 ID

2
4
4

1

11
.4 - - .

l
179

2
2
2
1

1

1

4
1

1

1

2
10

1

2

1 13 271 ! 20

EXPLANATION.This table is read as follows: The top series reads, in 1913 one college had 10 units as itsstandard, requiring that number for admission. This was changed to 11 units in 1915, to 14 in 1916, and to15 in 1920, at which figure it still remained in 1922. In the second series under standard 19 the White In1913 had no quantitative standard. However, it adopted 13 units in 1918 and in 1920 changed to a 15-unitbags. The &et series in 1914 standard shows that two colleges which in 1913 had 14 units as their standardchanged to 14.5 in 1914 and made no other changes after that. In the 15-unit standard, 179 colleges havemade no change since pa.
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The changes just shown individually are represented collectively
in table 13, which shows the number of colleges having the varioUs

standards for eacil- year of the period. For instance. in 1913 two
colleges used the 10-unit basis. one (either one of these two 4)r some

other) was iNilvr this basis in 191 t. but no college was using it in
191:) or after.

TABLE 13.---1)istribution

Units

of the roperfe on ba.vis of number of unitx required for
entrance for period 1!+13-1922

Nutcher () colleges in the car

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 191g 1919 1920 1 1921

10_ .. . 2 i 1 . 0 o o 0
11 _ . _ .

0 1 0 2 1 1 0

13... 1 I 1 1 I) O 1

14.... ...... . 46 47 40 39 32 24

0 0
-- o 0

1 0
ls 4

Orft

0 0

0 0

l I 0

2 1

14.5.. (1-.., 30 4,-_i 2f. 26 30 26 20 15 13

15... 1S1 1S5 1P7 ;., 2W; 215 221 231 258 269 271

15.5_ .. 1 1 1 I 1 ' 1 1 1 0 0

19 .;
16 16 : 20 rt.)

.... 24 24 20 19 19

16.5... 2 ! '2 I )
IIIN 1 2 2 ! '2

18.... 1 I
0

..
0 0 (1 (1 0 0

20 .
1 i 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1

I 4:d I't ?SI Pti 296 300 3114 30.1 30 1

The average number of units required by ail (d* the colleges for

each year of the period is shown in Table 14.

TABLE 14. Average ?umber of unitx required for entrance tfj collcgr for each

year, 1913-1922'

unit,nits
1913__ _ 14. 85 VAS__ 14. 93

1914_ _ _ _ _ 1. S5 1 1919._
It r

_ _ 14. 99

1917) _ 14. SG 1 1920 . _ _ _ _ 15. 00

1016 _ ___ 14. 90 1921_. _ 15. 04

1917_ _ _ _ 14. 93 1 192' _ 15. 05

Both the median'and the mode are 15 units in each year of the
period.

hialf units are iccepfed universally by the colleges. A Ww col-

leges state that such half units must be in additional work already
presented or in combinations of closely allied subjects such as are
commonly found in the sciences. and social science. The following
statement from the catalogue of Oberlin College is typical of this
limitation: "Half units will be accepted, but only when presented
in addition to integral units in the same subject. and for these pur-

poses the sciences may be considered as one subject." 42 A very few

It is recoghtsed that for general purposes the averages of such distributions us sliowu

above would be valueless. However, the purpose here is to show the gradual litervaFe of

the average requirement from slightly under to alight!), over 15 unit(..
° Oberlin College catalogue, 1916-17, p. 05.
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colleges 1. nit the number of half units which the applicant may
present.

At the present time the total unit requirement for admission to
any college does not vary. in that institution, with the degrees or
courses which are 6ffered. Provisions for crediting quality" in
atisfying entrance requirements are very rare.

SUMMARY

The history of the unit is indissolubly bound up in the history of
the flexibility Of college entrance requirements. This history is
represented by three periods the first of abont two centuries in
extent. the second about 60 years, and the third. the last 25 years.

During the first period, entrance requirements were rigid and
detailed. and there was no need of mathematical evaluation or ex-
pression of amounts of entrance subjects.

About the middle of the nineteenth century the elective system
began to develop in American "olleges. and With.- t hi came a com-
phquentary development in election in college entrance subjects.

The third period has witnessed a rapid increase in the amount of
election allowed in entrance subjects hnd also in the appearance and
development of free margin or unrestricted election. This grea:er
allowance of election in entrance subjects was caused in the main
by four factors: -(1) The further expansion of the college curric-
ulum; (2) the rapid development of the public high school; (3)
the competition of the colleges for students: and (4) the develop-
ment of State universities.

Hand in band with .the development of more freedom of elec-
tion in entrance requireme, s came the development of quantitative
measures of the siibject rpuroid or accepted. This development
MIS made necessary because (1) by its very nature the greater
amount of .election had to be evaluated or equated on scum basis,
and (2) the development, of transportation and the interration of
the American people meant that colleges passed from local into
State, regional. or National significance. and entrance requirements
In terms commonly understood the country over became necessary,
and (3) because of the influence of accrediting. examining, and
certificating bodies.

A study of the catalogues of over 200 colleges reveals.the fact
that before 1900 only 9 were making use of on.N.r quantitative meas-
ure of entrance subjects and Only 4 vere using the' term "unit"
in its modern definition. Prom 19(X) to 1913, of the 314 eolreges
of this study, 27'2 more adopted the standard unit.
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A great many influences were responsible for the adoption of
this measure of entrance requirements, chief among which were the
various accrediting and standardizing agencies.

The problems of entrance crdit for junior high-school work,
and credit for quality, have as yet been little touched upon.

By 1922 all but 18 of the 314 cQlleges were using the standard
unit. of the 18, nine were using some other quantitative measure
from which unit values could bP easily computed. while only nine
weie using no quantitative measure at all in published requirement;.

The 15-unit requirement ha:- become practically universal. In
1913, of the colleges studied, 181 required 15 units for entr4ince.
while 271 of the 305 colleges in 1922 required it. A few colleges'
still require 14.5 and a few 16 units. In 1922 only one college was
requiring 14 units for entrance.

Half units are commonly accented by colleges. if they are in

subjects already offered or in closely allied subjects.
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CHAPTER I V

ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE TO COLLEGE

Basic to any discussion of college entrance requirements is con-
sideration of° subjects prescribed and accepted, and amounts of
such subjects prescribed and accepted. College work presupposes
preparation of a certain kind and amount. Examination, certifica-
tion and accrediting are all based upon subject and amounts of
subjects. These subjects and amounts do not remain the same
for any considerable length of time for any college. Emphases
change, and older subjects give way to newer subjects. With
increasing demands made upon both the high school and the college,
it is inevitable that there should result a multiplicity which fairly
astounds not only the pupil but the professional curriculum maker
himself. The present chapter will analyze the subjects and amounts
required for entrance to college and point out the significant chamges
which have taken place during the period 1913-1922.

THE TREND OF COLLEGE DEGREE DEVELOPMENT

Many popular articles have been written on the subject of coh
16-ge degrees. Not a few of them have pointed out great chtinges
and tendencies of various sorts. Most of them have been written
about a feNK colleges or with few colleges in mind. Table 15 shows
the trend of college degree devdopment for all of the 314 c9lleges
used in this study. The table lists the colleges according to what
degree, or degrees, they give and shows all changes that have oc-
curred during the past 10 years.

55
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1

2
3
4

6

8
9

12

13
14
15
ifS
17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24

26

214

29
30
31
32
aa
34

36

37

38

39

40
41

42

Ntim-
ber of

I Degree colleges,
offer
ing

I ficatiou these
(iegreis
in 1913.

A. B.

A. B. _

_

A.11_ _

B. L.. _ _

A. B _

Ph. 13 _ .

TABLE 15. The trend uf college degree

Dvgrees adiwd or withdrawn n t he year

1911 1P1. 19tri 1917 111% 1919 1920 1921 1 V2 2

100
+B. , IL S.

1 4- 13

2 .

s.
s

nPh.1L.

9
1

1

109 .

4

S
+Ph. IL

B.

I --B. S
2 --B. S
1 . . +14. 1,
2 IL SA.
1 Ph B

Litt.
1

Ph. B.
11.

1 11.

2
I )

2

1

2
1

1

3
l'h.B. k

+B. S.it-

-;{

k B.

B. S

Ph. 11.

B. S.
Litt.

t B.

B. S
, 4-Ph. B.

B. L.

B. L.
A B.

B. .

Ph.B

. .

B. S.
B. S.
Ph.11;

i. - . - . - - - -

..;i+Litt. I.- B.II. !

Ph. Litt.

E k ATMS. -By "degite classification " is meant the combination of degrees which the colleges offer;
some oiler only the A. B.; some the A. B., B. St, Ph. B., etc. The figures under the year 1913 Indicate the
number of colleges in the particular degree classification in lom. The addition and subtraction of demo

.is shown under the appropriate year, while the " final " classification of the collegm, according to the degree
or dews combination they offered in 1922, is shown in the last columns.
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS

A 14.

Number of colleges offering these degrees in 1922

B. s.
Litt. 13.: Ph. B. B. L. 13. S. B.

Ph. 13'. Litt. B
1

(.4

1

1

2

.t

3

1 09

f

.4

1

2

. . ..... .

57

A. 13., A. B ; A. !

13. L.
,

Litt. 1.37 Pti* 13'»
B. Ph. B" 13 S., I

A. 13., ,

B. S.,
B. L ,

Litt. B.' Ph. B.

1

2
3
4
5

7

9
_ 10
.., 11

. _ 12

13
14
15

__ 18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

1 27

,

28 3r6f.
29

31
32
33
34
35
3f)

37

39

40

41

42

Ttie table is read as follows: In the first series, under "A. B." in 1913, there were 100 colleges which gaveonly the A. B. degree and these made no changes during the period 1913-1972. In the second series under"A. B.," one college in 1914 added the B. 8. degree, but withdrew it in 1915, and since then offers only theA. B. In some instances several colleges offering the same degree (or degrees) made identical changesIt the same time. For instance, in the third series of "A . B., B. S." two colleges withdrew the B. S. &Treest the sime time, lets, and hive offered only the A. B. since then.
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43
44

46

47

48

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

56

Degree
c lass I-
fication

A. B...

Ph. B._

!Num-
ber of

colleges,-
offer-
ing

them) 1

degrees¡
in 1913:

A. IL
57 B. .

Litt B.
58 .

59

eo

61 B
62
83

B S-
64

L-

65

B

Litt. B.
Ph. B.

B. S...

87
66 B. S.._

13. L. _

A. B

Ph. B..

Total

J.

COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

TABLE 15.The trend of college degree development

Degrees added or withdrawn in the year-

1914 1915 1916 1917 ! 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922

9
2 ,-Ph. B

-Ph B.. -B +B S
iÇ

1 =IL
+B. S.

P
I

1+Ph.13. j
1 Ph B
1

{-1-11111.3.
'- Ph B

1 -Ph
1

2 I -Ph. B
Ph- B

1

2
1 B. S.

1

1

1 _

1

1

.......

....... . ......
Ph. 13

-;- Ph B. tt
I

1

4 B.
. , i -B. S.

1 Litt i
I. B.

-Litt
B.

.._______ ........ -Litt.. .

B.

2
-B. L

1 ..... - B. L.- B. S. f
1 -B L.

1

1

1

4

es

- ..... _ .....

-B S +B S.
j -B.
1-Ph.B.

1-

EXPLANATION.By " ctogroe classification." is meant the combination of degrees which the colleges offer;
some offer only the A. B.; some the A. B., B. S., Ph. B., etv. The figures under the year 1913 indicate the
number of colleges in the particular degree classification in 1913. The addition and subtraction of degrees
below]] under the appropriate year, while the " final" classification of the colleges, according to the degree
or degree combination they offered in 1922, ltshown in the last columns.
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during .the. period 1918-1922--C ontinued

Number of colleges offering these degrees in 1922

I

I

±

: s. 1 A. B., A. B., 1 A. IL, A. IL,
I B.S. 'Litt. B. Ph. B. B. I,.

,

. . ..... - - - -

52

1

2

1

1

59

A. IL, A. B., A. B.,
13. S., B. S., B.S.,Ph. . ;Litt. B. B. L.

9

A. B.,
Ph. B.,
Litt. B.

2

111 9 146 1 1r, '3

AI

A. B., A. B.,
B. S., B. P.,

Ph. B., B. L.,
Litt. B. Ph. B.

I

. . _ ; 43
44
45

46

..... 47

48

49
50
51
52
53
54

.... 55

56

57

59
OW.

60

61
82

63

04

1 85

1 3

1 66

67

fer.

The table is read to follows: In the first series, under "A. B." in 1913, there were 100 colleges which gaveonly the A. B. degree and these made no changes during the period 1913-1922. In the second series under"A. B.," one college in 1914 added the B. S. degree, bub withdrew it in 1915, and sinoe then offers only theA. B. In some instances several colleges offering the same degree (or degrees) made identical changesat the same time. For instance, in the third series of " A. B., B. S." two colleges withdrew the B. S. degreeat the same time, 1915, and have offered only the A. B. sine(' then.
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The totals for each classification for the years 1913 and 1922 are
shown in Table 16:

TABLE 16.Total number of colleges in each degree classification
and 1922

A. B.._ ..._
B. S
B. L.
A. B., B. S.. .

A. II., Litt. II
A. IL, Ph. B
A. B., 11. L

1913 19'22

IN 124
11 9

1 o
1:1 1-46

B. S., Ph. R
A. It., B. S., Litt. 11_ .

1. II , 11. S., B. L..
.1. It., l'h. B. Litt. 13_ .

o 1 .1, It., B. Litt. B., Ili. 11
.1. it , 11. S . B. L.. Ph.

in 1913

4

1

It will be seen that the greatest changes are ins the subtraction from
the "A. B. B. S. Litt. B." and the bA. B., B. S.. Ph. 13." group.
and in the addition to the "A. B." and the "A. B., B. S." group.
The other rroups remain about the same.

Of the 314 colleges, 'TT made some change in degrees offered duriwr
this period. Most of the changes centered about the B. S. and Ph..
degrees, as shown in Table- 17,:

'11.nt,F: IT.- --College degrees added or withdrawn, 1913-022

A. B.:
Added__ _

Withdrawn
B. S.

Added__._
Withdrawn _

Ph. B.

Withdrawn

3
(J

28

13
_ 12.1

It. IA.:

Added ____

Withdrawn
Litt. B.:

Added
thdrawn

f;

Tiiis table s1ow.4 that 3 colleges added the A. B. degree during
the period, and that, no college withdrew it. Similarly 242 collegit
added the B. S. degree, while 28 withdrew it, etc. Thus it is MTH.

that 107 changes in degrees Avery made b'y 77 colleges during the

period.
Table 18 shows tie number of colleges offering each of the degrees.

either singly or in comCination . for the years 1913 and 1922 :

TABLE Th.Number of colleges offering cyli degree ¡or the years 1913 and 192!

1913.

.11.1111

Years

1

1

.t. B.

302
405

Ph. B. L. Liti H

1S7 35
182 ;

9

That there is a slight trend tbward a one or two degreé offering
is shon in Table 19. This table shows the number of college

I The figures will not atptlif 77 because several of the colleges adopted or changi.bd wore

than one degrre at tup. Mule time or at different times during the period....r
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which in 1913 and 1922 had one-degree, two-degree, three-degree,and four-degree curricuhi.
TABLE 19.--Num1)er of colleges offering one, tiro, three, and four degrees in1913 and 1922

N of I 14.gree

1 +1.3 130 143 :ts19?: 133 153 21 4

It will be seen that the four-degr6e group gained 1. the three-de-gree group lost 14, while the two-degree group gained 10. and theone-degree group gained 3.
In brief, While it may be said that about one-fourth of the collegesmade changes in degrees offered during the period, there has beenlittle total or net change.

SINGLE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS TO ALL DEGREES
Table 20 shows the trend toward sine. admission requirementsto all degrees a college may offer:

TutLE Derdopment of Ninglc admission requirements to all degrees Offered.1913-1922

4o

.1., .1 ;1

(If deg! vt-,

20`

S timber of colleges in the

191:3 .s, 1914 1911 1916 II 1'.417 :I

i

47 3 4 2 .. i
.-1 1 0 0 0

,(i i 0 0 Il II

3

I

P.414 . 1919 1920 1921 19'..)2

., i 3
. 1 1 2

1 1 II 0 1 10 0 . 0 1 0

.t 3

Cor-
Tut31 rected

Table 20 is read as follows: The top series shows Oita. 47 collegesIderifig two degrees in 1913 had identical atimissifin requirement::for both degrees. and in 1914 three more colleges made the require-ments for the two degrees identical.
Five of the above two-degree colleges dropped one of these de-grees during the period. This would reduce the4total Of 72 to 67.At the same time One of the three-degree colleges dropped Onedegree, thus reducing the total from 9 to M and increasing the.two-degree total from 67 to 68. In addition to the above, five othercolleges, offering in 1913 three degrees each with separate reqpirc-mehts, changed to a

two-degree-identical-requirement basis dyingthe 10 years. This means that 73 colleges (68 plus 5) offeringtwodegrees in 19'22 used bufa single r.e-quirement for both of them.18610-25 5
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In addition to the above. seven colleges offering three degrees each
have the same requirements for two of the three dilgrees. Mve *of

the seven adopted this method subsequent to 1913. In 1914 one of

the four-degree colleges dropped one degree and adopted a single
set of requirements for two of the three remaihing *dgreees. Hut ..

making eight. three-degree colleges Ivhich have a ingle roptirenlent,
for two of the three degrees.

TheSe fi(riire; shOW that there is a decikled ttentl toward single
admission to all degrees 'a college linty otter. I ì 1 9 colhbges

used the same requirements for admission to more than one de,izreo:

increased to 90. This represents an increilein 192'2 this number 1 1

of from 17.2 to :28.7 per cent of all Of the 3 14 coliore. Takin:z (lab
tvo-detrree colleges as ft basis. the increasçb is from 3.2.7 per cent
in 1913 to 4 7.7 per cent in 91);2:4

Moreover, these figures represent but a part of tile single-admis-
sion mmement. The oilier part is to be found in the disappeara-nce
of bbi/Toups" from college curricula., For instance, a college may

(Ier but a single degree anti yet have two or three different ogr()np

or curricula. each of which requires a distinctive set of tylmission
requirements. Ill N11(611 a case admission may be gained by satisfy-
ing anv One of the two or three different sets of requirements. In a

few instances colleges have offered ho or three det*Erees and "had
suh groups nuticr each degree, Of the 31.1 colleges. 1S -had
groups in 19 13,,brit by 1;)22 this number had Mecreved to

COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS IN ENGUAH

such

Any college that makes any definite requirement for entrance
all requires English. Table 2,1 .shows tile° riannher of unit O Eng-,

lisb required for. entrance, all degrees' 6ei161g considered' iotrether, fui
the period 1913-1902:

2 These »gores do not represent the increase exactly, because In 1913 there were 1.¡::

two-degree colfeges, while In 1022 there were 153.
s This number, a, includes one or two colleges that adopted -this group system Rinee

1013. c
A

4 The figures used in the tables on English reprAsent 310 colleges.
" Degrees" also includes " groups." For instance. 4 eoliege may offer ouly the A. 11.

degree and yet have tw6 or tilree sets of entrance requirements, and an applicant may he

regularly a4Iniitteil3by sat)sOing any one of the two or three sets of requ'iretnents. OVOI-

stormily a college has groups under all degrees it efers. In 1R13 the 314 Iholleges of the
study represented 542 degrees and 28,additiona1 tgroupa,,Inlking a total of .570 sets of
entrance requirements. AA ivas noted pefore. bort$ d&rees and groups have decrmsed
since 1913, so that in 1922 the 314 rolitwes rephIsented 527 degrees and 15 additional
groups, thus making a total of 542 sets of entrance requirements, .

All percenthor in thr various tables are computed On the kisis of the totals for that
particular year. Thus the percentages for the varioug years are comparable. The pfl-

v centaires represented in all tables showing data for "Total dgrees," "All degrees." tc'''.
may be understood to be approximately th&le percentages of "colleges," Once they rem*.
sent all degrees. For instance, .in Table 141 85 per cent of the total degrees in 1013
required three, ¡pits of English for entrance. This may be' rend, with approximate cor-
rectness, 85 percent of the colleggs made this rfflqulremAnt. It im obviously. quite impos-
sible to arrive at an absolutely 'accurate figure representing percentages of " colleges"
requiring certain subjects or amounts of subjects. because colleges with two or three
degree often require differmt amounts and different subjects for the different degrees.
.However, the above apprinimation le accurate enoUgh for all practical purSaaa.
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TABLE fltnber and per cent of degrceN requiring for entrance to collegecurtain units of English, in 1913-4922

...
Number of degrees requiring in the year

I)

i_ ..

0..a)r _

3...

I' nits

.
I...... ..

.

Per ryit _ .

.

Per c.ent _
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,, .
)

17.",
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2
17.

1915
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'1
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2
-17s
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1916

1:1

2
1

-.i!

7
-)

1-i;t:1;

2

1917 191s 1919 1920 19'21 19'22
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It Nv ill be seen that there is little change during the period inthe requirements in English. Previous to 1913 'English had becomea 'staple " in entrance requirements, and the' amount required wasalmost always 3 units. 'Fable 21 shows that the 2-unit requirementdecreased from s to .) per cent and i he -1-unit fronc4 t ) per cent,.While the 3-unit'requirement increased from 85 to k9 per cent, butdust, changc-, are relativeiy s;i1a11. The nuildwr ordp!rives 1.,(1161.jugno English increaed fróm 1 to 19, or about 2 per cent. Thesefigures represent colleges which make no Oefinite fequirement atall. since if ally requirements were made the first woad probablyk)e -English.. Of coure this does not mean that English would not Ibeexpected by the colleges making no .prescriptipn. The 2.5 unittandard represents a single cdllege offering two degrees, as doesalso the 3.5 unit standard.

MAXIMUM CREDrr ALLOWED FOR ENGLISHOr

4.

Table 22 shows the maximum amount of jredit allowed for Englishin satisfying entrance requiremeas:h

*'1' \nu.:
o
22.---Maximum humber of mats of J.:twits/4 accepted for entrance tr;college, all degrees being embsidered Mother'-

( nits
Number cif degrees :tecept ing in the year--

1913 1914 1915

_

1111 4'1916 1917

99 ; 9 93 g 82240 246 24s 261 260

191S I 1919 1920 1 1921 19221
84 85 79275 27s 2)33 2s5 292

The fikures represent only those colleges which definitely state the amount of credit allowed. IL is very
bahle that all, or nearly all, of those colleges which do not state a maximum wou!d allow 4 units, because
r years are frequently given tb Englis14,the high s'chool, and if the applicant for college admission welt

'0 be allowed to offer but 3 units the college Would undoubtedly irarn hirn by stating the ntaximum as 3.
X() college, regularly, gives credit for more than 4 units. The figures in the table do not include those
colleges which require 4 units. Were thry included, the 4unit tot& would be increased by an average ot
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.1CADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 65
T. F .yumbrr of g g j 1. of mat he'll! reepii red Ow entrance ft) collrfit andthe frequchey of each requirement all degrees bring conxidered

Nuni1>er of degrees requiring in ttw year--
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It Nvill be seen from Table 23 that the trend Ls toward a 2-unit
basis and away from the %.2.5 and 3 unit. lases. While there is coin-
parativ-ely little change at the extremes, below 2 and above. 3 units,
the middle figures change considerably. The 2-unit basis increases
from 21 to 48 per cent, while the 2.5-unit basis decreases from :):3 to
33 Per cent, and the 3-unit basis from 21 to 11 per cent. A portion
of the remaining part of tbis section on mathematics will be spent
in an analysis to di.scover what subjects aro responsible for this
rapid decrease in the amount of mathematics required for entrance
to college.

It is true. of course, that the different degrees, w some extent.
different requirements for entrance. In order to show clearly

the relative (level the A.13 and B.S. requirements, Table
24 is presented. le is comsposed of the percentages of the 21
2.51 and 3 unit standards for the A. B. and B. S. degrees.

tutt.E vommleino,i the 1. B. (hid B. S. ilivreCN amounts of
flit1 ties required for Rent ra nee

1nits I'vegrerts

25....

À. 11 .. .

11. S...

_ A .1111

Percentage( require 1 in the year
. -

1913 1914 1915 I 1916 1917 191h 1919 1920 1921 1922

14 26 29
14 21 : '24

i

:*0 ;12 47

35 39 ' 41 43 IA 47 4$
31 ' 34 ' 3S 38

M.
42 43 46

,

1:461,4

35 i 3344 42 4056 54 46 :31141e!I44 40
t

3$ 35
'It 17 15 r 13 12 .13 13 12 10 1024 21 20 i 19 17 17 16 in ! it iii

Table 24 shows that the requirements mathematicsin for entrant*
to the B. S. degree are.slightly higher than forentrante to the.A. B.
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66 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

degree. It also shows that the B. S. requirements have changed
more rapidly than,those for the A. B. degree. For 1922 the percent-
ages in the three standards are approximately the same. but in 1913
the B. S. had G per cent more 2.5-unit standards and 4 per cent more
Y-unit standards than the .1. B., alkd at the same time had lo per cent

fewer b2-unit standards. 1Zoughly, this means that the IL S. changed
its requirements in mathematics about 1.) per cent faster than the

did.
Table shows the chan(res in mat-hematical subject for the iwrio)(1

under study :

4

TABLE 25.-- Total requiremcutH in the mathematical snbjertg for all degrecx

qed

NUIIIIOVI. (1, &girt...) 111011.11;1Z 4i II ..i.41.0.!! :s`

11)13 1911 )917) 1916 1917 19I, I;)1!) 19211 191

I
i

4

Algebra.. _ ... 499 191 4S9 04 4s9 I ISS Pill 4,..1 472 471
i

Per rent . 96 'A *1') (.k (k 1 -..., 9-,' 01 94

Pbne gtx.idetry .
497 449 '0,7 91) tti 46 4 471% 4141 4ro.-

I'vr cent . , 9#; q.u; id; 9.-. (.1.-, i.ii $4i '.1:1 93 AI,

sohd geometry Nt 70 .-.1; 41; 37 32 - -_,
l'er cent 17 913 1! 7 f. ... A . 1

Trigonometry... f; C I; 7 .,. ..1 1
o

Total degrees 1. .111 S .1i I .. 1 3
r) ikmi

I 1 : :ii I 1-, i /1 ..1 7101

I t;I.11 deLjtes t his 1,11.)i 1)f 4 Ill. 4.11111111:, , :Ilve all lit 'ts

listed. This tot 11 t 11). 1-1,i1 nundli i of dogrees set Thi pelucnt:iges werc
pilled on this hasis of "tot:11 ,legrips

It will be seen thai durinfr the period under discussion alffebra
and plane geometry change but little. In other words, these two
subjects are required for entrance to practically all vo1 Iege.... and

they have become such a solid part of entrance requirements that Di
vear%; mark little change in the number of degrees that require
them. The slight changes seen in the number of degrees re-

.
quiring them are due ahnost entirely to the dropping or addition
of degrees or !rroups. The percentages remain abollt the same

throughout the period. This table ref rs only to subjects and not
to amounts of :Jubjects.

With but very few exceptiong the degrees which require algebra
for entrance also require plane geometry. One \ ariation from the
usual algebra-plane geometry requirenient that of Ottava Uni-

versity, which requires 2 units of "any mathematics." and another
is that of the University of North Dakota, which requires I unit
of either algebra or geometry.

Solid geometry and trigonometry have prac,tically disappeared
a;.; ivquiremetits for entrance to college. The table sh.ows that 1 7
per cl.ent Of the 18 Niegrees required solid geometry in 1913, while

in 1922 Only 3 per cent required it. Trigononkry never has been
required to any extent, but even the small total of six degrees re-
quiring it in 1913 Ird decreased to two in 1922.
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 67
The amounts of credit allowed for plane geometry. solid geometry,and trigonometry are invariably 1 unit, 0.5 unit. and 0.5 unit, rezspectively. Algebra ranges from 1 to 2 units. Table 26 shows the°total requirements in algebra. for each of the amounts. for alld6trrees:

,
TABLE 26. Number of units of algcbra required for entrance to rollcgc, and thefrequenep.of Cult requirement, all degrees being conkidered

49.

I 1

Nutnber of degrics requiring cvrtain unit (41 tIgkif,rn in-
1913 1914 1 Pair) 19!,. 1:+1(.¡ 1:420 1921 in21

()41 i

'11.. I 0' . 1,
2'i 23 .. .

1 9
'71,4 1 4 4

I 4 ,
, i

. .
t, f;1 12 121 ,, .... 1-.3 .1,.i. 1('

..V. "I e
..
)1

-.,..

4 :1

.-...1.22 ;21 ..''s, l .0 ..i., .01 4'2., (ir)...-. 2:i3 2 1 *4 1 .̀ 4 i i ,,, ,
.

i
A

: 11'1 .'".:%0,1:;..1:i,

4,2 s,() 53 , :. 1 4.") 42 314 ....cl
:.-4 -19 ti2 r'.; f, 14;12 li,) lo 1 10 12 i ,-),.:,

. ', 1 i er)1 .2 . ..11.
..

11() .Pri.i 9.11!.. 5;:7- .r4 K 1

ZS
(1

lenTIP

47
177

.

12

4V9
1

Tabhb '6. in addition to Table 29, explains the cause of the trendtoward a 2-unit entrance requirement in mathematics. as llown illTable 238 It will be seen that the number of degree requiring 1.5units of algebra decreased 28 per cent, 1913-1922. while the numberrequiring but 1 unit more thab doubled during the :dime period.Table 27 shows a comparison of the A. B. and B. S. degrees inamounts of algebra required for entrance:
TABLE 27.A comparison of the A. B. and B. S. &limit in amount of algebrarequired for entrance

tnits Degree
Percentages of alget)ra required for Eallbet. in

1A13 1914 191t, ! 1916 1917-
0...... f A. B .... _ 4 4 n-AB. S..... _ 2

i
1._ ....

¡ B. S
i{A. B 22

S1 18 i 22
24 2s

I

q r :i A . B. 63 63j ., .1.4

;1B. s__.. 67 to. e NS

'IIA. B 10 9 9
11 ii :4 13 12 , 12

tri

2 2

2

VP.

;913; 191A 1920 1921 1922

C.

6
3 1, 3,

34 37 30 41 . 43 ! 46 . al.21; 32 33 36 ; 40 41 43.
,

:I1 48 44 41 3S 30 I 3259 MI 49 47 43
1

44 43
i

10 10 11 11 12 1213 11 1 14 14 ; 14 12 I 11

1

Froni Table 27 it is clear that the B. S. degree, requires slightlymore algebra thah the A. B. The percentages for the "no-require-ment group are twice as large for the A. B. as for the B. S. (T1A)number of cases in each instance is, however, small.) The percent-
A 2-unit basip would mean algebra and goometry, each 1 unit, in practically allinstances. A 2.5-unit basis would generally mean algebra 1.5 units and geometry 1 unit,f algebra andlgeometry each 1 unit and solid geometry 04 unit. A decrease in algebrafrom 1.5 to 1 unit would then help to explain ;he decrase in Mathematics totals from 2.6to 2 units.
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68 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

ages for the l-unit basis are lower for the B. S., while those for the
1.5-unit basis are higher. Moreover, the figures show that the A. B.
changed from the 1.5-unit basis and to the 1-unit basis-pore than the
B. S. did. The net change from the 1.5-unit basis during the period
as 31 per cent for the A. B. and 24 per cent for the B. S., while

the net changes to the 1-unit basis were 28 per cent for the A.T.
and 25 per cent for the B. S. The 2-unit bases remain practically
the same.

Although represented by many fewer degrees than eitlwr the A. B.
or the B. S., the Ph. B. requirements in algebra show the same
trendthe 1-unit basis increasing at the expense of the 1.3 and 2-
unit bases. The figures for the Litt. B. and B. L. degrees show
somewhat the same trend, but the number of degrees is too small to
justify any broad generalization.

The requirements in plane geometry are shown in Table 28.
Since 1 unit is invariably required and necepted. 114) Are

designated. Practically all of the changes noted are due to changes
in degrees.

TAVE 2S.Frequ en cy of requirement of plane geometry for entrance to the
various degrees

Degree
Number of ilegrees requiring plane geometry in the year-

1913 1 1914 1915 1916 1 17 . 191i 1919 1 1920 1921 1922

,

A. 11. . ..... _ _ 24,3 ! rn 27x 20 : 2Ns0
27, .1.- --..

11. ii 16.`, 170 lf ,9 11',.") 167 F.N ,rh n . . _ 32 29 2
126itio

,-,... 2e, ''-...
Litt_ U. . .

K i k 9 : 9 .1 I 9
iik

'274 ell'17 271
if;7 I rA , 1 P.4

23 23 21
(4

elt S
B. L ..... 9 7 r

I I, -. I

.
-

5_
Tut:11 di.greos.. 117 1$0.1 is" 411 441 443 0%1 48

4114 Table 29 shows the changes in roloirements of s()Iiil renuietry.
Since a prescription of one-half of a unit is invariable, no amounts
are shown.

\ TABLE 29. Frequency of requirement of solid geometry for entrance to the
various degrees

I)Ogrei'

A. n
Pe; oent.........

B. s
Per *out._ .

Ph. 11
Litt. B._ ........

L.,

Number 4)( (1egrms requiring solid geometry in the yt.ar--

1413 11ip4 1915 1916 1917
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17 32 211

14 Is I 15
4 3 2
2 1 0
:1 2 1
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 69
In 1913 all of the five degrees required solid geometry to some

extent, while in 1922 Only the A. B. and B. S. degrees made any
requirement in if. It will be seen that, on the average, the percentage
of requirements in solid geometry for the B. S. degree is approxi-
mutely twice that for ihe A. B. This higher percentage is probably
due to the fact that, although a B. S. degree may be %b 141110ral," it
inclines toward the scientific, wlwre higher mathematic' is more
frequently required as a prerequisite than it is in the traditional
classical A. B. course. In any case solid geometry has all but dis-
appeared from even the B. S. requirements.

TABLE 30.-- Frequency lfr f 'wilt iron en t of t )111( fIn' en I ra nee to t he
1- a s dcyrecx

ft

Degree
Number of degrees requiring trigonometry in the year-

1v13 1914 191:1 1916 1917 191s 1919 1y2I on

k 1i
1 1 1 1

.") 6 6 t
1 1 1 ()
4 4 3 2

ApproximatPly 300 A. B. and 17.'1 B. S. requirements are considered in this taHe. The other degreesmake no requiroments in t his siitijoct.

Table 30 how very infrequently trigonometery is required
for entrance to college. In 1913 six degrees out of 518 required it,
and in 192.2 t wo Ant of Al required it.

No college now requires arithmetic for entrance. One coliege was
requiring it in I91S1, but dropped it the next year.

MAXIMUM ID MINIMUM CREDITS IN MATHEMATICS

The general prakice of t he colleges not to state a maximum
number of pits that will be accepted but to list the subjects for
which credit will be allowed. With but few exceptions all colleges
will allow a credit. of 1.:) units Of algebra and 0.5 unit of solid
geometry. About one-half of them state that they will accept 2 units
of algebra, and about the same number 0.5 unit of trigonometry.
Not Over a dozen of the 314 colleges mention the recognition of arith-
metic for entrance. -Usually when it is mentioned, the statement
is made that credit will be allowed only in case the subject is pursued
after algebra, and in the. third or fourth year of the secondary-
school (bourse.

COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

Social science includas the various fields of history, ancient,
medieval, modern, American, English (or the same under such names
.as Greek, Roman, etc.) , civics. economics, geography, and sociology.'

" Commercial grography Is included under tlw *ruction on " Commerdal subjects."18610-25 6
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70 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Table 31 shows the total social science requirement for all degreec
by 30$ colleges:

TABLE 31.Number of units of NOCiUt Nuienve requinud for entrance to college
and freqUenCy 01 (Well .emirtmcnt, all duaree. being ron.widered

l'nits

0
Per vent

Per eent ..
1.5
2._ _

Per cent...5. .

3..

'rib! al degrees

unibvr of fitgrcvs iequiring sciences hfl the your--

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 191s 1919 1920 1921 1922

144 147 1-4'. 116 1%4 1.41 161 161 16f.
2f) 2ti 27, 27 : 30 2,4 34) 31

319 '32(.1 327 320 314 3oR 312 . 304
Vi .1%9 544 Mi !0,i :)7 57
10 t 10 4 4 4 3 1

%0 70 67 t4 .-., 62 I 61 !,1

14 13 12 12 11 11 11 11 10 PI
'2 ,

1 1

o
0

.0
0

0
'4

1

h
1

9 to

o
9 4.4

:41

It will be seen that about seven-tenths of the degrees requIre
social science for entrance and that 10 years records little change in
this figure, the actual decrease being only 5 Kr cent. The percent-
ages for the 1-unit basis vary but little. The 2-unit bases decrease
from 14 to 10 iwr cent, while the L.') decrease from 10 cases (about
se per c('nt) to 3 case. The 1.-unit bases, with the exception of a

single degree which ran only for 1913, 1914, and 1915, and which
was " unspecified," consist of a combination of 1 unit of American
history with one-half unit of some other subject, usually civics. A.

few of these 1.5-unit bases became 2-unit standards, but most of
them became 1-unit and " unspecified." Adoption of the 3-unit bases
by eight degrees in 1916 looks rather unusual, but it is easily ex-

plained by the fact that two 4-degree Jesuit colleges made the lidop-
'tion at this time.

In order to compare the A.B. and B.S. requirements, Table 32
is presented. It consists of the totals and percentages for the two
degrees for the 0, 1, aria 2 unit bases. The 1.5, 2.5, and 3 unit bases
are not used because of their small number, because the 3-unit bases
are identical, a4d because the B. S. degree, has no 2.5-unit bases.

TABLE 32. Comparison of the entrance requirements in social science for the
A. B. and B. N. degrees

1. nits Degree

Number of degrees requiring social science in the year-

1u13 1914 1915 1916 1917

79 )41 704

4 l'Prileeil1 . 28 26 260..
B. S 49 53 53
Per v('nt 25 27 . V

1

A. li, .

vent . -1

B. S.... .
Per vent..
A. B..... _

1 Per cent
2- - 11 s

1,4 1)47 1S8
60 60 ' 61

112 117 117
59 59

39 38 36
13 12 I 12
26 24 V

Per eent...1 14 1 12 J 11

191S 1919

lbw

x3 $R K5 87
27 28 28 28

61
i

51 56 58
26 29 30 30

1X3 184 181 in
61 60 59 1 59

120 116 115 112 :

61 59 59 1 fili i

36 33 35 , 35
12 11 12 12 1

20 , PI IS 17
10 N w 9 9 ,

1920 14241 1922

s4 $7 90
28
50

28 1 30
fli 1

63

29 31 32
181 181 17)4

594 54) 1

1 t6"' 113 i 100
59 58 57

36 32 I 27

12 11 I 9
18 17 17

9 ' 4) e

41. 111 m.

social
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1

.. ,.. __.. . _
:

1,?,.?)
1

' 2S 29
1 . 32s 31';')
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMEN T 71
From Table 32 it is clear that the B. S. legree requires social-cience fGr entrance it often as does the A. 11. d free It is also clearthat there is practically 0) difference in the amou'uts of social sclencerequired for the t degrees. Moreover. Whatever changes occur.occur at alkmt an equal rate for both degrees. It might be said thatthe A. B. requirement are a trifle higher th:in those for the I. S..but practically Teaking there is no difference.
.Ancient, American, and genend history are required more fre-(wend V than any ot her branches of social science. Table 33 shows thesubject totals for all degrees.'"

'1.1 ill E ref/ uout. .tt of .1/41,cri first I ion of ihe ya I. ¡oils .vorial-Yriener subjects11.(1 Il irrd for lief to (1)11 (-yr. rill (I cqr( f .4? bring con sidrrrrt together

111)}.1c t

_ .

Per cent........
ncient .

Per cent .

ncient and combi-
nation._ _ _ .

Per vent....
A merican .

Per cent _...
merican and corn-
hination

Per vent.
I ter.entl . _ _ -

Per cent .._

Totals iised

Number of degrees requiring social science in---

R.I.1 1914

317

1111r,

3i3

NM

34 is

1917

Pi;
. .1. 57 5f1 rig1r
41.41 30 35 34

4
.3

24 f;i 14 22
4 4

20 '201 17 11 11
4 4 3 2

20 17 ; 15 20 ilL
4 3 3 4

12 12 12 12
2 2 I 2 2 2

!)41-4-

..

302z
35

6

20
4

11
'2

17
3

11
2

1919 1920 1921

299 313 315Fr
ob.) 57 58
33 31 23
6 6 4

20 20 17
4 4 3

10 10 9
2 2 2

17 12 12
3 2 2

10 10 10
2 2 2

543 M1

1922

302
57
23

4

1 7
3
4.4

-)

12.
2

10
2

".33

Ancient hiqory is the branch of social science most frequentlyrequired. 1, itself and in combination it was required by 8 per centof the degrees in 1913 and by 7 per cent in 1922. The branches withwhich it is most frequently combined are modern history and Ame1.1-can history. In addition to being required.to the extent indicated.it is preferred" recommended for lo additional degrees(about 2.5 per cent ).
The American and American-combination groups were requiredby 8 per cent of the degrees in 1913 and by only 4 esr cent in 1922.This decrease is probably largely due to the fact that Americanhistory is now required for graduation quite-rommonly b4r the highschools of the country. and that since it will probably be offered anv-way. there is no Particular need in prescribing it..111

'° The percentages are not of the totals of these coluthere is some overlapping in the ancient-combhmtionand because A few of the very irregular specifications gutory," and." Not United States history," are not includrcputod on the basis of the true totals aq shown in Table 31.used " of Table 33 above. These " totals used nre notTablis

ns and will not total 100. more
(I A merican combina t ion groups

as " One unit of English, his-
The percentages were coin-

These totals are the " totals
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72 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

On the whole, there is practically no difference between the A. B.

and B. S. degrees in the choice or popularity of historical branchu .
required for entraiwe. The A. B. degree requires slightly more
the ancient history and slightly less of the American. In addition
to the requirements. eight of the A. B. degrees prefer or recommend

ancient history, whi.le only three B. S. degrees prefer it. The fig-
ures for the Ph. I.. Litt. B., and B. L. degrees show g'greater varia-
bility in the pereentages of the various units required. but the small
number of cases exaggerates any tendency all out of proportion to its

importance. Ninety per cent of all of the colleges which otter twf)
or more degrees have a single requirement in social science for all
degrees or groups offered. The other 10 per cent usually specif
for the A. B. degree only. the most frequent specification being
ancient history."

f the 314 colleges, 7.) state the maximum amount of credit
allowed in social science. Of the Coro colleges offering the A. B.

degree, 1 college accepts only 1 unit ; 8 accept units; 5 accept 2.1.i
Uniti: 31 accept 3 units: accept 4 units; and 1 accepts 4.:) units.
Of the colleges offering the B. S. degree and-stating the maximum
credit allowed, 1 college accepts hut 1 unit 1 accept 2 units: 2. 2.:1
units; 18,3 units; 1. 4.1..) units: 9, 4 units; and 1. units.

The total number of subjects ()1. combinations of subjects specified
as being accelited for entrance is :21. Naturally many of these have
a very low frequency. often but a single colleae specifying them.
For instance, " English and medieval history" is specified as being
accepted by 1 college.; English and United States" by
ship " by 1, etc. Of the 314 colleges, 19.) specify the sociakcience
branches they will accept. In ()Filer to give a general idea of the
relative frequency of these specifications, Table 34 is provided:

TABLE :14. Frequency of mention of social-aciowe subject!? accepted for entrance
by 195 collegeg

American history 1S71 General 6)*"

Ancient history - 174 Modern _ 14

English_ _ _ 170 Economics _ 54

Ciics ________ _ . 11;" - _

NIedieval-mmiern _ 144

It must on no account be understood that these figures represent
the taals for all of the colleges. They represent only the 195 col-

hIges which specified what subjects were accepted. À considerable

i)ereentage*of the colteges now allow "free election" to some extent.

and of course any standard subjcct in social science would be ac-

cepted. It is very probable, for instahce, that many more than 3
of the 195 colleges would accept sociology, or that 195, rather than

it This 90 per cent I:4 approximately correct for the entire period, shim there tire, prac-
tically no changes either to or from this 1dentica1-requiretnent-for-a11-degrece plan. and

mains about the same, 184 in 1913 and 181 in 1922.
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 73
185, would accept America) _history. 'The table simply shows therelative mention of the vfWis subjects by the colleges which domention them as acceptable for entrance. 11w figures are takenas of 1913. there being not over a dozen changes in the entire seriessince then.

COLLEGE-ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
The foreign languages, particularly the ancient, have been thecenter of maniN educational battles. The clasical language havebeen V °I gorousl v assailed and as vigorously defended. These battleshave not been useljb . because out of them have grown neW concep-tions of the educative process and new educational ideals and prin-4.ip1es. Modern languages have been knocking for admittance toflub curriculum for some years. and their entrance into recognitioncame Ivhen Harvard first accepted them in 1 875. It is now moreor less popularly supposed that these nlodern languages have all butcrowded out their ancient brethren. grIt be the purpose of this..ection to sho-\\ the facts for the !ast 10 years as revealed by pub-lished entrance requirements.

'Foreign language inchides all languages other than English. Theusual languages included are Latin. Greek. German. French. andSpanish. .ky.4.0 \yin be shown late!. a few others are accepted butnever roluired. Before goinginto the facts concerning each indi-vidual langmage. it i well to gCt a view of the whole fiehi of foreignlanguage in general. Table 35 shows the number of units of foreignlanguage required for entrance to college, and the frequency ofeach requirement all degrees and all languages being consideredtogether as totals. Of the 314 colleges. 306 are represented in thisand the following tables Of this section:
E _Number of il i i1. al foreign lanfnivogr required for entrance to collegeand the frequency ()f each requirement. all degrees being Con8idered

(*nits

o
Per cent _ .

1 .... ....
1 ."1

2.
Per vent . -41

3 ...... __
Per cent _

4.
Per cent _

Per cent . _

6
Per (vent _

.._ _ _

Per rent .
s.
10......... . _ .o

.

Total degrees..

\limber of degrees re+ miring foreign language in t he ycar

1913

62 .

11

1

2
14s
27
71 '

13

1911
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13

1
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..
tig
l'

1111r)
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1

2
149
27
70
13

1916

ts4)

1:1

2
173
32
70
13

1917
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17

1

2
174 1

32
61
11

191S

1

101 :

19
1 '

11
i

70 T

5s
11123 125 109 94 9723 23 20 IM 17 IS39 39 39 .26 36 327 7 7 7 660 i .4 46 41 , 38
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Table :15 shows that foreign language is being required less and
less for college entrance. and that the decrease has been considerable
during the past 10 years. It will be seen that the number of degrees
that require no language has nearly trebled. awl that the percentage
of Wiese degrees increase from 11 in 1913 to 3i in 1!)00. It is in-
teresting to note in t1ii connection that in many colleges foreign
language "eases out," instead of disappearing abruptly. A college
may requIre a certain amount of language in, sav 191.1, but in 1914;
announce that substitutes. usually mathematics and science, will be
accepted. A year or s(; rater loth the language anti possible substit i i

tion disappear from the requirements." Another method Of "ea-
/ring out" a language is to cease " requiring" it but to -nrgently

reconimend it, ()Nett leaving the impression that it is still, vir-
tually, a requiremmt. T1ris urgent recommendation then often dis-
appears in a year or .0.

The table shows that the two-unit standard increased from 27 per
cent '1011913 to 33 per vent in 1922. Of course these figur!s do not

lioNv all of the changes. Some of the colleges vhich had two-unit
standards in 1913 dropped foreign language entirely. while other col-
leges with higher standards dropped to the two-unit, thus filling
the vacancies. Over three-fourths Of the colleges which in 1913 pre-

scribed foreign language for entrance made some change in this re-

quirement before 192.2. Further, from the table it be seen that
in 1022, of the :)17 degrees, three-sevenths required no foreigiblan-
gkiage; one-thirtd required only two units. alit! one-third was dis-

tributed above two units. In 1913 approximatoly tvo-thirds of the
total requirements wee oboPi two units. In 19-22..ttwo-thirds in-
efu.des two units or less.

popular amounts required are two and four units. Four
units of Latin are required more frequently than any other mini-

s her. Two units is the most popular requirement in modern lan-
wiages. Few of the coll!iges will accept one unit of foreign langu:Ige
unless it is in addition to a mnsiderable amount ol one or two other
languages.'21P This would explain, in part. the greater popularity of
the even over dub (Kid requirement. 4knother explanation may lie

found in the fact that the average high ichoof will otter two foreign
languages of two units each more frequently than it will offer one

or two of three unit:- each. This preference for the t wo-lunit lan-
guage is due, in part. to the incompeteng of the teachers to teach the-

spanbili a poss1b14, uxt s pl 14 in to thim statemcnt. %illy col leges I n their published
statements say that only one unit of Spanish will lie accepted. However, there is
tendency to place this subject on a plane wlth the other fordo languages and to-accept
not less than two units.
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 7.5

third year.".and to the difficulty in administering a threv-unit for-eign language in A four-year high-school course. Two two-unitcourses are much more easily administered and will attract morepupils than Will a single three-unit course.
The table shows that the 4-unit basis decreased by one-half dur---

ing the period, or from 23 to 12 per cent. A few of these 4-unitrequirements were combinations of language (for %instance, Latin.2 units, ( erman 2 units), but nearly-all of them were Latin. Theodd standards, 3, 5, etc., also show considerable decrease. One col-lege (Bryn Mawr) requires 10 units of foreign language, 4 units ofLatin, and G units from Greek (3), German (3), or French (3)."This requirement is more than the average high school of the coun-try could possibly meet.
Table 34; shows a comparison of the foreign-language require-ments of the .1. 1. and B. S. degrees:

TABLE 36.- Compari.Son, of the A. B. and B. S. degrec8 OfIlO1nt8 of foreignlanguage requiled for rntrance

rnitn Degree

118.

1913

Percentages .4 fore gn languAge required in

1914 1913 1916 1917 191i 1919 1920 1921 1922

43

14
12

13 13 15 17 19 24 26 2S17 16 21 21 27 30 I 31
21 21 21; 27 'iN 29 1 qp-..I Tir42 43 4' :it; l'i 12 40

,

14 13 13 10 s A s 4
11 I 13 10 10 11 10 11
er-)... 21 1, 14
21 1r4 hi 1 Is

4 4

12 12 10 Iu.) .)
'2 1

- -

12 11 11 111
2 , o 0 0

l

il )

6%

'2

10 9
1 1

10 9
0 U

40 . 42

g , o
11 12

17
15 11

2 1

1

4
0 0

3
0

Table St; shows that the .1. B. degree requires a total of consider-ably !Hoye foreign language for entrance than the B. S. degree does.The A. . has a snuffler percentage of "no-requirement than theB. S. but ii, changed, in this standard, slightly more rapidly thanthe B. S.,ihe A. B. net change being .20 per cell( while that of the
"This remark is mad( considering all of the high sehmIlq fir the country. In the smallhigh schools, of which there are a majority. the teachers would be less competent to tenchadvanced p.m.!" of subjects, because they nre Usually required to tench several subjects andhave not specialimil to any great extent in One or two .mitjuets. than in the city schools,%here a more highly trained and spevialized teacher is usually employell."Beginning with 1923 this amount is lessened somewhat. Seven units are required.and ft choice IK allowed between two groups of poillIeets. one of which is foreign hinguaile.
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B. S. is 17 per cert.' In 1913, of thil B. S. degrees, 57sper Cent re-
quired two units-or less, while only 28 per cent of the A, B. degrees
required these amounts. In 1922 the percentages werb 73 for the
B. S. and 56 for the A. B.

The most popular requirement for the B. S. is two units, which
was prescribed by 43 per cent of the degrees. in 1913 and changed
but 1 per cent to 1922. In the two-unit-or-below, the B. S. has a

larger percentage than the A. B. and of course in the above-two-units
grouping the A. B. hais the huger percentage. However, in the three-
unit basis th.e. B. S. shows a slightly larger percentage from 1917 (in.
The B. S. changes little in this standard. In the four-unit bases the
percentages are about equal in 1913, but the B. S. droppedthis re-
quirement more rapidiy tifan the,' A. did., the net dianges being C)
per cent for the A. B. and 16 per cent for the B. S. Above four units

'the peicentages are considerably greater for the A. B. than for the
B. S. Ih 1913 the percentage of A. B. ,degrees requiridg more than
four units was. 34, while that.of the B. S. was but 9. In 192.2

thfapercenta:ges were 1-7 and 2, r64peetive1v.
It might argiled that the number of units does not tell the

whole story, that One college might ).ecpiire r units of one lan-
guage, while anotiter college would require nits of two differ-
ent languages. A Table 17 shows thil 'numb( foreign languagesI-, r-, p-

(not units) reggiwd -for entrance ,to college, and showsthe he-..
quency of e,ach requirement for all degree combined.

TABLE 37.Number of foreign language's req u ired for entrance to college and
frequency of each all degrees being conVered

Numher of lan-
guages

1913

62
-Per cent . » 11 ,

1 314 .iPer cent 57 I

_.
i

171
Per cent__ 31

72_

3 5

Total degrees;.. 552
i

'191%(

Num1 HT of iliiszrees requiring filivign language:- its

19i5 19111 1917 , 191S 14119 1924) 1921

74 140 sso In.. 101 ; 109 135 146
)3 15 i 15 1 7 ' 19 21 26 24

311 s 311 122 Jill 312 . 308 297 295
57 07 59 1P1'..N4 I 5.s ¡ .r)s 56 . 9;

156 4i,*: 118 .135 I ne ,. 91.10 ; 108 93 til
Ig

P.3
27 l'i. 25 23 I. 22 ; 21 18 15

.4s 4 4 4 4 4

r4r1-4 541
,

: _ 11, ..--1
541 ,5:ign : 533 529

.. 1

i
I

1922

30
7,47
55

.74
13

529 526 IT 517

Table 37 shows that, altshough thei.e are no significant changes'in
the one--langurage and three-language requirements, the two-language
requirement decreases by more than one-half, from 31 per Rent in
1913 to 13 per cent in 1922. With but tvlio or three exceptions, all two
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 77
(or three) language requirements include Latin, and, as other tableswill show, this subject is the 116rgest loser. This fact explains four-fifths of the decrease shown above. The remitining fifth (approxi-mately) is due to the decreajse in Greek. "Latin four units, Greekthree units," was for a long time a favorite language prescription.The percentages of no-requirement " in the above table are the sameas those of any other foreign-language tables wher,e all degrees 'areconsidered.
Table 38 shows a comparison of the A. B. and B. S. degrees Jflnumber of forOgn languages required for admission.

TABLE comparison ol the A. IL and B. S. degrees iii.4-number of foreignlanguages 'required for admission

Number of degrees requiring ii)reign languages

1913 191 1 1915

i

1 A . B. _ *29 2(1 31 37 48 46 .71 ., i 75
r -9 68 h7j Per cent . 9 9 I 10 12 ir,

17 lA 23 Or
A..) I PI1 B. S.__ 4 2,1 39 41 34 36 40 12 54 58 57i Per cent Li 20 I 22 is :,)ii 22 24 330 32 33II ...

Per rent
IL S
Per cent

,

1:)4.1 IN;

131
.).

70

r . )

127 : 124 130

.r)r) r V'.).)
118 ' 169

.r4
1 fi'5

127
55

124

165 164

119
55

164i

112. 107
n5

164
r r 1543

105
52

67 1 66 70 70 . 68 67 ! 11 tit) 60
it IV; 110 1(12 95 91 86 79 67 60 55l'el cent . 31; 31 32 30 'Pi 26 22 20 19B. S.__ _ _ 31 23 ...1) 19 17 16 .. In 15

14 11Per cent . 16 1 1'2 ! 0 9 9 )4 8 9 6

min 1917 1918 1919 1020 1921 1922

.A . It . . 3 ; 3 3 3114. ti 0
1

.1131"1 521)

3 3 2
1 1

Here again it is evident that the B. S. requires a total of con-siderably less foreign language than the A. B. In the first place,as was noted i;efore, tlH l. has a- larger percentage Ofrequirement ";* in the second place it shows a greater number ofonollanguage requirements, and in the third 'Ace it shows less thanhalf as many two and three language requiremeilts as the A. B.For 1913, of the A. B. requirements in foreign language, 61 per centwere for one or none, while the percentage for the B. S. was 83. In1922 the percentages were 81 for the A. B. and 93 for the B. S.Table 39 shows the frequency of requirement of each foreignlanguage prescribed, all degrees being considered at once.
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TABLE V.Frequency of requirement of each foreign Language prescribed for
entrance to college, all degrees being con-sidered together'

411*

fir Num1..1 (if itztrIng fArev.zn 1.1uguAge:, In
Lanomge

T 14413 1914 191.71 WU; lti1T 191s 1419 1920 1921 192:2

34:)
I-1.2

'234
42-)'..
9

1.)
3
,
_

1

319
ii*.t

211
39
Is
9

1.5

3
_.
,

1

344.1
6 4

'202
37
49

t.4

14
3
s
1

.4 1

341
tv.t

1%%9

3.?1

10
,

13
3

1

"41

33.")
67.3

17(.1

:t3
:36

,

14
:I

'
1

'

329
(12

167
31
32

c,

12
2
.
I...

313
:'19

ich3
30
2t.4

..)

12
2
t;
j

310
.F.,9

145
'27

21
4

11
i-)

1;7,

1

312
.-I9

131
_,.,.,
14
3

10

. 3
(1. r)

12:
110

*

I I

.1...... 47
-.---

raipectlied...
Per cent

Latin . _ ...
Per ivtit .

Greek . _ _ ....
Per veril ii..

German. ...

Per cent
French ..

Per eent

. l'ot:ittiegrev4

h 1.1 t tt411.11 ;1111 ;t .111/144, Idiom 1.-1(1.1c. more thin .,11.-
1angu:tex for erit rance The o in P.113 I2 uent i)( the 11)1n1 dogrees.c.fitra041
foreign 1;ingii:tgt. entrItv.-be; 42 per cent required Citt tu, etc

The "unspecified" classification means that, foreign language NN-a

regaiired, but no particular subject was specified or prescribed. It
will be seen itiat about three-fiftWof the degrpes do not specify what
language shall be presented. Latin decreases ?ruin 42 to 23 per cent.
This does not repzesent the entire decrease in Latin. butknlv the
"Latin or no Latin chanfres. .1 great many additional college-
have changed LatThirom a four-unit to a two-w)it basis. 'Such a

change.would not. be shown in Table 39. It is shown in Table 42.
Consequently. it must not he imjerstood that Latin decreased onk
19 per Milt but that per cent of the degrees dropped it entirely
a re9uirerhent for admission during the period.

4, Greek was more frequently required fpr the A. B. than for any
otht%r degree, while German and French wexe required more fre-
gnently fm. the B. S. It kw seen that the Greek requirement
deci:(:ased frnin .5r2. degrees in f913 to 12 degrees in 22. Nearly all
of these rt:quireiíiénts were by Catholic -colleges. %. Jatin four uhits.
Grckek three units" being a popular 'prescription With them. As.
ith Latin, the decrease "mpres,ents only absolute abolishment and

does not sliow the deettease in amounts of Greek required.
Table 40 shows the numbyr of 'unfts-of "unspecified foreign

language required for entrance and tht:b frequency. of the :various
bases for all degree*.
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TABLE 40.--Nu1fl ber of units 'of tinepecified foreign language required fortrance to college mid f req IIC1P cy of each requirement. all degrees being eon-sidered together

Units

if..
Per rent

l'er colt

Per cent

Per rent

Pcr vent

Per eent

cent

Totil flegreo,

1913

71

19
36
13
2
2

211
3s....
, ,
12
41
s
f

I,

1

t;
1

NuMber of (1egrot, ri.iiuming foreign languages in

!ti14

_

1916

It.ti 19.r) 190
36 36 35
13 12 10

'2 2 1

2 Z 2
.07 212 221
31.% 39 41
74 70 70
12 12 12
43 39 3s 7 7
6 S s
1 1 1

4 3 3
1 v.. 1 1

".17 \41

1917 1916 1919 1920 1921 1922

i

(.:01 204 216 21937 38 41 1 41 40. 6 5 5 4
1 i 1 . . 12 2 2 2 '

5
212 204 192 200 1962410 40 3r4 36 3s 3865 61 n9 . 60 61 5n12 1 11 11 11 11 1135 38 37 41 3s 34, 7 , s . 6s t/1 s g ir 9

1 1 1 . I 2 23 2 1 2 2 2
.1

S3 i

111

"'Able .41) shows that there hat, been little change in amount. of-unspecified" _language required for entrance. There have beenNkiveral changes. but no general trend or tendency of importance issiinwn.'.° Table 41 shows the percentages of the total number of.1. 13. and . S. degrees requiring the various amounis of tinspecifiedforeign' language

41.-1 romparixon the: A. B. and U. . degree8 in the number 'ofunit unspecified fort On lunguage required for ',entrance

Percvnt:ittes Iv( fort.wn Linimage required inotts

191') 19Iii 11.117 191h 4101U 192V 1421 itie2

I I H .
42 11 12 11 43 11 47 4ti ie 15. VI 1 47

111
, .11c.

, 24 .h 24 2 ..- .)-..1 I 30, 31 :4 35
:

ii3
n

i. .1\4 . ii .4:" ;V;
ib

,-1

33
V. 14

3S ;493%%

4:1 41'
:47 :4 1 37n As .04 41

.
.ttIi. ii1

I _, 14 13 1: 1 l 1 IO1.2 12 12 1 I
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40 1 I 12
9 10 10 44
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,

11 1 11
.

0
,

4 1Ili ' 12 13 li
3 3

14
1
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3

14

3 3 . 4 4
14 .15 13 12

S

1

It will ,be seen that 42 per cent of the A.B. degrees fequired nG..mnits of unspecified f9reie language in 1913, which means (in comparison) that the A.B. specifiM its foreign language reqii.irementsmoi*/frequently than dill the B.S., which had a percentage of 24at the same tinie. The same thing is seen in the unit specifications.For instance,in the two-unit requirement the& B. shows a percrnt-age (fin 1913) of 32, NN*.hile the B. S. h&j percentage kfrf 48. In
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other words, while 48 per cent of the B.S. degrees require two units
of unspecified foreign language for entrance. ordny 32 per cent of
the A.B. degrees make the same recy'lirement: that is. in the B.S.
group there is a greater freedom of chöire als to what may be pre-
-ented. The B. S. -tandbrd of two unitv decreases from 4s to) 41
per cent. and all. or nearly all, of this change is due to dropping
foreign language entirely. In but very few instances has unspeci-
fied ever changed to specified foreign language.

Table -V2 shows the requirements in Latin 'for all degree:

TABLE 42.--Numbcr of units of Latin require& for ntrancf to colleite
frequency of each requirement. de!ruf being eonNith ruff

Units

uriiber of degrees ivilutnni: Latin foi ciitt:inct.

Iti13 1914 191:, 191.. 1917 191s 1919 1920

31s 333 339 3:4 3:)9 314. 3s4 39.P1

I . .. 1 O o 0 0 o

3itli';

o 0 . o
cr cent . _ . :.)8 61 63 cf, 67 69 73 -.ri 0

2... . _ _ . 41 34 33 33 32 31 32 29 ,,,,4

Per cek.. _ Is 6 A fi 6 6 ti .)
r

_ _ ._.
3 44 4:i 43 43 3s

Per cent... . _ s S s S 7
4._ .... 14S 13.") 126 115 107

Per cent 27 2.1 23 11 20
__

Total (ItIrret)s . :-).-)2- 547 :-41-: :.-11 .::36-

37 VI 34
i 7 fi

99 9f; s4
19 ls lfi

._
.....3i

__..
:,29 529

33
4

70-
13

526

7f)

.)

31

tut;

13

"17

Table 42 shows, as did Table 39, that Latin was dropped outright
.as a requirement by 19 per cent of the degrees (or colleges) during
the period 1913-19.22. Table -12 show also the decrease in the vari-
ous, amounts required. It will be seen that the two and three unit

A .
requ lrements tdecrepse slightly. but that the greatest change Occurs
in the four-unit group. In 1913 27 per cett of the degrees required
four units of Latin for entrance, but in I922 only 13 per cent re-

quired this amo.unt.
The B. S. degree requires Latin for entrance only rarely, 5 per cent

of the B. a degrees' requiring it in 1922: Nearly all of the B. S.
degrees which do-require it, are offered by colleges which also offer
the A. B. degree and have identical requirments for both (or all)
deegrees. Since the requirements were madeóriginally for the A. B..
it might be said that quite probably Latin is required for entrance
to the B. S. degree only by chance. the association of the B. S. with
the A. B. degree being largely responsible for the requirement.
The majority of colleges offering the two degreerand requiring
Lalin for the A. ik require " foreign language" for the B. S.

Since the A. B. drgree is the stronghold of Latin, it would be ex-

pected that a smaller percentage of degrees would require "Latin, if
all degrees were considered together: This is true, but not to tiny=10
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great extent, since more than one-half of the total degrees are A. B.
In 1913 58 per cent of all degrees did not require Latin. At the
same time the percentage of A. B. degrees requiring no Latin was43. In 1922 the percentages were 76 for all degrees and 64 for theA. B. The net change wa app-roximateiy the same, 22 per cent for
all degrees and 21 per (lbw for the .1.. B. degrees.

Table 43 shows the requirements in Greek for all degrees:
itLE 43.-- A. mber cf unitx Greek i cq well for entrance to college andfrequency of (well requirement, 1111 drqrrcx briny oknxidcred

nits
1913

il 501.....
l'cr cent .. 91n. r.. . _

Per cent .... 410 s)r

3 2t)
Per c Jent_ _

r

Total degrees.. 5112

Number of degrees requiring ( ;reek for entrance in---
_

1914 1 915 1916

499 492

-- -=.

501
W 91 93
24 23 17

3 4 3
24 2fi 23

, 5 4

547 541 : 541

1917 , 191k 1919 1920 1921 1922

500 501
93 94

-16 14
3 3

eola

500 508
95 96 I

14 11
3

I:,
2

10
3 2

512 505
97 98

7 6
1 1

6
11 1

536 ,r133 529 ,7,2fi )51;

Greek lias all but disappeared from college entrance require-
ments, only 12 out of the 517 degrees requiring it in 1922. Four
units of Greek were not required by any college during the period
under consideration. kvasionally a college would require "Latin
or Greek. four ,unitsi, ;it' a it'ertain time, but within a year or two
this would be changod to read "Latin four units (or (reek three)."
Moreover, very few colleges would accept (according .to 1)1L1)1i6shed.
statements of amounts of ('reek accepted) four units of Greek.
The reason for this is clear. It has lo4.Cbeen considered bad
pedagogy to \begin the study of two foreign languages at.the same
time. and since Latin was more of a " staple than' tireekh it would
be given the preference, and the kupil would begin it in his firstyear at the Preparatory school. Pursued throughout the four-year
cou-rse it would net him four units. By beginning Greek the second
vear he could obtain three units* credit in it.

Tho table shows that in 1913 abotit the same number f degrees
required the two-mit as requilW the three-unit basis, and that
these frequencies remained about equal to each other during the
period. However, as with the table on Latin, this does not in-
dicate all of the ehanges that kave taken place. Few of the col-
leges requiring three units of Greek dropped it abruptly. Aswith Latin, it was "eased out;" from a three to a two unit require-ment, and then "recommended " before finally berng dropped.
The A.013. degree was the only one to make any real regnirementin Greek.
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0
Table 44 shows the requirements in German for all degrees:

TABLE 4I.Number of units of German required for entrance to college
frequency of each requirement, nil dry, eeN being conAidered

Units

0
Per mu . .

1.
2..
3..

'Total degrees..

Number of degrees requiring ('termln in--

1913 1914 1915 ' 1916

537 rt32
17 97
0 0

13 13
2 2

552 547 541 541

and

1917 j 191* 1919 1920 1921 1922

.")22 :b21 7)17 :)1?., 516 509
97 9S tis 98 9*

.)- 2 9 q 2 n.
s *t s _

. s
2 2 2 1 1 1

536 533 529 52C

The entnince requirements in French are shown in Table 45:

TABLE 45. Number of unit'? of Frc»cPrequireil for entrance to colicge
frequency of each requirement, all (1( rirefx twin!, rfpnxid crud

(nits
Number of degrees requiring French In-

it d

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 191* 1919 ' 19'20 1921 1922
I

I.

0... . 545 MO I '
535 1

529 5201 523
2 6 6 n 4 i 5 ,. 4
3 \ 1 1 2 2

523 523 ' 514
4 2
2 1 I i

Total degrees.. 552 :p47 541 54 1 , 536 ,33 529 1

,
1

52i) 526_ 5-17

Tables 44 and 45 show how infrequently (and increasingly so)
German and French are required- for entrance to college.

Of the 181 colleges which in 1922 offered more than one degree.
:39 had a single requirement for all degrees offered. With.but one
or two exceptions this requirement 'was merely "foreign language::

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM AMOUNTS OF VOREIGN LAN-
GUAGE ACCEPTED

About one-half of the colleges in 1913 statNi tlw amounts of the
various areign languages accepted as " 1 to 3 units." The ()other
half used other amounts, such as 1 or 2. 3. 2 to 4, 1 to 4, etc. Since
1913 there has been a decided movement ordinarily to accept no
single unit of any language, and the statements of amounts are more
and more reflecting this. Instead of accepting " to 3 units" of a
language the tendermy nöw to accept "2 or 3" or "2 to 4" units.

T maximum has been advanced along with the minim&-, so
that now almost any college will accept four units of a language.
with the possible exceptions of Greek and Spanish. It is interesting
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ACADEMIC REQUIREM ENTS 83
to note that as Spanish appeared. it was usually acceplitd not toexceed two units. In 192-2. of the colleges stating maximums inSpanish 43 per cent stated two units In general however, themaximum for this subject is being gradually raised to three andfour units.

()I. the colleges which state tilt: subjects and amounts accepted.90 in 1 9r.', credited Spanish. 192'2 this number had been in-creased to 17o. In addition to this. 4 other colleges stated that-other Ianguages" (after specifying Latin. Greek. German. andFren(h) would be accepted. Italian irioTeased (in mention) from 6in 1913 to ...?() in 1922. and Scandinavian increased from 5 to 10.Polish. Hebrew. Portuguemb. and Slovak \mare definitely mentionedhV one college each.

COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS IN SCIENCE

The three major branche of science Nvith which the high schooli- most concerned are p1 1ysics. and biology ( or zoologyand botany). In additi(m to these. astronomy, geology, physiology.physical geography. and general science are found in the high-schoolcurriculum. The present section of this chapter ANA show theamount and kinds of natural science required for entrance to college.
TABLE 46.Num ber of oil./ of cience required for ent ranee to college andfrequenvy of each ri trcment, derireCS being c(nixid crud

i ruts.
Number of &grew requiring science in--

1913 1914 191n 191r. um7

o 267 260
I'vr cent . 4h 4"0 n 0 0

i
st...% 231

Per (boil . . 41 42
i .-.

CI 4 f+
2 .

.iS4 .37Per rent .. i 7 .

.
.

I;
:4 3

a a 1 1 1

Ota

Total degrees
_

:)14

263 265 260
,49 49 . 49r.

n i 3 3
229 1 225 ...1:6
42 41 42

1 0 0
35 , 36 34

7 ' e 6
5 4 1 4
4 ' 4 5
1 1 1

Xis n.is.

191s

20
49

1919

265
,'()

1920

21'3
:7)1

' 3 3 . 3
. 220 2r, 211

41 40 40
0 0 0

41 3t4 35
b 7 ' 7
4 , 4 , 3
5 ' 5 3
1 1 1

534 531 .%31

1921 1922

272 2f+4
51 . ' 54
3 i 3

.216 201
41 39

O O
28 29

5 . 6
3 1

:

1
5 2
1 1

t,214 521

Table 46 shows that approximately one-half of the colleges re-quire science for entrance. It also shows a slight increase (6 percent) in the number of degrees requiring no science for the period1913-19262. There have been few changes in the science require-ments during the period under study.
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Table 47 shows a comparison of the A. B. and B. S, degrees in
:mounts of science required for entrance:

TABLE comparison of the A. B. and B. S. degrees in amounts of science
required for entrance

Percentages of science required in the year

Units Degree

1913 , 1914 1915 ; 1916 1917 ; 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922

1.1. B. . _

O 1B. S

1
jA. B.

S

{.1. B
B S

M
36

40
45

4

13

54
36

40
45

12

54
38

42
45

3

1

55
38

41
45

3

12

55 ..
i

37 ,
!

,

41
47

12

55
37

40
45

4

14

I

57 I 58
38 39

38 37
45 44

4 3
13 .13

58 61
40 44

38 35
46 43

3 3
10 10

'Fable 47 shows, what-would probably be expected, that the B. S.
degree requires more science than the A. B. does. The B. S. require.
according to the table, less of " no science and more of the one and
two unit requirements. It \dB be seen that the B. S. requires consid-
erably more of the two-unit standard than the B. requires.
Neither degree changes much during the period, and the net clianges
are about the same in each case.

Only 18 of the colleges state definitely the bralich of science they
require. In 16 of the 18 instances physics is required: 12 additional
state tTiat physics is " recommended ": while 24 others stiite that the
requirement shall be met by either physics or chemistry. In 013
there were a féw ';cattered requirements (usually half-units) in

physical geography, physiology. botany. and zoology. but I /V 19.22

all of these had disappeared.

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM AMOUNTS OF CREDIT ALLOWED IÑ
SCIENCE

Thysics, chemistry, and biology are one-unit subjects. Zoology.
botany, physiology, geology, astronomy, and physical geography 'are
one-h4f unit subjects. A. slight variation from this practice is seen

in a' very few instances, where the college will accept chemistry or
physics without laboratory work for one-half unit credit, or credit
it for a full unit where laboratory work has been a part of the course.

Of the '273 colleges which specify what subjects in science will be
accepted, .12 in 1913 mentioned general science. By 1922, 61 addi-
tional collelges had added it to their lists of acceptable subjects."
Astronomy and geology are rarely mentioned.

11 Attention Is again called to the fact that these figures do not 111)1(444.m the number
of colleges which would allow credit for general science. This number of colleges deli .

nitely stated that this subject would be accepted. Instead of 73. It is possible flint, some
200 of the 273 colleges would accept it.
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THE NEWER SUBJE S ACCEPTED FOR COLLEGE ENTRANICE

It is platitudidous to state that school curricula have greatly ex-panded during the past few years. Many new subjects have beenadded. not only to the curriculum but also to the list of subjectsacceptable for college entrance purposes. What influences havebrought about thee changes? What are these newer subjects? Towhat extent havo they been approved by American collegos? 'Theseare the questions to be considered in the following rages.

INFLUENCE-; IZEP4)Nslit1.1: Dpn THE APPEARANCE OF THE NEWER SUBJECTS

The influence which cause changes in curricula, in so far as theyare additions of "modern sajects; often come from outside theschool. Ultimately such changes are brought about by the influenceof the "tizne-;" in which Nye live. New inventions, discoveries, andtheories are reflected in our lives, homes. and professions; and some-hat later and more indirectly in our theory and practice of publiceducational affairs. The influence of the times is not on the schooldire,ctly but on committees, conferences. conventions, etc., which areresponsible, to some extent. for Our conceptions of education. Con-sequently. the influences to be discussed here are direct, those ofeducational bodies.
The movement for new subAlcts may be said to have started whenarithmetic first pushed its way into entrance requi ents, thus dis-placing its weight's worth of Latin or Greek, or Of courseall subjects at the time of first appearance are "new." It was prob-ably as unthinkable in 1800 to suggest a place,for French or German.

as it would be now to suggest a place for uviation or radio. It isalso quite probable that the subjects we now consider old and well-41stablished were the butt of joke and ridicule then, even as some ofour s6-called "buttonholing" and " white-collar and blue-overall"are now.
Nor mugt, it be thought that the subjects we consider new arealways just making their first appearance. Henderson is authorityfor the statement, for instance, that bookkeeping find drawing wereto be found 40 years ago, but by 1890 had dropped out of sight, onlyto reappear later as " vocational" subjects. On the other hand, hestates that previdous to 1900 only one out of 'the nine largest Stateuniversities was accrediting manual training, and. that not a singleone wa's allowing credit for agricultvre or.domestic science.'"

"Nineteenth Proe. Amsoc. Col. and See. Schs. of the Southern States, p. 43.

"
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That the old subjects were beginning to resent the intrusion of

the new before 1000 may be seen from the followin !). quotation from
the minutes of the Ohio College Association 1897:

The association next discussed the following question :

Res() /red, That in ivery secondary school and in college, as far as to the
end of the sophomore year, the study of language and matheinalic,, should be

predotninately and continuously pursued: that the study of English, including

grampar, rhetoric, and composition, should f,-ontinue tilron:zhout every course;
that two languages besides English should lie studied: and that no other

studie should he allowed to interfere with the prevniinenve of tne studies

here designated.

After the discussion taty'll (ciation adopted :fie fillhAN re<olution :

ReRolred, That the re-zolution as printed on the program not in accordance
with present educational ideas.- I

The following y(ar W.19s) Preident Eliot --al wa l'ar-seeing

educatoranticipated "unnistricted clerthm in entrance require-
ments by several years. In January of that year he reported to the
board of overseers as follows;

The ultimate principle on which Harvard College tend to net in the matter
of admission requirements is this: The collegt inclines to count for admission
any subject which is taught in the secondary school long enough and well
enough to make the study of it a substfintial part of a training appropriate to
the child's capacity and degne of maturity. The future attitude of the col-
lege is likely to be, not continued insistence upon certain cliool studies as
essential to preparation for college, but insistence that the gateto a imivinsity
education shall not be closed on the candidate in consequence Of his omission,
at school, of any particular studies, provided that his school course has been

so composed as to afford him a sound -training of some sort. Iikiga democratic
nation spread over a continent, and in which secondary education presents
great local diversities, colleges and universities, if they would retain a national
character and influence, must be careful not to offer unnecessary obstacles to
the admission of young meti of adequate though diversified training."

In 1899 the Southern Education Association appointed a com-
mittee tio examine " into the pedagogical value of manual training,"
but little came of it. immediately.

A very important step toward recognition of the newer subjects
was made in 1902 when the NorthTettral Association voted to pre-
pare definitions of at least one unit's value each in shopwork, draw-
ing, commercial work, and, physical culture. .The preliminary
report of the committee on shop and drawing was ¡presented in 1907.
The following year we find these subjects added by the commission
on accredited schools of the same association:

37 Minutes of Ohio Col. Assoc., 1807, p. 91..
Quoted. from Third"Proc. N. Cen. Assoc. of Col. and Sec. &he., p. 83. 4
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88 col.I.EGI: ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

on accredited schools and colleges of the North Central Association
(191(1) is typicallof a number of resolutions aind recommendations,
by other bodies c&iplaining about the hick of w'ell-trained teacher-.
in these newer subjects:

Whereas the introduction into secondary sch(HIls of subjects not strictly
academic meets with popular favor and is promeding rapidly, and

Whereas the deniand for instructors for such subects far outruns Ow

supply of (b i)ilege gradtmtes liming the needful preparation, and
Whereas this board of inspectton views with alarm the employmiint 11*

large and increasing-number of instructors \Ott) lack the culture and :ellohr-
ship represented by a eollegie degree:

resofred: First. that this hiPard urges up4m the commission the advisabil

ity (Yf concerted action in the training of teachers of tnnsic. drawintr. fin. nrt.
domestic sciene, bookkeeping. typewriting, stenography. manual training-. mill

agriculture.
Semnd. that in the opinion of this board college credit sholuld be given finr

the above and allied subjects to) tilt% end that all ,econdary instructors may
attain to the standard represented by collegil degrees.

Third, that prompt action 'In the prirt f e4dlege authorities is neoded
check a lamentable, hut inevitable. Hilt] under pi:esent circumstances a prake-
worthy departure from the well-established custom of wlecting colkgeoradu-
ates for positton,t4 in secondary schools."

The next year (1911) the committee of nine of tjie NaConal Educa-
. tion Association hasteneid the more complete recognit ion of the newt:).

stalkcts by the following statement of N.alues:

SOME PRELIMINARY cf)NsIDERATioNs (11.% THE FIELD NIO Ft N( HIN of Ent 411 III\

IN THE 8C1100I.

Mechanic arts, agriculture. and household science 411ou1d he recognized :I-
rational elements in the education Of all boys and girls and especially of
those who hae not as yet chosen their vocanon. l'ffiler the auth(mity- (d' this

traditional conception of the best preparation,. for a higher institution. man.%
of our public high schools are to-day responsible for leading tens of thuusand:.
of boys and girls away front the pursuits for which they are adapted, and
which tlahy are needed, to other pursuits for which they .are not adapt(bd

and in which they are not needed. Ity means of (1xc1u.4vel3' bookish curricula,
falsi;iireaN of (vulture are cleveloplid. A great chasm is (Tented between thth

pmduceit.of wealth and the distributors and consunwrs thereof.
The hrgh school should, in a real sense, reflect the major, industries of the

community which supports -it. The high school, as the local N111(10)1181 in-

stitution, 'should reveal to boys and girls the higher responsibilities for more
efficient service along the lines in whicit their own conminnity is industrially
organized.

,Our traditional Weals of preparation for higher institutions are particularly
iticongruous wih the actual needs and future responsibilities of gii.11*,44.t...mumhi

seem that lituch high-schoo) work as is carefully designed to develop capticit
for and interest in the proper management and conduct of a home Flhould hc

regardM as of importance at least equal to that of any Other work. We do

ti Proc. Ni Cen. Assoc. of Col. and Sec. Bebe., 1910.
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90 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENT

Reisner sums up the present attitude toward these subjects as

folloNNs:

There is, on the other hand, a very genuine convicti+w among many American
educators, particularly those connected with ilititutions of higher *educatif

and more specially those concerned with college admisAons, that any con-
siderable amount of vocational work or of the less exacting high-school studies,
constitutes a dangerous lowering of the college enttance standard, and does nio
represent adequate preparation for the of even a higher techn()logica1
or professional ialstitution.'

The relative value of the various school 111_)1ects, is an ()Id :mil
much mooted question, and it is not within the limits of this stud%
to try to settle it. The ahoy, kjtiotations show that there have been
strong influences againsi_ as well as for the introductipn of theo
newer subjects into lists of approved entrance subjects. What t
newer subjects are, and the extent to which they have bven approved.
will be the toTics of the following section.

1'UIWOSF:S01"l'ilE NEWIAt .1NI) EVI I.N I. 14) w111(.I1 THE)" irk\ r.
BEEN APPIMVED

\dbee-

Before thie appearance and developpent fif certificating
.

and ac-

crediting bodies, and before sunk( freedom of election in entrance
jects became comnion. it \\11-, necessary for t he college to speci fv what
subjects were required and to outline these to) such an extent that
the prospective applicant would know upon what Nkil)jects and parts
of subjects to prepare. Later, when a choice Of :;ubjects was allowed
the applicant it was still necessar to mitline the optional course
which might he presented., This was necessary for uniformity. for
retaining as high standarfts in elective as in required subjeca. and
for assuring proper preparation for college work to which these

I courses might lead. 'As a result, nearly all colleges outlined very
minutely just what the various courses were to contain ; most of them
suggested textbooks; and many of them made suggestions as to time.
method, prepardtion of teacher, etc. In some of the earlier cata-
logues"one can find many pages devoted to this material.

However, within the past 15 years a decided. change has taken
place. The colleges are less andjess specifying and outlining courses
acceptable as satisfying entrance requirements. Many colleges have
dropped all outlines and olkeriptions. and practically all of`them
have either dropped or abridged them. Thero are four main cause
of this movement.

The first -of these causes is the influience of committees, round
tablès, conferences, etc., in the various%ubjects. These confeiencei
tend, by utilizing the best oPinions- of those working in a particular

Reimer, Nationalism and Education since 1789, p. 541.
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 91
field, and by using the best material available, to produce a more orless "authentic " or "standard " cpurse. Although not all schoolsWould ever adopt this course, many school§ would adopt it entirely,v.nd many more would be influenced by it.In the secopd place, with the development of accrediting, certificat-ingib and examining bodies, these Outlines andr descriptions luivebecome less necessary. State boards a education have, in many .iistances, adopted and published courses of study, and to a (onsidetekr)le extdnt have Outlined and described these courses, suggested text-books, etc. Most cities of any size have done the shine thing.influence of the College Entrance Examination Board in this con-Dejtion has been far-reaching. Many of the' collegeg now merely,tate, after pecifying what subjects are required and accepted,-the substance of these courses is that specified by the College En-trance Examination 'Ward," and give tile number and price of

toLret her with the

The

iho ;),.1)1,(br paffirliict SC Ti 1 I I 4_r_

address of the board.
Tht third cause of the curtailment of outlines and descriptionsof entrance subjects in college catalogues is found in the lar!re num-ber of subjects now accepted. If the average college were to publish¡ratlines and descriptions of the courses it accepts, many pages wouldbe required. The cost of printing, and (he necessity of frequentchange, particularly in the case of newer subjects. would make thevxpense heavy.

41)(1 perhap the important cans(' for (INITingdescriptions, is found in the development of unrestricted election."There is a strong tendenc'y on the part of the colleges to prescribekss, to alkw more freedom of choice from a larger list of belec-tiv," and to permit the applicant to Offer a few units of anyflidect:i which r:.Ire accepted toward graduation by hit,-; school. Cofi- "-orient ly.eit would be anomalous for the college to outlininddescribe acceptable subjects, when. to an extent " anything approvedand taught by good secondary schools might be accepted.The disappearance of desc'riptions does not mean that in a collegefreshman class all members would have had exactly the same%(in the same courses) in. the high schoa The subject in whiris likely they would hav:lhad most nearly tbe same. work woulabe algebra. But. even here it is probably true that such a universallyrecognized and accepted amount as " to quadratics" would reallymean variation in tiine and amount of work accomplished. With ,such a subject as English composition there can belittle upiformity.Foreign language preparations would na be equal in iranljationdone, vocabulary learned, or ainv.ersation carried on, Ho:wever,although each subject would shwa; variations, there 43 a eqingemwentration vound certain topics, and these toOri tiltimatèly
a
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92 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
ow

come to represent more or less the courses as offered. Consequently,

" Caesar " comes to mean a certain number (and list) of books or

parts of Caesar ; plane geometry comes to represent five ' books"

of geometry; and English, the reading and study of a more or less

commonly accepted list of works from which may be selected for

the class a list of more or less commonly accepted length, etc.
Colleges are not to any great extent dropping the names of

the subjects or courses they will accept. Even with ho subject

prescribed at all, a college could \yell afford to mention (thus empha-

sizing) the courses which it considers most important. Since prac-

tically all colleges require some courses and allow some freedom of

election, it is necessary to specify the courses from which elective

may be chosen.
Of the 314 colleges used in this study, 273 specify what subject

will be accepted. The specification of these 273 college.; does not

represent accurately just what subjects will be accepted, because of

" free margin and its implication to accept any standard subject.
However, by considering all these colleges and tabullitina the sub-

jects (lefinitely named, a view of the relative importance. as silown

11)y the number Of colleges mentioning each one, may be had.
Table 48 shows the newer subjects which are most frequently men-

tioned as being acceptable, and the development in importance, as

shown by the number of colleges specifying them. for the peeiod
1913-1922.

TABLE 4S.--ni yell t Mid 1(1 )l(T (It Oft //Orel' .01b.it s (WI y ist(

co'lrae entrance purposes. Ft shown hy the n umber of col/cork( accepting
enehi

zilbject

N um! ber of colleges accept mg in t he yem (loin
in plu

!
I

her of
coliege

1913 1914 1915 1916 i 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 acrept
$ ing

4

1

1H1 121 138 156 ; 163
% 103 114 130 . 136 141
S3 106 126

1(

1 13.5 1

65 -5 9i 109
130
1 14 120

44 4.S , 60 63 I 66 70
39 4A 49 A 1 riel 64
39 42 51 M 57 60
37 40 47 54 58 65
32 34 451 46 47 48
30 . 3.3 34 3,5 :M 4 t i

22 1 22 23 1 24 24 24
1 S 1 9 24 ' 29 30 34
17 24 29 I 35 38 40
6 . 4 7 I 7 S 10
7 1 7

I

7 i 8 S m

Drawing _

Shopwork 75

Household art q
Agriculture .").1

Bookkeeping_ _

Music
Commercial geography _ ........ 35

Stenography and typewriting. 30

Commercial law _ _ 27

Normal training_ _ _ _ . . 26

Psychology__ _ . 21

Bible 15

Commercial knowledge _ 15

Public speaking 5

Commercial skills... ___ 4

Total colleges.. . . 273 273 272

149

274 1 272 274 273

17s 191 210 112

156 163 1671 90

143 140 1N1 111

134 110 1 4 S 94

SO 84
76 7s
fly 71

78 82
MI SS

4S 49
26. I 28
41 47
45j 46

49

S2 46

76 41

89
65 3$

52 26

31
52

10

37

49 34

11 13 1 S 13

8 10 8

273 273 273

I These figures represent the number of collem which approved the subject in any amount. The table

does not show amounts or increases In amounts.
Shopwork includes the work usually known as "manual training." Commercial knowledges include,

such subjects as history of commeroe, business organisation, etc. Commercial skills includes miscellancow
subjects (mentioned but few times), such as business correspondence. accounting, ()Mee practice, etc
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ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 93
It will be seen 'from Table 48 that, of all the newel subjects, draw-ing shows the greatest gain. Most of this drawing is either mechan-ical or free-hand, and much of the gain can be attributed to theincreased popularity of the shpp subjects. Branches of drawing areusually accredited at from one-half to one unit, there being no gen-erally accepted practice. It takes time to settle conventional unitvalues.
Shopwork includes forge, foundry, bench work, wood and metalworking, etc. While this subject did not gain as much as drawing,it nevertheless doubled in mention during the period. Colleges creditit all the way from one-half to four and a half units. Two unitsare about the average credit allowed.
Household arts shows a gain of 111 colleges knd nearly trebles intimes, mentioned. Cooking, sewing, millinery., and shelter are in-cluded. The average amount recommended for credit is about twounits.
Agriculture also nearly trebles during the period. The report ofthe Carnegie Foundation in 1922 contained this senten (p. 104) :A gricu 1 ture as a secondary-school subject is now showing greatvitality, and undoubtedly the queition of its acceptance by the Stateuniversities will soon be. general." One of thp colleges accredits"farm accounts " and another "vegetable gardening," but the sub-ject usually approved :is merely " agriculture." This subject wasCredited at first usually for one-half or one unit, but now many col-leges allow three or four units for it, Kid nearly all of the collegesapproving it will allow two units."
Bookkeeping has also increased considerably, although lesN inamount than any of the preceding subjects. It is usually credited atone unit. Ordinarily no further definition than "bekkeeping" isgiven, although a few colleges specify double entry."
Music includes vocal and instruffiental, harmony, counterpoint,appreciation, dication, and sight singing. Few colleges credit orrecognize work-in chorus, orchestra, or glee club, although this workis quite commonly credited toward high-school graduation on the.same basis as other unprepared work, two periods of unprepared orlaboratory work equaling one period of -prepared work. Ordi-narily, with two or three practices a week in unprepared music, aunit is earned in from 21/2 to 31/2 years. There is a distinct trendtoward accepting vocal and instrumental music when studied "out-side the school but under school direction and guidance. Of course

=1.a See report of the cominittee on encouraging college entrance credit in agriculture.Proc. Nat. Educ. Assoc..., 1910.
Also report of the committee on agriculture of the Southern Association. Proc.twenty-first meeting, Assoc. of Col. and Sec. Sch& of the Southern States, P.80 fr.
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94 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

no such credit would be accepted by the college unless it had been pre-

viously accepted by the high school toward graduation. Such or-

ganizations as the College Entrance Examination Board and the
New York Regents have examined in music for a number of years,

but relatively few examinations have ever been taken.
Commercial geography has more than doubled during the Oriod.

The widespread interest in commercial education, and its general
development in the high2school curriculum, are doubtless responsible
for the increase in both commercial geograPhy and commercial law.

Stenography and typewriting trebled in amount during the
period. A few colleges state that credit is given in thesb subjects

only on examination, and occasionally such colleges give credit
commensurate with the speed which the applicant can make in the
examination.26

Normal training includes methods and management, pedagogy,
history of education, education, and reviews. In this connection it

may be said that many colleges list the credit they will allow on the

various grades of teachers' certificates. In order to be accredited
for college entrance, normal training must usually be given in a

department which has been accredited by the State department of

education.
There is a striking growth in the acceptance of Bible study as an

entrance subject. Although study of sections of the Bible has
long been accepted as English," the development of systematic
Bible study in the public high school is of comparatively recent

origin." Although comparatively few colleges accredit it as yet.

the indications would lead one to believe that in another decade

systematic Bible study will be much more coytion in lists of entrance
subjects than at present.

Commercial knowledge might well include commercial law and

commercial geography, but these were considered separately because

they were more prominent than history of commerce or business or-

ganization. As has been suggested before; the commercial knowledge

gtoup was " dragged in " by the movement for commercial skills.

Public speaking shows signs of increased importance. For a long

time it has been a part of secondary-school activity, but rarely as a

The Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States adopted la

1915 the requirement that 1.5 years of shttirthand would be evaluated at 1.5 units if the

applicant could take 60 words a minute; and typewriting would be worth 0.5 unit if the

applicant could write 40 words a minute. See Twenty-first Proc., 1915, p. 81.
II See Proc, N. Cen. Assoc. for 1905, p. 21 ff. The following quotations are typical

the cattion with which new subjects are accepted: " Bible study will be accepted only on
evidence that it represents serious work and sound methods." (Bates College, 194)
"Bible study will be accepted if the work is of tbe standard Indicated by .the committee

on definition of the unit of Bible study for secondary schools." (Friends University, lfm.)

"

so
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"study." The rapid development of extemporaneous speaking con-tests and debating and the movement toward oral English, are un-doubtedly behind the trend here shown.
Commercial skills includes occasional mentions which are too fewto tabtAlate separately, but which show increase in combination.Table 49 shows the subjects which wer-e listed by the 273 collegesin 1922 as being acceptable for entrance purposes. Those starredhave appeared since 1913. There are 111 subjects in the list.Although some of them are mentioned by but few colleges, they are"subjects recognized as suitable for satisfying college entrance re-quirements."

TABLE 119.Complete list of gubjects acoeptable for college entrance by 273colleges in 1922
[Subjects starred have appeared since 1913]

English:
Grammar.
Composition.
American literature.
English literature.

Mathematics:
Algebra.
Arithmetic.
Plane geometry.
Solid geometry.
Trigonometry.

Foreign Languages:
Latin.
Greek.
French.
German,
Spanish.
Italian. .

Portuguese.
Polish.
Hebrew.
Slovak.
Danish.
Swedish.
Norwegian.

Social Science:
Grak history.
Roman history.
Medieval history.
Modern history.
English history.
American history.
Civics.
Community civics.
Economics.

Social Science Con.
Sociology.
Citizenship.
Government indus-

trial problews.
Science:

Physics.
Chemistry.
Botany.
zoology.
Physiology.
Astronomy.
Geology.
Physiography.
General science.

Household ArtN:
sewing.
Cooking.

'Millinery.
Clothing.
Shelter.
14"oods.

Manual Training:
Drawing--

Freehand.
Mechanical.
Architectural.

*Ma thematiral.
Geometrical.

Forge.
Foundry.
Woodwork.
Wood carving.
Metal work.

Manual TrainingCon.
Chipping, filing, fit-

ting.
Machine tool prac-

tice.
Commercial:

Stenography.
Typewriting.

'Business correspond-
ence.

Bookkeeping.
Accounting.
Office practice.

*Materials of com-
merce.

Commerce.
History of com-

merce.
Commercial Geogra-

phy.
Commercial Arith-

metic.
Commercial law.
Economic history.
Banking.

*Salesmanship.
Business organiza-

tion.
Economic geogra-

phy.
Music:

Harmony.
Counterpoint.
Appreciation.
Dictation.

e.
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TABLE 49. Complete tiAt of subjects acceptable for college entrance by 273

colleges in 1922 Continued

MusicCon.
Sight singing.
Vocal.
Instrumental.
Club, etc.

Normal Training:
Methods and

agement.
History of

tion.
Teaching training.
Education.
Psychology.

[Subjects starred have appeared since 1913] .

Man-

Educa-

HisrellanrouR:
Geography.
Christian doctrine.
Agriculture.

*Farm accounts.
Vegetable garden-

ing.
*Argumentation. de-

bating.
Reserve Off icers'
Training Corps.

Surveying.
*Sunday-school

work..

Miscellane0118 Con.
Art.

*Modeling.
*Military science.
History of art.

*History of science.
Bible.
Public speaking.
Elementary law.
Bird life.
Nature study.

*Physical education.

The amount of credit allowed to nonacademic subjects has been

constantly increasing. In 1913 the average credit allowed for these

subjects by all of the collegqs allowing such credit was less than two

units. In 1922 practically all colleges allowing such credit wouid

allow four units.
Thus it will be seen that in less than a score of years many new

courses have found their N-ay into published college entrance re-

quirements. Although commonly recognized now, these subjects

have 'faced stiff opposition, and many college catalogues issued dur-

ing the Past 10 years still indicate distrust in them. Some colleges

would credit the new subjects only On examination of the school

and the pupil. Other colleges or organizations set up standards in

equipment, etc.28

COLLEGE CREDIT FOR HIGH-SCHOOL WORK

g. 1913 Judd noted in the report of the Commissioner of Educa-

tion that "high schools are assuming college work also." The whole

question of excess credit for high-school work has been discussed

comparatively little, and to the layman this statement would proba-

bly be more or less startling. However, as early as 1899, from no

See report of the commit %e on agriculture. Twenty-first Proc. Aasoc. of Col. and

Sec. Schs. of the Southern States, p. 30.
Stetson University in 1916 (catalogue 1916-17, p. 66) used this phrue: " Greek, Latin,

English, mathematics, physics, chemistry, and modern languages being worth more than

the recently accepted subjects."
Bates College In 1913 (catalogue, 1913-14, p. 36) stated that " only subjects that

require serious intellectual effort will' be considered." This statement was still being

publisbed'in 1922.
On the other hand, Goucher College in 1917, arter stating the required subjects, said,

"all other subjects defined by the board (College Entrance Examination Bolt) are of

Gual theyvalue If cover the standard requirements."

le
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less a group than the committee on college-entrance requirements of
the National Education Association came this resolution:

Resolved, That the colleges will aid the secondary schools by allowing
credit toward a degree for work done in secondary schools, beyond The
amount required for entrance, where equal in amount and thoroughness towork done in the same subjects in college."

The early definitions of the unit did not define it in terms of four
years' work, but more or less loosely in terms of one year's work.
Consequently, as the unit became more universally used, there was
bound to be trouble due to the different interpretations placed by
schools upon unit values. As a result there are records of gradu-ates of different high schools offering from 14 to 20 units of creditfor practically the same work. After the more accurate defini-
tions of the unitthat no high school can po4bly give more than
16 units for four years' workmost of this abuse was eliminated.

The commission on accredited schools of the North Central Asso-ciation in 1902 defined its tand pn the subject of excess credit as
follows:

1. The commission favors the general principle that the colleges shouldgive advanced credit for secondary school work when sufficient in amountand quality done in addition to the 15 units required for entrance.2. In the opinion of the commissio-n, no advanced college credit should begiven for less than one year of secondary school work in any subject, ex-cept so far as half units are specified in the definition of unit e courses orfor any study that is not pursued later than the second year of the high-school course.
3. The amount of advanced credit to be awarded in any subject should bedetermined by the college which the student enters.".
There was doubtless much abuse of this excess credit privilege, es-pecially while colleges were still competing for students. About190s a tightening up began to Occur, and instead of accepting ex-

cess credit on certificate, examinations began to be used more freely,to test the applicant in the subjects for which he sought extra credit.The following statement from the meeting of the National Con-feren( e Committee on Standards (March, 1918) is typical pf theattention given to this problem;
The conference recommends that college credit be given for work done insecondary schools only on examination, tand that permission for such examina-tion be given only when there is evidence of thorough work under competentinstruction."

Of the 314 colleges in this study, 130 stated (1913) that theyWould give credit for excess high-school work. In 1922 this number
Proc. Nat. Ed. Assoc., 1899, p. 662.

'1° Seventh Proc. N. Cen. Assoc., p. 8. .Il Eleventh Beth Nat. Conf. Committm 1918, p. 8.

.
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was 134. This change of four colleges does not represent the real
changes which occuired during the period, however, for 13 colleges

had ceased to allow such credit, while 17 had begun the practice.

Three colleges emphasize that " in no case " would college credit be
allowed for excess high-school work.

Of the 134 colleges in 1922 allowing excess credit,1.27 stated that
it was allowed on examination only. Such discouraging terms as
"rigid " and " rigorous " are frequently found.82 The other col-

leges allow credit on various combinations of " recommendation of

the principal," " recommendation of the heaa of the department,"
ability to do college work in th'e same or allied college subjects,"

etc. Only 3 colleges allow credit on the basi of certificate alone.
The University of Wooster allows excess credit only to individuals*
who rank in the highest third of the graduating class.

A few colleges require examinations in subjects prerelitsite to

those in which credit is sought. In 23 cases the colleges allow and

adjust credit only aftensthe student has been in college one semester

and has demonstrated his ability to pursue college work successfully.

The fullness with which excess credit is treatO in collge catalogues
aries from a short sentence such as " Excess Gredit is allowed .only

on examination " to statements as long as that of the Uniirersity of

Chicago, covering half a page, or thitt of Mount Union 'College
(Ohio) covering three-fourths of a page."

The subjects in which excess credit may be obtained are usually
mentioned as foreign language and mathematics. No generally ac-

cepted amounts of credit allowed èxist. Some colreges state two
units as a maximum. Practically all of them state rib amount. A

number of colleges require that the applicant have had a full semes-

ter's work beyond graduation before any excess credit will be con-

§idered.
In like.manner there is no commonly accepted practice regarding

the ratio of amounts of high school to colrege work or credit. The

amounts stated vary from three college " hours " for one high-school
unit to nine for one. A few colleges state that the work will be
credited to the extent of 50 per cent, meaning that a year's work in a

high-school subject is equivalent to one semester's work at college.

"Defiance College (Ohio) stated in 1913 that " any person receiving advance credit

must, in the judgment of the. committee on entrance, show a greater degree of develop-

ment than shown by the average high-school graduate." (Catalogue, 1913-14, p. 30.)

This statement had disappeared by 1922.
"The University of Chicago has worked out very carefully a complete system 'for ac-

crediting this work, but it applies only to " cooperating schools."
The following quotations illustrate the extreme attitudes of the colleges: "No efforts

are spared to secure for each student the very best classification possible and to place him

where he is qualified to do his most effective work." (Midland College, catalogue 1913-14,

p. 17.)
Students are advised against trying to secure extra high-school credits with the hope

of obtaining college credit for them. (Jamestown College catalogue, 1921, p. 1&)
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SUMMARY

99

One-fourth of the 314 colleges made some calange in the degreesoffered during the period 1913-1922. However, in the total' therehas been little change, .because about as many colleges added thevarious degrees as withdrew them.
There is a slight increase in the tendency of the colleges to offer .two degrees rather than one, three; or four. There is 4a- noticeahletrend toward single admission requirements for entrance to all de- .grees a college may offer.
All colleges making any definite requirements at all specify Eng-lish. There has been little change in English requirements duringthe 10 years. Three units are almost universally required for en-trance to all degrees. There is an increased tendency for the col-leges to accept four units of English.
Practically all colleges which require English require mathe-matics. There is a decided trend away from a "two and a half orthree unit requirement toward a two-unit requirement. This isdue to the reductiort of the requirement in algebra from one and ahalf.units to one unit, and to the disappearafice of solid geometry,The B. S. degree requires slightly more mathernai ics than the otherdegrees do.
Foreign-language requirements have shown a considerable de-crease during the past 10 years. Not only has the number of unitsrequired decreased rapidly, but the number of colleges requiring noforeign language for entrance nearly trebled. In 1913, 11 per centof the degrees required no foreign language and in 1922, 30 per centrequired none.
The A. B. degree requires more foreign language than the otherdegrees do, both in number of units and in number of differentlanguages.
There has been a decided decrease in the number of degrees pre-scribing two languages (31 to 13 per cent) . This decrease is greaterin the B. S. than in the A. B. requirements.
Nearly two-thirds of the language requirements are unspecified--that is, any foreign language may be offered. The A. B. degreespecifies its requirements in foreign language more frequently thanthe B. S. degree does.
The percentage of degrees requiring no Latin increased from 58in 1913 to-76 in 1922. The four-unit requirement, the most popularin Latin, decreased by one-half (27 .to 13 per cent) . Latin is rarelyprescribed for entrance to the B. S. degree.
Approximately 10 per colt of the degrees required Greek in 1913.In 1922 only 2 per cent required it. German and French are rarelyrequired. .
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100 COLLEGE ENTriANCE REQUIREMENT'S

There is a strong tendency toward the acceptance of not less than
two units of any roreirji language. The maximum has been gradu-,
ally raised, so that now almost any college will credit Latin, French,
or German to four units.

Spanish has more than doubled (in number of times mentioned
as being acceptable) during the 10 years. As yet it can hardly be
classed as a full-fledged brother of French or German, because about
half of the colleges will accept it only to the extent of two units.
Italian and Scandinavian have also increased in mention during the
decade.

Three-fourths of the degrees require social science for entrance,
the usual requirement being one unit. Fifty-seven per cent of the
degrees do not specify what branch of social science shall be offered.
Of those that do specify, ancient history, American history, and..
general history are mentioned most frilquently. Social-science re-
quirements have changed little during the decade.

About half of the degrees require science for entrance. The 10-
year period shows a slight decrease in the number of degrees requir-
ing it. The amount required is almost always One unit. The B. S.
degree requires science more often than the other degrees do. Only
rarely is a branch of scienc: ii!ecified. When specified, it is u§ually
physics. General science is i creasingly nwntioned as being accept-

abte.
The movement for the present variety of commercial and voca-

tional subjects began about 1900. hi spite of stiff opposition, nearly
all of the subjects offered now as such appeared by 1910. The num-
ber of colleges accepting these subjects in entrance requirements has
increased' both rapidly and steadily. Since 1900 about 50 new sub-
jects (out of 11 Ilisted in 1922 by 273 colleges as being acceptable)
have found their way into published college entrance requiremenis.

Nearly one-half of the colleges allow college credit for advanced
high-school work. Thitir credit is allowed after examination, and.
the amount is usually dis&mnted to about one-half of its face value.
Foreign Janguage and mathematics are the subjects in which excess

credit is most frequently allowed.
.
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CHAPTER V

PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE TO COIL
LEGELIMITATION OF ENROLLMENT

The earliest requirements for entrance to college were mental
attainments of ; very narrow and definite type, viz, facility in Latin
and Greek. A new subjects and new limitations were added, per-
sonal reqi ts, in the matters of age and 'moral character, also
became Art of recognized entrance requirements.1 This was espe-
cially lie while the colleges were training largely for the ministry,
and before any defiriite public-school system prepared the averageboy for college. As time went on and the 'college ceased traininglargely for the ministry, and as a public-school system grew up,
requiring a more or less definite time for completion, these two re-
quirements became more formal and less essential. Recently phys-ical requirements, and still more recently intellectual requirementsbeyond the minimum of graduation from a preparatory school, havebeen added and give promise of great significance for the future.The rapid increase in college enrollments dúring the past few yearshas new atention upon methods of choosing desirable canedidates. )kcause of the large number of pupils who can pass any
program of " academic " preparation, attention must be centered onother types of preparation or fitnkess (e. g., personal requirements),in prder that only the best of those who do pass the academic re-quiren)ents will be selected. This chapter will discuss these personalrequirements and evaluate them in the light of present-day needs.

-4* AGE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE TO COLLEGE

To what extent do colleges specify the minimum age at which stu-dents may enter? .What ages are specified? How important is anage requirement ?
Table 50 shows the minimum ages specified by the various collges,and the number of colleges specifying each minimum.; All of the314 colleges of the study are considered.
In 1745 Yale College added arithmetic to its entrance requirements and at the sametime required that the applicant "shall bring sgfticient testimony of his blameless andinoffensive life."

18610-25- 8
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TABLE 50.Minimum. ,age requirements for entrance to college and nuinber
of times each was specified, 314 colleges being considered

Age

Number of coliLes specifying ages in

! 1913 1 1914 1915

1

_.

i

14 3 i 3
15 I 17 j 13
16 63 (i.5

17 3 3

1

1

2
13
64

3

1916 i

.

2

g

1917
.

2
13
fl

1918

3 3

'2
13
60

3

Total colleges 1

, making re-
.. quirment..._. 86 1 84 52 84 . 80 1 78

,.Total colleges
making no : 1

I

requirement _ . 22S 230 1 232 230 234 236
I

1

1910 1920 1921

4.

1922

1 1 2
13 I 11 10 10

62 60 57
3 I 3 3 3

' 77 77 ! 74 72

I 1

237 237 240 242

Table 50 shows that approximately 'one-fourth of the colleges
prescribe a minimum age at which entrance may be made. The ages

range from 14 to 17, with 16 the most frequently mentioned. Aere
is.a net decrease of 14 in the number qf colleges statintg age require-
ments in 1913 and 1922. The question may well bè raised, Of what
uge are such requirements? or How necessary are they?

The literature on articulation of secondary and higher institutions
has little to say about the minimum age requirements or specifica-

tions. This is due mainly to the fact that graduation from the ,

high school presupposes sufficient maturity to enable the applicant to
carry college work. On the other hand, there has 'been a very com-
mon feeling of -late years that the student does not enter college

soon enough. Thus we find the conference on Greek of the Com-
mittee of Ten making this suggestion in 1892:

That in the following recommendations thisonference desires that the
average age at which pupils now enter should be lowered rather than raistql.'

On the other hand, we find that the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, at its first meeting in 1895, adopted
the following article as a part of its by-laws,: " N84co11ege that admits
students under 15'years of age shall be eligible to membership in
this association." 3 This article remained a part of the by-laws until
1908, 'when it was dropped.

In 1896 the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of'
the Middle States and 'Maryland arranged a general discussion of

,4c age requirements" as one of the important themes at its meeting.
At this meeting President Eliot stated, " I put the proper agethe
best age--:for admission to a college or scientific school in our country
at 18." 4

.1 Rep. of Commqtee of Ten, 1892, p. 14.
Proo., 1895. 4ty-1aws, P. 6.

IV Proc., tenth *meting, p. 79.
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PERSONAL REQUIREMENTSLIMITED ENROLLMENT 103
Nearly all of the speakers at this meeting favored diminishing theentering age, if possible. Doctor Ilrboks, superintendent of schoolsof Philadelphia, stated:
There is a very general agreement that the average age of graduation fromOur colleges R too high. This is shown to' be about 23 years. The Yale ClassBook of 1890 gives the average age of the class of 1891 as 22 years, 7 months,and 12 days ; 14 were over 26, and 3 over 30. I think it can not be doubtedthat pupils bright enough to take the college course can be thoroughly preparedin good secondary sclools at the age of 16 or 17.'
Vice Provost Fulierton, of the UniVersity of Pennsylvania, showedthat the aveyage age pf freshmen at the University a Pennsylvaniafor the year 189-1-95 was 18 years -and 5 months, and for the year1895-96 it was IS years and 7 months. He then suggested the fol-lowing means of lowering the entering ages:

1. By lowering the entrance requirements or increasing the efficiency of theVork done in the schools, o'r else,
2. By building up liberal foundations with the purpose of aiding our ableststudents to hold out in the seruggle until they may attain their highest aim..
President Thomas, at the same meeting, quite definitely laid theblame for high entering ages on the lower schools and implied thatthe basic causes were an uneducated teaching staff and an unreason-able curriculum.

albI am confident that the present highest entrance requirements. those of fileclassical course of Table 4 of the report of the Committee of Ten, and evenhigher requirements than these, are easily attainable at 16, if no time be lostin the primary and grammar grade.' I believe that it would be entirely feasiblefor all of the colleges belonging to this association to give notice that 10 yearsheiice no student over 16 years of age would be received into their freshmanclass, and at the end of 10 years to have as large entering classes as at resent.Some such drastic measure would compel the primary and grarnmtft choolsto equip themselves with an educated teaching staff and a Jeasonablecurriculusm.'

It wilP.be noted that this is a rather ambitious statement in thelight of the figures presented showing the average age of freshmento be about 1&5 years.
The fourth report of the Carnegie Foundation states that in theProvince o4 Toronto the average student enters the high school at14.2,and passes into the college at,17.2, 18.2, or 19.1, acc,6rding tohis aability and the leaving point which he chooses. The sixth reportof the foundation again calls attention to the relatively high age atwhich the student enters college.

Proc., tenth meeting, p. 71.
Ibid., p. 90.

7 The English language is generous in that anything Is possible if 'P. Age-gradeand promotion studio show how erroneous it is tp suppose that the average child com-pletes the elementary school without losing time.
Proc., tenth meeting, p. 101.
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104 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

The average age of adm1s4ion to the better colleges throughout the country
is between 18.5 and 19 years, find 'a boy graduates at the age of approximately
23. If he is then) to begin to prepare for a profession, he comes into that
profession too late in life and probably lacking a certain resiliency that
would have had had be been brought into it sooner. lt is clear that if the
university is really to rest upon the/college, then the college must come back
to a curriculum that will send the boy into the university when he is not
older than 20, and the high school must have him ready for college at 16.'

Among the latest statistics available at this time are those of"

-Princeton Uniorsity, published (1923) in the Freshman Herald, the
freshman publication. These figures show that the average Princeton
freshman' was 18 years T months and 2 days old at the time of
enterifig.

In an earlier day mini'mum age requirements may have been
necessary.' Doctor John says, for instance, A century ago most
of the candidates for college were much " At the pres-
ent time, however, published age requirements mean little or noth-
ing and serve no particular purpose, first, because' very few pupils
complete the secondary school at- 16 (at which, or below which
praètically all of the requirements lie), and second, because statistics
show that the average age of college freshmen is aboilt. 18.5 years.

MORAL RBQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE TO COLLEGE

Moral requirements include any testimonials, references, state-
ments, or the like, required to show that the applicant is reliable,
morally sound, of good character, ambitious, etc. In 1913, of the
314 colleges, 176 definitely required such testimonials. No great
change in number of colleges making this requirement occurred
'during the period, 180 requiring it in 1922. During the period 8
colleges dropped the requirement, while 12 colleggs added it. A

few additional collegeA state that -such testimonials "may be re-

-. cjuired," and a few others state that the applicant must furnish
them unless he is known to the faculty of the college. Nearly all
of the requirements merely state that testimonials of good char-
acter must be presented. A few colleges specify interests, capaci-
ti4, aptittides, leadership, etc., in various combinations.

Of 'the 180 colleges which in 1922 definitely stated that such
testimonials were 'required, 19 stated the person or persons from
whom they sliould come. Four -.were requirvi from pastor or

priest, two from citizens neither connected with the school nor rela-
tives of the applicant, and the other 13 froin the principal or teach-
'ers acquainted wi9Dthe pupil. In two instances testimonials from

e Sixth Rep. of tho Cartiegie Foundation for the Advancement of 'Notching, p. 60.
" Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree. U. S. Bu. of Educ., Bui,No. 7, 1920, p. 11.
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PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS-LIMITED ENROLLMENI 105,*

two lifferent persons were required. In all other cases one jesti-,monial, presumably, was satisfactory.
This requirement is of doubtful importance. In the first 'Aimthe application blank which the principal fills out and sends tp thecollege for the pupil usually has que§tion on it regarding theapinicant's Aaracter. fn the second place graduation from an ac-credited high sOto1 to a great extent presupposes a passably goodcharacternot always, to be sure, but usually. Moreover, if thepupil, in the judgment of the principal, were not fit for college,no §elf-respecting principal would recommend him for college en-trance without at least telling the facts and placing the re-.sponsibility upon the collegè. authorities.A far more promising field than that of the formal recommenda-tion for moral character is being opened *up by the few collegesrequire testimonials from the principal regarding the pupil'scapacity for leadership, his interests and aptitudes, his value as aschool citizen, his achievements, ambitions, and other l)Crsoflal ele-ments that will- aid the college both in assimilsobi.ng and developinghim." With the limitation of numbers of students is coming theintensive. as opposed to the 'extensive, cultivation of college ma-terial. The tendency now getting under way is for the college notto accept 1,000 students and give them all a half-training, but toaccept 500 and train them as fully as possible, discovering andutilizing individual aspirations, interests, and equipments.

p.

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE TO COLLEGE
As yet few cAleges make any physical or health requiremento forentrance. Only 19'of the 314 colleges made any such requirementin 1913, but 33 of the colleges were making such requirements by19.22. The differekte represents additions, no college havingdropped the practice. Of course many more of the colleges giveexaminations Otèr entrance, but this is a part of the training inphysical education and is .not an entrance requirement.There is no common practice among the colleges that do makesuch requirements. Of.the 33 colleges that in 1922 made a re-quirement, 20 stated that a certificate of health from a physicianwas required, 8 definitely required vaccination, while the othersstated various other requirements.

The following statement from the catalogue of Wellesley Collegeis typical of the requirement in the women's colleges:
A statement from the applicant's physician to the effect that she is organi-cally sound and in good health, together with a certificate of successful vacci-
"Brown University has developed a moot completP procedure for obtaining and cata-loguing these perttabal element**.
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106 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQU IRE MEN TS

nation within five years, must be filed with the board of admission before June
1 of the year in which admission is sought. No candidate can be regarded as
finally accepted until she has been given a thorough physical examination by

the college medical staff. The college reserves the right to reject any candidate

if the results of this examination, in the opinion of the medical staff, justify
such action ; or to accept the candidate only on the understanding that she will

take five years to complete the course!'

Denison requires a certificate of one successful or two unsuccessful

vaccinations within 10 years, or the applicant must agree in writing
to submit to vaccination within a month after entering Denison
University." 13 The requirements c;f hates and Beloit Colleges are

unique in that they specify for women only. Beloit requires a statè-

ment from a physician as to the applicant's " personal vigor." Physi-

cal requirements are made more frequently by women's colleges

than by men's colleges.
Fest individuals would doubt the wisdom of a thorough physical

eisinination as a prerequisite to college entrance and college work.

The practice of examining applicants after they have been accepted,

and assigning physical work on the basis of thia,exarnination, is
valuable. At the same iime it is expensive in that students are fre-

quently found who arewnot physically able to carry a full load of
college work. Yet the college has already admitted them and given

of its time to them when perhaps the prospects are not bright for a

a successful completion of the course. If the college limits its enroll-

ment, it has a " bad risk " on its hand, instead of that place being

filled by a student physically fit. With the necessity of selecting a

few individuals from a large number of applicants will come a more

rigid requirement in physical health and vigor.

INTELLECTUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE TO COLLEGE

The applicant for college matriculation of the futuie will he ad-

mitted largely on the basis of his general intelligence and his poten-

tialities. Hitherto, speaking generally, any high-school graduate
could easily enter college. All he needed was a certain program of

studies successfully passed, or a few dozen examination question
ansivers memorized, a task which the average (or poorer) pupil

might accomplish with a little industry. Student-poor colleges
reached out hungrily for him. He was competed for. Now the

colleges are full. They no longer make mad rushes for students.

On thè other hand, they are trying to find room for those who come,

or trying to keep some of them out entirely. Formerly the colleges
competed for the students; now the students compete for the colleges.

111 Wellesley College Bul., 1916-17, p.. 27.

12 Denison University Bal., 1922, p. 84.
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When the market isvglutted, the buyer gets what he wants at his ownrice. Similarly, when the number of applicants is greater than thefacilities for accommodating them, the college gets what it wants atits own requirements.
There are two main possibilities of action for the college to pursuein selecting, or planning to select, from a crowdect field of appli-cants. In the first place, it can make more rigid demands in subjectmatter, larger amounts, less election, no " free election," etc. How-ever, this would be impracticable, because a large variety of subjectsis now established in school and life activity, because college lifeitself requires a great variety of subjects and preparations, becausesubjects are becoming more and more equivalent in " values," andbecause, other things being equal, a pupil who excels in, certainsubjects will also probably be able to excel in others.The otheY possibility is for the college to select the best of titosewho haxe passed whatever courses are required for graduation fromthe high school or for entrance to the college. In this way thecollege is assured of getting the best mental material with which towork, and also avoids the grief it would encounter were it to recog-nize certain subjects to the exclusion of others.

Granted, then, that the college can choose from the applicantsthose it wants, how shall this be done? Obviously the simplestmethod would be to take those who stand highest in the varioussubjects, classes, schools, or other groupings. This is exactly whatis being done by the colleges.' This practice has come with a rushsin'ee the war and, although represented by a comparatively smallhumber Of colleges as yet, it promises within another decade b bethe outstanding feature of articulation of secondary school andcollege.
Table 51 shows the number of colleges which have adoptedintellectual requirements beyond mere 'graduation from an acceptablesecondary school, for each year of the period 1913-1922.
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TABLZ 51.Number of colleges adopting intellectual requirements for admis-sion, in addition to ordinarily required prat ation from a secondary school,for each year of the period 1913-19E2

. Colleges 1913

Number of colleges
adopting 3Number of colleges
not &toting 311

1914

811

1915 1916

3 4

311 310

1917

7

307

1918

306

1919

12

302

1920

21

293

1921 1922

96 $3

288 1179

It will be seen that for the first six years of the period only13 ofthe,314 colleges made any selection of the applicants on the basis of

I
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quality. The last four years of the period show 27 additional col-
leges making such a requirement. Of course 35 is Only 11 per cent
of 314, 1:sut about 9 per cent of the 11 per cent has appeared within
the last four years, and four years more will probably show a much
greater gain.

There is little agreement as yet as to just how to select the best of
the applicant& Personnel and psychological tests promise much in
the way of classification and selection of students. As was shown
in Chapter II, a number of colleges are now using such tests in
selecting applicants, and a great many colleges are experimenting
with them with such purposes in view.

The University of Michigan, St. Louis University, and Beloit
College state that :

It is expected that the principal will recommend not every graduate but
only those whose ability and scholarship are of such superior quality that the
school is willing to stand sponsor for their success at the college."

The method of selecting candidates which is the most logical and
simplest, and which is growing in popularity very fast, is that of
taking only those pupils who rank high in the graduating class of
the high school. Northwestern University will admit applicants
who rank in the lowest one-fourth of the class only by special per-
missi.on, and Knox College will not "assure entrance to any such."

Oberlin, Marietta, Millikin, and the University of Wooster will
normally admit only those pupils who rank in the upper two-thirds
of the class. Millikin and Wooster state the requirement as folfows:

Those in the lowést one-third will be admitted only on presentation of special
testimonials from their principals and teachers indicating high character,
punctuality, diligence, and likelihood of success in colleke work. All students
so admitted will be held on probation and limited to a schedule of 12 hours
of work per week during the first semester, not counting physical education.'

Hamline University admits only those who rank in the upper
half of the graduating class.

The University of Chicago and Beloit require that the average
mark of the applicant for all of his high-school work tshall be higher
than the passing mark of the school from which he comes by 25 per
cent of that difference find 100. Thus if the passing mark of a

school were 75, the applicant would have to show an average of 81.25
per cent in order to be admitted. Johns Hopkins makes a somewhat
similar requirement' in that the average mark in all subjects must be
at least "one-fifth higher than that required for graduation." The
applicant must take examinations in all subjects in w'hich he fans

" Beloit College catalogue, 1922, p. 87.
J Ames Milliken University catalogue, 1921, p. 25.
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below this standard. Grinnell uses the same general scheme asthat of Chicago except that it requires 50 per cent of the difference
between the passing mark and 100, instead of the b25 per cent
required by Chicago. In this case, if the passing mark were 75,
the applicant would have to average 87.5 per cent in order to enter
Grinnell.

Western Reserve and St. Ignatius (Cleveland) re'quire an averageof 80' per cent in all prescribed subjects. Goucher requires SU percent in all work, while-Clark College requires 80 per cent in two-.thirds of the work taken. Elmira requires an average of "75 per
cent where 60 per cent is passing."

In 1922 the University of Cincinnatti adopted the following pro-
gressive scheme:
1922-23. The applicant must average SO per cent in at least 3 of the 15 unitsrequired, and 2 must have been in the last year's work.
1923-24. Eighty per cent in at least 11 units and 4 of these must have beentaken during the last two years of the high-school course.
1924-25. Eighty per cent in at least 8 units and 5 must have so averaged duringthe last two years of the high school."

Mills College requires that where schools make no distinction
between a passing and a recommending mark the applicant haveaverage marks of from 3 to 10 per cent above the regular passingmark.

Leland Stanford requires an average during the last two years ofthe high school of to 10 per cent higher than the recommendingmark, provided not more than three units in the first and secondyears are below recommending grade.
There are other requirements of a more general nature, such as"a reasonable amount of grades should be above the average ormedian " (Carthage), "13 of the 15 units must be of recommendinggrade" (Whittier), "entrance examinations will be given wherethe certificate is deficient or not of sufficiently high grade (Manhat-tan), etc.
It will be remembered that only three of the colleges were mak-ing a'ny such requirements in 1913, and that three-fourths of those

14 University of Cincinnati catalogue, 1921-22, p. 92.A. C. Roberts recently made a study of 581 " D " (passing) and " E" (failing) studentsto discover the regults of the " two-thirds" rule. (This rule provides that students shallbe admitted to college, two-thirds of whose credits from the high school are 80 per centor over.) He found that 32.7 per cent of these Z81 students made satisfactory colleserecords; 27.2 per cent failedthese would have been barred by the two-thirds rule; 22.7per cent failedthese would not have been barred by the two-thirds rule; and 17.4Per cent succeeded in college but would hare been barred by the two-thirds rule. (Schooland Society, Mar. 3, 1923, pp. 246-252.)
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that do in 1922 have apiieared since 1918. These illustrations in-
dicate very definitely the movement on the part of the colleges to
select perainnel by means of records of intellectual attainment.

MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRANCE TO
COLLEGE

et Princeton, Baylor, and the University of South Carolina require
the applicant to sign an antisecret society pledge. The pledge used
at Princeton is as follows :

We, the undersigned, do individually for ourselves promise, without mental
reservation, that we will have no active connection whatever with tiny secret
society, nor be present at the meeting of any secret society in this institution
so long as we are members of Princeton University, it being understood that
this promise has no reference to the American Whig and Cliosophic Societies.
We also declare that we regard ourselves bound'to keep this promise and on
no account whatever to violate it."

The Uriiversity of South Carolina, Rensselaer, Vanderbilt, North-
western, and the University of Texas require the applicant to sign
an antihazing pledge. The South CarMina pledge is as follows:

, being duly advised o114e regulations against hazing,
do hereby pledge on-my honor that I will not eaage in hazing in any form
during my connection with the university."

New York University in 1920 required an oath of loyalty to the
United States Government, but this oath is not required now.
Jamestown College requires the applicant to sign an entrance pledge
to " comply with the letter and spirit of all requirements."

LIMITATION OF ENROLLMENT

The colleges to-day are crowded. There has been a steady in-
crease in college attendance for several decades, but the increase dur-
ing the last decade has been the greatest in the history of American
higher education. This rapid development has been due largely to
two causes. First, the phenomenal development of the public high
school, and second, the ever-developing feeling that a college educa-
tion i a very valuable asset. To what extent has college attendance
increased during the past few years? How are the colleges meeting
the problem of increased attendance ? These are the questions which
will be discussed in the next few pages.

Table 52 shows the increase in attendance at colleges or depart-
ments of liberal arts and sciences for the decades 1890-1920.

n Princeton University register, 1922, p. 48.
',Catalogue of the University of South Carolina, 1920-21, p. 29.
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TABLE 52.Number of students in colleges or departments of liberal artsand sciences for the decades 1890-1920'

Colleges and students

Number of colleges
Number of students
Per cent increase over previous decade
Average number of students per college

1S90 1900 1910 1920

657 I 664 602
65, 274 104, 098 153, guiti

59 s48
99 157 245 I

1

670
3 11 082

122
509

I This table was made from itatistics found in U. S. Bu. of Educ., Bul. No. 19Z2, "Statistics ofUniversities, Colleges, and Professional Schools, 1919-20."3 This figure obviously does not represent the attendance accurately enough for comparative purposes,because the attendance shown is for 55 fewer colleges than shown for 1890, 62 fewer than for 1900;and 68fewer than for 1920. The average number of students per college for 1910 is 255. By oounting 667 collegesfor 1910 (which is halfway between 664 (or 1900 and 670 for 1920) and multiplying this figure by the averagetnrollment (255) a more accurate figure for comparative purposes will be obtained. This makes the 1910total 170,951 instead of 153,8641, and raises the percentage of increase, 1900-1910, from 48 to (4. As a con-sequenoe of this, the percentage of increase of 1920 over 1910 will then be reduced from 122 to 100 per oent.
The Bureau of Education reports that in reply to a circular sentout to the colleges asking for erirollment figures for 1916-17 and1919-20, the 250 colleges replying reported an iticrease of 25 percent for 1919 over 1916. The increase in the freshman class was, ofcourse, the larggt. This increase in the freshman class rangedfrom 61.82 per cent in public institutions to 33.5 per cent in private,the general average being 46.1 per cent. The average increase forthe senior class was 6.7 per cent at the same time."
What shall the college do with this greatly increased demand forits services? There are obviously two main possibilities (or three,counting a combinatibn of the two) . In the first place the collegecan raise more funds with which to educate all who apply. Thatis, " it can if it can." To a considerable extent colleges have raisedmore funds. Within the past 30 years the value of college propertyhas been greatly increased. Foundations have given away millions;hundreds of munificent private gifts have been made; thousands andthousands of less pretentious donations and bequests have foundtheir way into college coffers; and probably without exception allcolleges have raised their tuition and other student-fees."Table 53 shows some of the more important financial statisticsfor the last 30 years.

TABLE 53.Increase in financial standing of American colleges for the decade.1890-1920'

Item

Amount of productive fundsProductive funds per studentTotal receipts
Total income per student
Average value of all property per school, exclud-ing productive funds
Average value of all property per student, ex-cluding productive funds

1890

$76, 680, 0474

18, 614, 904
68

129, 183

542

1900

$166, 193, 529
843

40, 533, 926
145

1910
.11

$258, 376, 878
946

88, 369, 734
258

292, 773 553, 132

966 1, 215

This tabiels* made from statistics found in U. 8. Bul. No. 28, 1922.
3' U. S. Bu. ot Educ., Bul. No. 21, 1921, " Higher ICaucation, 1918-1920."*3 It is interesting to note in this connection the number of colleges which now publisha " Form of bequest " as a part of the regular college catalogue or announcement.

1920

$556, $60, 146
1, 066

240, 141, 994
363

964, 271

1,239
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Table 53 shows the great increase in the finances of the colleges.
The private benefactions for the year 1919-20 reported by the Bu-\
reau of Education totaled over $65,000,000. At the same time a
comparison of this table with.the one showing increase in attendance
will disclose that the increase an income does not keep pace with
the growth of the student body. For instance, productive funds"
increased 55 per cent from 1900-1910, while the number of students
(taking the figures for the liberal arts colleges) increased 64 per
cent; for 1910-1920 the " productive funds " increased 110 per cent,
while the number of students increased 100 per cent. This is only
a. prima facie comparison, however. The figures shon above for
1920 include 80 private or independent institutions. Such schools
are usually self-supporting or nearly so, and this fact would de-
crease the value of the figures shown and increase the gap between
increase in students and increase in funds. In the second place the
dollar of .to-day and the *dollar of 1910 and 1900 are not of equal
value. These two factors make for a still greater failure of the
funds to increase proportionally with increase in students."

Increases in salaries, the addition of departments of research,
welfare, and other departments which require outlays but bring
little.or no revenue, increased cost of equipment, apparatus, mate-
rials, etc., have cut heavily into the "increased " resources of the
college.22 Relatively few colleges are entirely self-supporting, and
an increase in number of students means an increase (tending some-
what toward diminution) in expense, both absolutely and relatively.
There are few colleges but that have had campaigns for funds,
buildings, endowments, etc., during the past 10 or 15 years: and all
of them have levied on the studerts for higher fees. Yet, in spite
of all of the increases in funds, the colleges are unable to accom-
modate all of the cffindidates who seek admission.

The second possibility is for the college to limit the enrollment
to a certain number which it thinks it can accommodate. This is
what is being done. In 1913 only 5 of the 314 colleges kept the
enrollment of students to certain limits. In 1922, 19 of the colleges
stated or implied that enrollment was limited. The reasons given
for this limitation are stated in various forms. Occidental College
stated (1916) as its purpose, " To work with selected material and
not: to permit increased attendance without a corresponding increase
in equipment and teaching force."

sa Tuition and other fees have been raised, of course, but few (or no) colleges would
claim that the per-student fees cover all of the per-student expense. Thus with a net
66 loss" or expense on each student an increase in the number Of students would not wipe
out this " loss," even though a larger number of students would likely tend to diminish it
to some extent. It can not be held that tuition fees pay the student's bill.

*See Bul. No. 28, 1922, p. 108ff.
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Oberlin stated, in initiating this practice in 1916:
This policy of limiting the nunThers has been adopted by the college for thepurpose of turning the added resources of the college for the next few yearsinto improving the quality of instruction offered, instead of barely keepingpace with numerical growth, and also to secure a more 6refu11y selected bodyof students able to profit by the opportunities the college offers."
The most usual reason implied or stated for limiting the numberof students is merely lack of facilities. Rochester, for instance, says(1921) : "Limitation of size of the freshman class is due to the factthat with its present faculty and equipment the college is unable togive efficient instruction to a larger number of students." Macalester6(1922) is " unable to, accommodate all who apply for admission ";Penn State (1914), "owing to crowded conditions"; Mount Holyoke(1913),'" limited space," etc.
There are a number of methods employed in selecting from candi-dates for admission those desired bST the college. No common methodhas been devised or adopted, although a committee of the nationalconference committee on standards of colleges and secondary schoolsis at Work on this problem. In 1922 the conference committee re-ports:

It was felt that, as the methods of limitation are still in the experimentalstage, it is not desirable at this time to adopt formal resolutions. The com-mittee was therefore continued anIl requested to report again next year."
It is very probably true that, so far, the colleges choose largely onthe basis of high-school marks or standing as discussed in a previoussection of this chapter; However, other items are mentioned andincreasingly so.
In 1905 the trustees of Vassar College voted to limit the studentbody to 1,000, the limitation to continue for five years. At theexpiration of this time the board voted to maintain this limit in-definitely. As one- of the earliest colleges to limit its enrollment,Vassar has developed tlie following procedure:

We have not tried to evaluate mathematically the various elements ofdesirability or to assign quantities to different kinds of fitness. From all theevidence before us, examinations, school records. letters of recommendation,etc., the committee renders its composite judgment to select the best materialfrom the whole list of competitors. Thus far.we have not found any greatdivergence between capable scholarship and good vigorous qualities of leader-ship in character. The membership of our committee on admission includesthe president, dean, secretary of the committee on admission, and three reii-resentatives 'from the faculty."
It might be said here that Wellesley, Mount Holyoke, and Vassarall advise candidates to apply seVeral years in advance of the time
Oberlin College catalogue, 1916-17, p. 92.is Proc. Nat. Conf. Committee, 1922, pp. 5, 6.Prof. C. M. Thompson, Assoc.. of Amer. Col., Vol. Ili, No. 3, p. 155.
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they expect to enter. In 1922 Vassar closed its entrance lists, with
the exception of a number of " holior places," until September, 1927.

In 1919 Dartmouth had 1,000 more applicants than the college
could accommodate. The following year the list was closed in May,
four months early. The plan adopted at Dartmouth has been widely
discussed because of its two unique features of " geogrAphical dis-
.tribution " and " vocation of parents elements. Regarding this
plan President Hopkins says:

The college represents a rather interesting feature in that Dartmouth is not
the predominant institution in any preparatory school of the country, and the
men who come to Dartmouth from the preparatory school are a large groups
of school minorities of small dimensions% For instance, in the last enterha
class of 602 men, 315 schools were represented, and the maximum delegation
from any school outside of Hanover is 10, from Phillips Exeter. *

We have provided ihat for the time being all applications of nwn seholastl-
cally prepared from west of the Mississippi River and south of the Mason-

,

Dixon line shall be accepted.
Complementary to this, we are likewise expecting tò take the entire group of

those qualified who apply from New Hampshire, since New Hampshire is the
home State of the college, and since its men are in a particular sense men of
the Dartmouth neighborhood.

Finally, there is one added provision in regard to which there. has perhaps
\betn more euriosity.than in regard to anything else connected with the project,

that attention shall be given to the vocational background of the home.
'from which the student comes. This provision is designed to break up any
iendency toward a standardized group and to insure that the college shall
flave not only the sons of business men and sons of farmers, while at the same
time it is insisted that we do not sacrifice that group of serious-minded men
NI'vho, under

.
the necessity of earning', their own Way, seek help from tlio college-

ft the form of scholarships.'

Macalester College limits its enrollment in the following way :
First, the student should have sufficient capacity and adaptability to profit

1:ps attendance at the college. Capacity is indicated by the application blank
filled out by the student's high-school principal. The college may, at. its dis-
cOtion, .require mental tests in addition. Adaptability will usually be deter-
milped, in a preliminary way, through a conference with the president. In
cOe of students who live at a distance, correspondence and recommendations
Maly take the place of an interview.

eCopd, the cóllege will give the preference to students who plan to stay a
ion r period of time over those proposing to remain a shorter time. Accord-

y,. applicants are required to state their plans with respect to college and
tee i nical education. * The entrance of students expecting to remain
u a single year Is discouraged?

hio Wesleyan adds the unique suggestion of a " preliminary regis-
tion," as explained below.
his limitation will be effected by (1) refusal, as heretofore, to continue Id

co ege those who fail to meet the standards, and (2) careful selection of can-

" Eighth Rep. Assoc. of Amer. Col., Vol. III, No. 3, p. 157ff.
e Macalester'College Bul., 1922, p. 31.
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PERSONAL REQUIREMENTSLIMITED ENROLLMENT , 115
didates for admission, on the basis of full information concerning theirhealth, their scholarly Interest and abilities as shown in' the high school, andtheir 'seriousness of purpose, honesty, and moral character.In this connection, attention 'is called to the plan for preliminary registra-tion of high-school students. This plan gives the student an opportunity todemonstrate his fitness for admission to college while completing his high-school course ; it enables the college to advise him during his preparatorycourse on the coordination of his high-school studies with those of the college,and to become familis'ar with his fitness tp enjoy the privileges for which he hasapplied. Preference will, in all cases, be given to candidates who, by suchpreliminary registration, or in other similar ways have enabled the com-mittee on admission to ascertain their qualifications for collegiate training!'

Thus it is seen that limitation is not a fancy, but an actuality mak-ing its appearance in definite prutice. The colleges are beginning tolimit in two ways: First, by requiring higher intellectual attain-ments, and second, by devising definite procedure and providing themechanism which will eyaluate tilw other potentialities of the appli-gant. The movement is only in its infancy. Another decade or sowill undoubtedly show practically all colleges using some specificmeans of limiting enrollment.

SUMMARY

One-fourth of the colleges specify minimum age requirements atwhich entrance is allowed. The usual age specified is 16. Thereappears to be little or no need for such a requirement, because theaverage pupil will not reach college much before 18.5 years. Thereis more of a féeling for a maxithum than for á minimum age require-ment.
.More than one-half of ihe colleges definitely require testimonialsfrom applicants in regard to moral character. The usual morefkmal recommeridation is giving way to a " nersonal " recommenda-tion in which ability, capacities, interests, leadership, etc., are thepredominant elements.
Only 11 per cent of the 314 colleges in 1922 made any requirementof physical fitness. The number of colleges making this requirementnearly doubled since 1913, but it is small. With the present tendéncytoward physical education and the necessity for selecting carefullyfrom candidates for admission, the physical requirement promisesto be of real imbportance.
There is a very definite movement to select from the field of can-didates only those who are considered the " best risks." The methodmost commonly used is to take only those who are in the upper partof the high-school graduating class, those with high marks, etc.Eleven per cent of the collegei now use some such selective proce-

_P Ohio Wesleyan University Bull 1928, p. 83,
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116 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

dure, ao against one per cent in 1913. This field promises the most

significant developments in the articulation of secondary scIpol and
college during the next few 37Ntrs.

A very few colleges require antisecret society and antihazing
pledges.

Enrollment in liberal arts colleges has increased o'er 500 per cent
since 1890. The resouerces of the collefres have also increased greatly
but not in proportion to the number of students, Tke result is that
the colleges are crowded and are beginning to limit the size of the
eatering classes. A number of methods are being use'd to select
applicants, among which such elements as interest, ability, capacity,
preparation, intellectual record, ambition, and the like, are receiv-
ing most attention. Limitation promises to become the ride rather
than the exception within a very few years.
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LEXIBILITY OF

CHAPTER VI
a

LLEGE ENTRANCJE REQUIREMENTS

Originally colrege e trgnoe requirements were rigid. There was
no'flexibility. Certain sublects or facilities were required fol. which
no substitutes were, allowed. However, such factors i4 the develop-
ment of the college curriculum, with its complementary demand for
specific preptrat ion, for specific courses or curricula, the develoPmentof the secondary school curriculum -with its demand for college
recognition, the wid development in size tuid importance of the
public high schcipt, a growing recognition and increasing dependencebetween the high school and the ullege, and the general developmentor evolution in educational idtg'were.among the most important inbreaking the rigidity,of entritnce Alpluirements and in introducingand developing ftexibility intaidefinite practice.

There are a number of ways of increasing the flexibility of en-trance requirements. The more important of these methods are asfollows :

1. By requiring a smaller amount of prescribed work and per-
mitting a greater amount of election in entrance subjects.2. By increasing the list of subjects from .which el(Ttil:es may
be chosen.

3. By increasing the maximum amounts of such subjects ac-
cepted.

4. By allowing substitution for réquired amounts and subjects.5. By admitting students with conditions., tm.
6. By deliberately, or otherwise, failing to exact the full re-

quirements as published. 9The second and third of these possibilities have already been dis-cussed in Chapter IV. It will be the putipos6 of this chatter to'examine briefly the practices of the colleges' concerning the otherfour possibilities. P.

FLEXIBILITY IN UNIT REQUIREMENTS

It has already been shown that in earlier firms no election ofentrance subjects was allowed, a full program of such subjects beingrequired. With the development of the elefAiversystem in the colleges
117
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118 _LEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

since about 1860 or so has come a similar develoPment of election
in college entrance requirements. The reasons for this develop-
ment have been set forth in Chapter III, and it remains here only to
point out a few late specific influences and to show the changes which
have taken place during the past decade.

The total number of units of subjects a college requires for en-
trance may be divided into three group's. The first iof these groups
is what may be called prescribed or required units (such as." English,
three units ") , which arf demanded of all applicants and for which
no tubstitutes are accepted. The second group is that of electives
or'restricted electives in which the applicant must offer subjects and
amounts from a list published by the college, but in which. he has
considerable freedom of choice. The third group is what may be
called free or unrestricted elective units, in which an applicant may
offer any subject taught in an approved secondary school.:

Table 54 shows the number of units prescribed out of the total
nuMber required for entrance:1

TABLE. 54.Nlonber of units of prescribed subjects required for entrance to
college and frequency of each requirement, all degrees being considered

Number of
units

None
Per cent

1 to 8
Per cent

4 to 6
Per cent

7 to 9
Per cent.

10 to 12 .._ .

Per cent
13 to 15

Per cent

Total degrees_

Number and per cents of degrees requiring in the year-

1913 ' 1914 1915

3
5
1

13
2

109
20

279'
51

121
22

542

14
3
7
1

14
3

115
21

277
51

110
20

537

15
3
7 I

18
3

132
24

258
48

108
20

638

1916 1917

15
3
7

21
4

147
27

245
46

102
19

537

14
3
8

28
5

158
29

239
45
89
17

1918 1919

15
3

13
2

26
5

158
30

241
45
82
15

534 535

- 15
' 3

12
2

6
168

31
229

41
73
14

527

1920 i 1921 1922

15 14
3 3

13 13
2 2

37
7

46
9

188 187
36 36

207 198
39 38
68 65
13 12

528 572

18
3

53
10

192
37

193
37
58
11

520

Table 54 shóws that since 1913 there has been a decided trend
away from the larger prescriptions of entrance units, 10 to 15 units,
and toward the smaller requirements of 1 to 9 units. This trend
really begins in 1915. The no-requirement and the 1 to 3 unit range
remain practically the same during the period. The 4 to 6 range in-
creases from 2 to 10 per cent, and the 7 to 9 range still more, from 20

In this classification are included not only such specific subjects as English, chemistry,
algebra, etc., but the more general requirements of mathematics, foreign language, science,
etc., each of which is often require; without a particular-branch, such as algebra, Spanish,
physics, etc., being specified. While no particular subject may be named, the amount in
the general group is nevertheless definitely specified.

In order to facilitate comparison, the total number of units required for entrance (usu-
ally 15) was divided into five groups, and a sixth group of "no requirement" added.
The upper limit of each range or group Includes all units tud half units up to and includ-ing that numb*, but the lower limit includes the half unit just below it ; for instance,.
the range 10-12 includes no amounts over 12, but does include the half units between 9
and 10, or the 9.5 units. In the case of the l&-unit upper limit, however, all of the few
amounts above 15 are included.

In the tables of this section 804 colleges are represented.

1
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FLEXIBILITY OF ENTRANCE REQUVLEMENTS 119
to 37 per cent. The 10 to 12 range decreases from 51 to 37 per cent,and that of 12 to 15 units from 22 to 11 per cent. In 1913, 26 perscent of all of the degrees required 9 units oi. fewer of prescribedsubjects, and 73 per cent required more than 9 units. In 1922, 51per cent of all the degrees required fewer than 9 units, and 48 percent more than 9 units.2

In 1913 the 10 to 12 unit range was the most popular, 51 per centof the degrees requiring it. In 1922 the 10 to 12 range was tied withthe 7 to 9 range in popularity, each being demanded by 37 per (tentof the aegrees. About three-fourths of the degrees throughout theperiod make specific requirements of from 7 to 12 units.
The figures of* Table 54 for, 1913 and 1922 are also shown ingraph form.
This graph shows clearly the movement towara a smaller nAmberof .prescribed units for entrance. The median decreases from 10.5units in 1913 to 9 units in 1922. The jagged appearance of the curveshows how relatively infrequently the nuipbet of prescribed *unitsincludes a fraction. Usually a whole number, such as 6;8, 9, etc.,is stated, rather than 6.5, 8.5, 9.5, etc. The curve is more jagged for

1922 than for 1913. This is explained in large measure by the 'fkictshown in Chapter IV that " mathematics 2.5 units" has decreasedto a great extent to " mathematic's 2 units." Half units of other sub-jects are rarely prescribed.
Table 54 shows the required or specified group of the total number9f units required for entrance. Tables 55 and 56 show the other sideof the picturethat pf allowance of election to the candidate as iowhat he shall offer. Table 55 shows the number of eleCtive units al-lowed by the colleges and the distribution of the colleges amongthe various ranges of election.'

I The percentages in these instances total only 99. This is due to the fact that eachpercentage was computed to the nearest integer.a Elective may mean anything from a choice between two subjects to an absolutelyunspecified requirement, in which the applicant may offer any subject being taught in thesecondary school. This latter type of election has been designated " free margin " or un"vestricted election anti will be discussed later. Elective aa used here means a choiceallowed the applicant from listed sUbjects, whether 2 or 40. It is recognized that anapplicant who can choose from 40 subjects is allowed more freedom than one who canchoose from 2 or 3. Doctor Furst, Doctor John, and others have variously uped such"/germs as " alternative electives," " semielectives," " mtricted electives," etc. These sug-fgest a finer and mucL more complicated differentiation. However, for the practical porpoteof this discussion, the term " elective" Is taken to mean any choice from listed subjectsexcept where a group such as mathematics or foreign language is specified. In this casethe amount is classified as a requirement. A few colleges, Missouri Wesleyan, for hi-stance, publish a list of 35 or 50 subjects accepted, and the applicant may offer any listedwith no definite specifications being made. This virtually means " free margin " or unre-stricted election as explained above, but in this study such a scheme is
statements

classified as elec-tive. Free margin as used here refers rather closely to such specific as " anysubject taught in an approved secondaiy schooar etc. Thus unrestricted election is takenat its minimum rather than being interrupted liberally.The number of degrees regaling specific amounts of.preecribed units and thoee.allowslag election will not always be identical in totals, because a few colleges prescribed a cer-tain number of units and allow " unrestricted election "tfor the remainder. In such acue there is, technically, no election so far as this classification is concerned. This un-restricted election would appear in the tablets on free margitim

.*
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TABLE 55.Number of elective units allowed for entrance to college and fre-quency of each range, all degrees being considered

Number of units --

None._ _

Per cent . _
1 to 3

Per cent _

4 to ......
Per cent

Number and-per cent of degrees allowing In tbe year--

1913 014 1915 1916

23 16 13 15
4 3 3

1s3 179 168 160
36 36 33 31

233 244 . 249 261
45 49 49 51
63 i 57 63 62er cent _ _ 12 .11 12 12

1 0 12 3 3 5 4 .Per cent . .. _ . 1 I 1
i

113 to 15 , 6 6 6 6Per cent . _ _ _ .. 1 1 1 1

1917 1918 1919 I 1920 I 1921 1922
;

14 13 . 11 i 9 I 8 1 3
3 3 q 2 2 1:39 131 127 112 . 106 ¡ 9628 26 26 23 21 21269 264 , 251 237 Z29 1 22154 53 51 49 49 . 47

64 68 1 82 1 97 ; 107 , 115
13 . 13 17 19 ' 22 23

12 13 16 1 18 26
l 2 2 3 4 . 66 6 6 6 6 6
1 1 1 1 1 1

T9tal degrees_ :Pil1 505 504 508 499 494 490 477 474 467

In Table 55 the increase in the amount of election allowed by the
colleges can be clearly seen. The number of degrees allOwing no
election decreased from 23 in 1913 (4 per cent) to 3 (less than 1per cent) in 1922. The allowance of from 1 to 3 units decreased
from 36 per cent to 20 per cent at the same time. In other words,
40i per cent of the degrees in 1913 allowed (including no-allow-
ance) up to and including 3 units, while in 1922 only 21 per cent
alltywed these amounts. The 4 to 6 unit range shows a peculiartrend. In 1913 45 per cent of the degrees allowed election withinthis range. The percentage for this range increases until 1917,when it reaches 54 per cent. From 1917 it decreases until at 1922
it. is at 48 per cent, or about the same position_ as in 1913. An
examination of the higher ranges from 1918 on will help to explain
this trend. In the 7 to 9 units range it will be seen that the per-
centage for 1918 is only 1 per cent more than that of-41913. However,the gain from 1918 to 1922 is 12 per cent. The same condition
obtains in the 10 to 12 range, although the numbers are smaller.
The gain in this range from 1913 to 1918 is 1 per cent and from
1918 to 19'2'2 it is 4 per cent.

This trend may be summarized as follows: From 1913 to 1917
the number of degrees allowing fewer than 3 units of election de-
creases, the number allowing 4 to 6 units of %lection increases, while
the number of degrees tillowing more than 6 units remains sta-
tionary. In 1918 a change occurs. The number of degrees al-
lowing fewer than 3 units of election continues to decrease, the
number allowing 4 to trunits begins to decrease, while the num-
ber allowing 7 to 9 and 10 to 12 increases considerably. Moreover,
the above table does not showwirll cif the increase in flexibility, be-
cause some of the prescris5tions required and elections allowed be-
come unrestriiked election. These are shown in other tables. FrOm
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122 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Table 56 it will be seen that the number of colleges allowing un-
restricted election more than doubles during the decade.3 The fig-
ures for 1913 and 1922 from Table 53 are shown in graph form.

The movement toward a greater amount of election in entrance
subjects can be easily seen in this graph. The median increases from
3.5 units in 1913 to 5 units in 1922,.and as was noted before, this
increase does not include a large increase in amount of unrestricted
election allowed.

One of the recent movements in the articulation of the secondary
school and the college is the development of nnristricted election.
This development was probably due largely to t167 widespread de-

mand that the college cease dominating the secondary school and its
curriculum. Illustrative of this demand is the following resolution
pass0 at a conference of representatives of the State university and
48 high schools of Colorado in 1909:

Resolved, That each high school° should be at liberty to arrange the con-
tent of 4 to 6 units of its course to the end of best subserving local needs, and
that the university should accept for entrance such units of this work ns have
been well organized and well taught, even though the subject matter is not
traditional.'

This principle of unrestricted election was definitely recognized
and its adoption hastened by the report of committee on college en-

trance requirements of the National Education Association in 1911.
The recommendation of this committee may be summed up as
follows:

Required 9 (English 3, foreign language 2, mathe-
matics 2, social science 1, natural
science 1).

Elective units__ 2 (" two additional academic units").
Free units 4.

Regarding the free units the committee repQrted:

The other four units should he left as a margin to be used for additional
academic work or for mechanic arts, .household science, commercial work, and
any other kind of work that the best interests of the students appear to require.

No limitation should be imposed upon the use of the margin except that the
instruction should be given by competent teachers with suitable equipment in
classes nortoo large and that the students' work be of satisfactory grade.

The recommendation that the subjects from which the margin may be made
up should be left entirely unsKcified appears to be vital to the progressive
development of secondary education, As long as 'formal recognition must be
sought for each new subject, so long will the high school be subservient and
ndt fully progressive. It ought to he possible for any strong high school at

&It would be very difficult to show the increases in both restricted and unrestricted
election in the same table, because some colleges allow both, and this would mean that
there would Ne duplication. It would also suggest that some weighting or equating of
the two would be desirable.

4 Proc. of Nat. Educ. Assoc., MOO, 0. 207.

units =1, MEW .11111, 1=1.
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124 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

any time to introduce into its curriculum a subject that either meets the
peculiar needs of the community or that appears to be the most appropriate/
vehicle for teachers of pronounced individuality.

This margin of four units is not excessive. It amounts to an' average4f
only one unit a year. A course containing 11 units of academie or prapitied

Ntork requires the student to carry, practically throughout the course, thrie of
these subjects at a time. In general this involves the preparation 0( three

lessons a day outside of the classroom. A daily assignment of mAire than

three classeS, together with manual training, or vocational work/in school
hours, is not conducive to a high standard of excellence. In nXiny of our

high schools girls, especially, are subjected to a scholastic roxiine not de-
signed to develop a strong race either physically or mentally!!

The extent to which free margin has been adopted. y the-colleges

since 1913 is shown in Table 56:

TABLE 56.Number of degrees allowing unrestricted election in entrance re-
quirements for the period 1913-1922, all degrees being considered

Degrees

Number of degrees
allowing unre-.
stricted election...,

Per cent .._ _
Number of degrees

not allowing unre-
stricted election... 479

Per cent .. _ .

Number of degrees allowing unrestricted election in le year-

1913 1 1914 1915 1918 1917 1918

i

63 70
11 13

467
89 87

82 84 91
15 16 17

456 453 ; 443
S5 84 s3

103
19

432
81

1919 1920 1921 1922

110 120 130
21 23 28

417 408 392
79 75

140

380
73

It will be seen from Table 56 that the number of degrees allowing

unrestricted election has increased from 11 to 27 per cent of the total
number of degrees during the decade.

Table 57 shows the distribution of the degrees according to the
number of units of unrestricted election they allow :

TABLE 57.Numbor of units of unrestricted election allowed for entrance to
college and frequency of each range, all degrees being considered

Number of units .111......

Number and per cent of degrees allowing unrestricted election in--

1913 1914 1915 1916 , 1917 1918

29 32
31 31
38 42
41 41
11 12
13 11
o 3

3
15 13 14
18 16 13

84 91 103 110

1 14) 3. 24 24 26 1 25
Per cent... 38 34 32 30

4 Wk._ _ . _ . _ ... 25 : 27 , a2 38
Per cent__ ...... 40 39 . 39 42

7 to 9 2 5 9 9
Per cent._ 3 : 7 : 11 11

10 to 12 0 . 0 i 0 0
Per cent

13 to15_____.... ...... 12 I 14 15 1

Per cent... _...... 19 20 18
,

Total degrees.. 63 70 1 82 i

1919 1920 1921 1922

34 36
30 30 32

67
48

42
32
62

10
8

45

49
45
11
10
2
2

14
13

57
48
11
9
2
2

14
11

2
2

14. 11

120i 130

11

4

9

140

I Report of tbe committee on college entrance requirement& Proc. Nat. Educ. Assoc.,

1911,p. 568.
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FLEXIBILITY OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 125
The amounts of unrestricted election allowed are fewer than 6units in approximately four-fifths of the cases. This is because the

colleges which allow a free margin usually require a certain numberof prescribed units, say 4 to 8, allow restricted election of from 3 to 6
units, and permit unrestricted e ection of the remainder, or some-
where about 1 to G units. The 1 range nearly doubles during thè
period in number of degreesiallowing it, but decreases in percentageof totals. The 4 to 6 range more than doubles in number of degrees
and increases 8 per cent. The 7 to 9 and 10 to 12 ranges both in-
crease not only in number of degrees-but also in percentages. The
13 to 15 rangt-1 remains the same in number of degrees, but decreases
10 per cent when the total number of degrees is considered.

The questioh will arise as to which degree has the more flexible
entrance requirements, the A. B. or the B. S. Tables 58 to 60 show
comparisons of the two degrees in percentages of totals which requireor allow the various ranges of units.

TABLE mmparison of the A. B. and B. S. degrees in amounts of pre-meribcd units required for entrance, the figures being per cents

Number of units Degree

None

1 to 3

4 to t;

7 to 9. ..

10 to 12

13 to 15

Per vent of degrees requiring prescribed units in the year'

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918

4 3 4 4 3 3
2 2 2 2 3

1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 , 1 ii 1 I 3

2 3 3 4 5 5
4 3 4 4 61 5

12 20 21 26 29 ! 29
23 25 30 32 32 34

50 50 46 43 43 43
411A M 50 49 47 47

27 23 24 22 20 19
14 14 12 11 10 9

1919 1920 1921

3 3 3
3 3 3 3

2 I 3 2
2 2 2

5 7 9
7 . 9 10

31 34 34
34 37 37

41 38 37
48 42 41

17 15 15
8

1

8 7

1922

3
3

2
1

10
12

35
38

37
40

13
6

Table 58 snows that the A. B. degrees make slightly greater re-
quirements in prescribed amounts of subjects than the B. S. degreesdo. The B. S. degrees require slightly more of the 0 to 12 ranges of
prescribed amounts, but twice as many A. B. degrees require the 13to 15 range. The latter range, however, shows relatively few de-
grees in eithW instance.

Table 59 shows, what might be expected, that the B. S. degrees
allow more election than the A. B. degrees do. In 1913 55 per centof the A. B. degrees allowed election of from 6 to 12 units, while
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126 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

at the same time 71 per cent of the B. S. ddgrees allowed election in
the same rang.e. In 1922 75 per cent of the A. B. degrees allowed
election in this range, while 87 per cent of the B. S. degrees allowed
it. Thus, although the B. S. degrees allow a somewhat greater free-
dom of choic6, the A. B. degrees have changed more rapidly to-
ward greater election during the period. This is reasonable, since
they had more room to change in.

, TABLE 59.A comparison of the A. B. and B. S. degrees in amounts of elective
units allowel for entrance, the figures being per cent8

Number of units

None

tO 3 .

4 to 6 .

7 to 9

10 to 12

13 to 15.

Degree

lABS_.
_ . _

{A
B .

13 S

f A.
B.

13..
9

----- . .

e

.11.1wam.

qr.

Per cent of degrees (Illowing elective units in

191ri 1914 1915 ' 1916 1917 ! 1918

- I

1919 1920 1921 1922

6 5 4 41 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 ; 1 1

38 39 1 37
26 27 24

41
57

12
12

2

34 30j 30 31
24 22 20 18

46 45 48 SII 49 47
57 57 61 62 61 58

11 12 13 13
12 i 14 ' 10 11

1 1 0 1

1 1 2 2

1 i 1 1 ; 1

2 . 2 2 2

14 16
13 ' 17

2 1

3 I

27 28
17 14 13

24

48 42
55 55 5r)

21 23 2ri
21 24 24

2 :3 3
3 4 4 6

1 1

2 2
-1

2
1 1

2 2

Table 60 shows a comparison of the percentages of the A. B. and
B. S. degrees which allow free margin :

TABLE 60.A comparison of the A. B. and B. S. degrees in per cents which allow
unrestricted election to any extent

A. 13
B. S

Degree
Per cent of degrees allowing unrestricted election in-

1913 1914

12 13
9 11

1915

16
14

1916 1917

16 18
151 17

1918 1919 1920 1 1921 1922

20 21 23 1 26 27
19 21 24 23 26

In gèneral a slightly larger percentage (a total aserage of about
9 per cent) of the A. B. deqees allow free margin than of the B. S.
although generally speaking there is no material difference.

Table 61 shows a comparison of the percentages of the A. B. and
B. S. degrees allowing the various ranges of free margin.
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FLEXIBILITY OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 127
TABLE 61. comparison of the Â. B. and B. 8. degrees in amounts of wire-xtricted election allowed for entrance, the figures being per cent'?

Nurnber of units Degree

1 to 3

4 to 6

7 to 9 _ . _ .

10 to 12

13 to 15

J A. B
AB. S

JA. B
113. S

fA. B
113. S....

f A . B.
1B. S...

f A.
1B.

B.
S...!

Percentage 01 degrees allowing unrestricted election in-

1913 1914 1915

39 33 30..
32 31 31

39 33 37
43 43 41

, 19 14
3 8

0 0 0
o 0

22 24 19
22 21 20

1916

31
28

38
44

14
8

0

17
20

1917 : 1918 1919

32 31 28
31 . 31 32

36 36 43
45 45 46

16 14 13
9 8 6j
0 5 3
0 2 , 1 .

16 14 13 ,

14 14 14

1920 1921 19,4
. !

30 30 31
31 31 I 33

46 50 52
48 ; 47 47

tI
0 7

2 1 2 4
1 1 2

12 11 a
13 13 1I

'Table 61 shows that, on the whole, there is practically no difkrence
between the A. B. and B. S. degrees in amounts of unrestricted
election allowed for entrance.

CONDITIONAL ENTRANCE TO COLLEGE

Entrance conditions serve no educational Purpose. They merelybring confusion 'upon the examiner. diwact the freshman in his
regular work, alarm his parents, and provide grist for the tutoring
mills." This pithy statement sums up a common preent attitude
toward entrance conditions so far as the ideal to be sought is con-
cerned. However, between the theory and practice of entrance con-ditions there is a considerable chasm. Although it is generally
agreed that conditions are a handicap both to the student and the
college, the actual administration of conditionless entrance has beena difficult problem.

In brief it may be said that there are two kinds of conditions: .The first a mere shortage in the number of units which the applicant
offers; and the second a lack in specific subjects which the college
requires for entrance. The latter type of condition is. the moreimportant and the niore troublesome. The mere lack of a number of
units may be made up in one way or another without serious diffi-
culty, although, of course, conditions of any soq are a handicap;
but if the applicant finds himself admitted to the college with, say.two units of conditions, one .in Latin and on in algtbra, he findshimself in a serious situation.' Many colleges, a majority, do mioffer elementary courses or the equivalent of those in the high school;

°Corwin, Jour. of Col. Alumni, Jan. 1917, p. 804.
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128 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

so the student thus conditioned must be tutored, must attend a neigh-
boring high school, work the subjects up by himself, or in other ways
remove the conditions in these specific subjects, while at the same time
he is responsiMe for carrying a full load of college work. Even
when the student is able to find suitable courses in the college or its
preparatory *department, if it has one, he is tinder a heavy handicap.

The question may well be asked, Why should a college accept con
ditioned students anyway? If it states its requirements, why should
it not exact them? Several factors enter into the case which help
to determine the policy of the colleges in this matter. In the first
place, generally speaking, in the past the entrance requirements of
the colleges have been set too high for the public high school. That

they have been set higher than the average public' high school
could wholly meet. As was suggested ill Chapter III, special fit-
ting and preparatory schools, academies, etc., formerly bore a large
part of the responsibility for furnishing college material before the
high school and the college began to make overtures for mutual
cooperation. As was pointed out in the- above chapter, the college
could, in meeting the high-school graduate, " lower its standard
by allowing more freedom of choice :in entrance subjects or it could
require the entire program and admit the applicant with conditions.
The college was especially apt to do the latter if it was pressed for
students or where some particularly good mate2rial was available for
a little concession. The condition thus became commonly recog-
nized, and the so-culled " back door " of the college was opened.

Presidents' Peports, publications of accrediting and standardizing
bodies, and other material bearing on the articulation of secondary
aiid higher education are full of lamentations and wailings over this
evil, and many resolutions have been passed against it. Just to
illustrate the extent to which it has been practiced by the colleges,
it may be shown that aore than half of the freshmen who ''ere
admitted to Harvard, ride, Princeton, and Columbia in the autumn
of 1907 had not wet the entrance requirements. Many statistics
could be offered to show the prevalence of this practice, but such a
display is not necessary ; such prevalence is common knowledge.

Of the 314 colleges of this study, 211 in their published announce-
ments of 1913 mide some mention of entrance conditions, and 232
were making reference to this matter by 1922. In other words, moré
than two-thirds of the 314 6'olleges took an attitude toward entrance
conditiOns in published statements. This attitude is shown in Table
62, which presents the conditions allowed and the frequency f each
amount for the colleges of the study which definitely mention con-
ditions in any way :

a,
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TABLE 62.Number of units of entrance conditions allowid by the colleges anddistribution of the colleges according to the amount of condition allowed

Number of units
Number and per cents of colleges allowing entrance conditions in-

1913 1914 19I I 1916 1917 1918

Some 1_ ... .. 20 23 21.0,a_ 21 21Per cent. ... 10 I 10 10None 8 9 15 20 30Per cent
1

4
61

4
64

7
68 73

14
76

it
Per cent... 29 30 31 34 35

1 ri 12 11 8Per cent 6 5 4 4 3.1

Per cent
e, 77

36
81 79'
38 37

77
36

71
32

1) . - . - 5 5 5 6Per cent. . . _ 3 2 2 2 3
12 12 12 9 3Per cent..... 6 6 6 4 23 5

.1

1

13 I

1

8
0 .

6i 3
0
1Per cent 6 4 3 1

Total colleges . 211 214 214 216
1

2i7

1919 ' 1920 ' 1921

21 21 17 15
10 10 8 ! 7
35 42 57 : 75
16 19 . 26 34
75 76 77 76
34 34 35 34

7 5 4 5
3 2 2 2

70 70 62 48
32 32 28 22
6 3 3 2
3 1 1 1
4 2 o 1
2 1

o o
o o

1922

15
6

92
40
74
32
5
2

42
18
3
1

01 o

218 i 219 220 222 232 -
This indicates that certain colleges allowed conditions but did not specifically state the amount.

A glance at this table will reveal a startling movement toward the
diminution and disappearance of entrance conditions. In order to
compare more easiiy the two years 1913 and 1922, the per cents for
each of the amounts given in Table 62 above are shown below:
TABLE 63.---Number of units of entrance conditions allowed by the colleges anddistribution. of the colleges according to the amount of condition allowed, forthe tears 1913 and 192.?, the figures being per cents

_Airs

Number of units

Per cent of colleges
I allowing in-

1913

Some
None
1

1.5
'2

2 5
3

3.5

.....
- ...........

_ .....
......

9
4

29
6

36
3

1

1922

Net
change

-a
40 +36
32 +3
2 4

18 18
1 2
1 ! 5
o -1
0 6

The "some" row- decreases 5 colleges, or 3 per cent, during the
10 years. In 1913 only 8 of the 211 colleges refused to recognize
conditions. In 10 yéars this number had risen to 92,4 or from 4 to
40 per cent. The one-unit allowance increases slightly, due to the
decreases in the alloances above one unit. Every at Jura above
one unit decreases rapidly during the decade. The two-unit allow-
ance decreases by half. In 1913, of the colleges which allowed con-ditions, 57 per cent allowed more than one unit, but in 1922 only
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22 per cent allowed those amounts. Amounts above ts6 units were
allowed bv 33 of the 211 colleges in 1913 and by onlyiliel of the
232 colleges in 1922.

Three causes may be suggested as being largely responsible for
the movement toward abolishing entrance conditions. In the first
place the general development of, the high-school curriculum and the
complementary relaxation in rigid entrance requirements, and the
more mutual understanding and depenclence of the colleges and
secondary schools, have furnished a basis for this tightening up on
'conditions. In the second place such factors as the comprehensive
examination, with its refusal to admit with conditions, has not onlly
weeded out possible matriculates on condition, but also focused the
attention of both the high school and the college on the subject of
conditions as never before. The third, the most recent and perhaps
thf most direct and important reason, is to be found in the in-
creased enrollments of the colleges and the necessity for limitation of
numbers of students. That this is the largest direct element may be
seen from the table.

In iieneral there is a more or less tightening up on conditions up to
1919. Beginning with 1920, this tightening up ceases to be gradual:
it comes with a jump. For instance, from 1919-20 the three-unit
allowance dropped from 2 colleges to,none, the Cwo-unit allowance
from 70 to 62, the 1.5-unit from 5 to 4, the one-unit allowance moved
up from 76 to 77, the numbest, of colleges allowing no conditions
jumped fröm 42 to 57, and the "some" group-decreased from 21 to
17 colleges. In a word, during the last three years of the period has
occurred one-half of the total change of the entire 10 years. It will
be remembered that the last three years have seen the greatest in-
crease in college enrollments.

Conditions are absolved in a number of ways. Some colleges
allow the student to take certain college courses without credit and
apply these on his debt. The amount of college credit allowed for
each unit of deficiency varies from two to sivemester hours. In a
number of instances the " faculty assumes no responsibility for the
removal of conditions. This the student must do in his o*n way
and at his own expense." Tutoring, summer session, academy
classes, and other methods of removal are often suggested. Th4
time allowed for canceling conditions varies with the amount of
condition which the college allows. For two or more units the
maximum time allowed is usually two years; for less than Vivo units
one year is usually sp-ecified. Fi-equently the time is expressed as,
t4 as rapidly as possible " or "before being admitted to the sopho-
more class." et

-
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FLEXIBILITY IN ENFORCEMENT OF PUBLISHED REQUIREMENTS

Do colleges exact their published requirements? For years this
has been a delicate question in college circles, as the literature of
college entrance requirements shows. . As has been previously sug-
gested, high entrance requirements look and sound well but are hard
to enforce, and if a college is in need of students there is great temp-
tation for it to admit an applicant even though he can not quite
meet ihe standards set. No doubt there has been much irregularity
in the admission of students in the past, but, on the other hand, it is
possible that the real situation has been somewhat exaggerated, (1)
on account of " college jealousy," particularly in the case of rival
colleges and more especially where the rivals are situated in the
same community, and (2) by the difference in the .skandards of the
various colleges. and the attitude often taken by'a college, after
reftising admission to an applicant, toward another college which
admitted thi9 student.

The only accurate way to find out whether colleges exact their
published requirements would be to study each st,udent's record and
compare it with the published requirements of the college. This
has been done in a few instances for a limited number- of colleges.-
Several of the accrediting agéncies, such as the Association of Col-
leges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States and the Ala-
bama Association of Colleges, yequire an annual record of admission
credentials from each member., college. Discrepancies are found,
to be sure, but publicity is an important instrument in forcing the
oollege to defend its honor, its standard.

In ordér to 4get á more recent basis for expression and because the
abóve method is too cumbersome for the purposes of this section, a
resort was made to the opinions and experience of specialists in this
field. Over 400 opi.ni6ns were gathered by correspondefice and inter-
view from presidents, deans, secretaries, regigtrars, officers of admis-
sion, and chairmen of admission committees of the various colleges
and universities, from officers of State and other college associations,
and from church college 'boards, and the various standardizing
bodies.

While it might be held that these opinions would be naturally
biased, on the other hand it can be held that none of them would
likely be deliberately dishonest. Moreover, no individual was asked
concerning the institution with which he was connected, but for prac-
tice in general. The opinions gathered iridicate overwhelmingly
that colleges in general exact their published requirements. A few
quotations will express the general opinion.

It is my opinion, based upon nj acquaintance with registrars, that most of
the high-grade institutions do follow their published entrance requireminta.
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This would certainly be true, in my opinion, of the colleges on the approved
list of the Association of American Universities. (RAYMOND WALTERS, former
secretary of American Association of Collegiate Registrars.)

My experience is limited almost entirely to the method used in the eastern
colleges for women, and it is my belief that the announced requirements are
quite strictly enforced; in fact, selective methods are being used so extensively
now that announced requirements are apt td represent the minimum. (SARA
JACOBS, registrar of Wells College.)

Oui fellow registrars are *not very free to confess their sins along the line
of breaking the rules laid down for them by their institutions. I have at-
tended several meetings, both National and State, in recent years, and I am
inclined to think that the registrars are living up more rigidly to their pub-
lished rules than in former years. The exactions made by standardizing agen-
cies have muclj to do with this. (CLIFF Gtimn, registrar Illinois Wesleyan
UniversitT.)

In answer to yo etter I wish to say that I believe after somewhat carefut
reflection upon m observations for the past 25 years of dealing with
certificates of admission and certificates of adviinced starding issued by other
colleges and universities, in connection with this institution, that colleges
pretty generally do follow rather strictly their exact published entrance re-
quirements. (H. C. DORCAS, university examiner and registrar, State Uni-
versity of Iowa.)

As chairman of the entrance committ of this association (Alabama Asso-
ciation of Colleges) I have had unus portunities of examining into the
admission of students to the colleges of ur State, and rarely ever find it nec-
essary to report any institution for failure to exact its published entrance
requirements. (C. II. BARN WELL, dean, University of Alabama.)

We have to take for granted that all reputable institutions do so fully.
(W. D. HOOPER, chairman of committee on entrance of Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools of the Southern States.)

Many other similar expressions might be quoted. Of the 400-odd
opinions gathered, fewer than 15 were that colleges did not live up
to.their published requirements. In one-half of these at least the
/opinion was based on " hearsay," "sneaking suspicion," " rumor,"
Adz. Nearly all of the adverse opinions had to do with the amounts
of conditictns allowed and the extension of time allowed for their
removal. Dr. Thos. E. Steckel, of Ohio Wesleyan University, very
clearly sums up the possible reasons for any lack of enforcement of
entrance conditions as follows:

1. College catalogues are notoriously difficult to Interpret. I believe college
authorities themselves have trouble WI this respect and may unintentionally
fail to enforce a rule.

2. Published requirements are often behind actual practice. This arises
from carelessness or from the fact that the catalogue is pulhished but once a
year.

3. Faculties sometimes vote for requirements which are, found to be im-
possible when put into practice and are consequently modified by college offi-
cials until the rule can be corrected by thelaculty.

4. Special cases may arise which seem to require a modification of the rule.
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The net conclusion is that, while in former years there was un-
doubtedly a considerable lack of enforcement of entrance require-
-rnents;at the present time, and probably so for the future as lpng Is
present conditions exist, this problem is less and less important.
Two main reasons may be suggested for this. In the first place
entrance requirements of to-day are much more fkexible in amount
and variety of subjects, amount of election; etc. In the second place
the necessity for limitation of enrollment in the college just reverses
the condition of a few years ago when colleges competed for stu-
dents. This means that, instead of making concessions in order to
get students, the colleges are and will be forced to consider pub-
lished requirements as a minimum, and from the many applicants
who can offer these requirements the college will choose the best on
the basis of quality, promise, etc.

is

SUMMARY

Flexibility of entrance requirements may be increased by allowing
more election to the applicant, both in subjects and amounts of sub-
jects, by admitting with conditions, or by failing to exact the re-
quirements as published. -

The number of units required for entrance may be' divided into
prescribed, elective, and unrestricted elective groups.

Since 1913 there has been a decided trend away from requirements
of the larger numbers of prescribed units toward the smaller. In
1913, 26 per cent of all the degrees studied required 9 units or less
of prescribed work for entrance, while 51 per cent required these
amounts in 1922.

The number of degrees allowing no election decreased from 23 in
J913 to 3 in 1922. In 1913, 40 per cent of the degrees allowed 3 unis
or less of election, while 21 per cent allowed these amounts in 1121\
This means that there has been a considerable 'trend toward allow- \,
ing more than 3 units of elective work. This trend is most marlied
from 1918 on.

An unrestricted elective allowance of four units was recommended
by the committee 6n college entrance requirements of the National
Education Association in 1911. In 1922 the median amount of free
margin allowed by colleges allowing it at all was four units. The
number of degrees allowing free margin increased from 63 (11 ,per
cent) in 1913 to 140 (27 per cent) in 1922.

The fequirements, for entrance to the B. S. degree are slightly
more flexible than those for th A. B. degree.

During the pist 10 years there has been a startling move to- '
ward diminution and abolishment of entrance conditions. In 1913*,-
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of the 211 colleges making reference of airy sort in their announce-
ments to conditions, only 4 per cefit refused to recognize them. In
1922, 40 per cent of the 232 colleges would not admit students with
conditions. In 1913 conditions-of more than 2 units were allowed
by 33 of the 211 colleges, while in 1922 only 4 of 232 colleges allowed
them. In 1922, 32 per cent of the 232 colleges allowed 1 unit of con-
dition and' 18 per cent allowed 2 units. Probably the greatest single
direct factor responsible for this trend is the increased enrollments
of the colleges.

Opinions from over 400 individuals acquainted with current prac-
tice indicate that colleges generally strictly exact their published en-
trance requirements. There has been some looseness in the past,
but two factors have caused a decided tightening up on the practice
of liberal interpretation of entrance requirements. The first factor
is that the requirements of to-day are much more flexible both in
subjects and amounts, so that there is little or no excuse for auy
applicant not being able to meet them. Iñ the second place in-
creased colle(re enrollments have reversed the situation which was
responsible for liberality of interpretation of college entrance
requiremenis. . j



CHAPTER VII

A COMPARISON OF THE COLLEGES OF FIVE SECTIONS
OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE\ VARIOUS PHASES OF
COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

In an earlier day colleges were largely local institutions.
history of the earlier colleges (and many of the colleges which were
ettablished later, for that matter) shows hdw frequently a com-
munity would found a college and for years would be its entire
support both in funds and students. As the country expanded, trans-
portation developed, and th graduates of these colleges moved into
nely, communities, the colleges became less local and partook more of
th7character of State or National institutions. Colleges in widely
separated parts of the country came to copy one another's curricula
and imitate each other's practices and these together with the com-
petition for students helped to develop these institutions into some-
thing more than the community might otherwise have been able to
develop. Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that college curricula,
life, and equipment throughout the country came to have many
things in common, local needs. interests, and ambitions dominated,
and still dominate to some extent, though immeasurably less than
forrnerly, the college and its practices.

Perhaps no phase of college life is influen&d by local demands as
much as entrance requirements. Onqhe one hand stands the college,
whose heads probably have a wider vision of the college than as a
merely local institution, and on the other hand stands the com-
munity, whose members are interested in the college largely from
a local or family standpoint. Naturally the community which sup-
ports the college has some right to demand that its children be ad-
mitted. The net result in opinion is bound to be a compromise, and
this compromise finds expression in not oply the college but the
preparatory schools of the community as well. To what extent and
in what ways do college entrance' requirements vary in the different
parts of the United States? This is the topic to be discussed in this
chapter.

Generally speaking, the United States is divided educationally,
so far as articulation of secondary and 'higher institutions is con-

-
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136 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

cerned. into five sections, as follows: (1) New England, (2) Middle
.States and Maryland, (3) Southern States, (4) North Central
States, (5) Western States.

These sections are n-either inclusive nor exclusive. For instance.
California and Nevada belong to none of them, while Montana and
Maryland (Inch belong to two. However, for plirposes of comparison
they may be taken as a rough bdsis. A word of warning will be in
order at this point. The comparisons of this chapter are not com-

parisons-of the various associations, nor even of the college members
of the various associations, since in a few instances an association
will accredit a college in another section which' the association of
that section itself does not recognize. This is dire, of course, to dif-
ference in standards of the associations concerned and does not
necessarily mean that either association has higher standards thftn

the other. The number of such instances is very small, but the possi-
bility is mentioned that the reader may avoid the error of assuming
that the comparisons are comparisons of the various standardizing
agencies. Moreover, in one or two instances the classification of
States is a purel,/ arbitrary one of convenience and expedience.
This is the case particularly with the far Western States. ,Witere a

State is a member of ftwo associations, it must be arbitrar4v classi-
fied in one and not the other.

The five sections_as used in this study are composed of the several
States as follows:

New England: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Islind, Vermont.

Middle States and Maryland: Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland.
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania.

Southern: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West
Virginia.
-North Central: Arizona, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan.
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, S;ebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Wyoming.

Western: California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, WashIptitn.

The numbers of colleges and degrees. vary both from year to year
and from subject to subject. In general it may be said that this
chapirr presents data foi: over 300 colleges and over 500 degrees.
The number of degrees or requirements studied is approximately the
same for all subjects (i. e., in English some 500 degrev are consid-
ered, about the same number in science, foreign language, etc.),
though slightly fewer in mathematics than in the other subjects.
For 1913 the number of degrees or requirements considered are dis-

tributed as follows: Western, 34; New England, 39: Middle States,
116; Southern, 104; North Central, 249.

.
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By 1922 the total numbers are somewhat less, but all percentages
are computed on the basis of the number of degrees for each particu-
lar year. It will be noted (hat the number of degre.es in the Western
and New England sections are considerably smaller than those of
the other sections. Percentages and other measures for these two
sections are consequently not as reliable an index, especially if the
dispersion is great, as in the case of the others, but some common
numerical basis must be taken in order to show the differences. This
\arning may serve to explain rather sudden "jumps" in figures for
these two sections, which might otherwise be puzzling.

There are many aspects of which comparisons might be made. It
has been thought best to choose the most significant elements of col-
lege entrance requirements, amounts of prescribed subjects, and pro-
portion of flexibility, and to compare these. Even in these studies
the limitations of time and space demand that only the more impor-
tant Ones be discussed at length. It is needless to state. that -where
there are Practically no sectional differences, a short statement to
that effect will suffice% The various academic requirements will be
discussed first.

ENGLISH

Generally speaking, there are no sectional differences in the amount
of English required for entrance to college. As was suggested in
Chaptr IV, " English, three units," has become a staple in college
entrance requirements, and 89 per cent of all the colleges and degrees
studied require it in that amount. The 58 degrees which require
other amounts, including 19 which require no English at all, are
scattered about the country so that it may be said that no section is
distinctive in the amount of English its colleges require for entraice.

MATHEMATICS

As with the requirements in English, mathematics is required al-
most universally by colleges for admission, and the amount are
practically the same the country over. One unit of plane geometry
is universally required where it is required at all. Algebra has de-
creased generally from 1.5 units to offti unit by 1922. The number
of colleges requiring solid geometry has also decreased. These de-
creases are more or less widespread. In general it may be said that
the colleges in the Southern and Middle States and Maryland sec-
tions show slightly higher requirements in mathematics than do the
colleges of the other sections, although practically speaking there

- are no differences.
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Social science is required for entrance relatively more frequently
by the colleges of New England than by the colleges of the other

.
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sections. In general about four-fifths of the total New England
degrees require social science for entrance, while only abbut two-
thirds of the total degrees in the other sections require it. The
Wesférn section ranks slightly below the other three in this respect.
The amount required is nearly always one unit. The 10 per cent
or so (varying slightly during the decade) of degrees which require
other amounts are not concentrated in any one section, so that the
total percentages do not vary much from one section to another.

SCIENCE

lieges representing the various sections show a considerable
dive. of practice with regard to a requirement in science. Table
64 shows the number and percentage of the several sections which
require one unit of science for entrance to the A. B. degree :

TABLE 64.-4 comparison of the New England, Middle States and Marylane,
Southern, North Central, and Western sections in number and per cents
requiring one unit of science for entrance to the B. S. degree

Soction

Western
Per cent

New England
Per cent

Middle States and Maryland
Per cent

Southern
Per cent

North Central
Per cent

Number of colleges requiring in the year-

1913 1914

16 15
76 75

4 3
15 11
10 9
16 ! 15
15 : 15
26 26
79 1 83
59 61

1915 i 1916

15 13
77 77

3 3
11 1 1

11 i 11
18 ¡ 18
17 ' 16
30 27
83 ! 81
61 59

1917 1918

13 13
77 77
3 3

11 11
10 11
17 18
17 16
29 29

7882
59 56

1919 1920 1921 ! 1922,

12 12 12 12

71 71 71 71

3 3 3 3

1 1 11 13 13

9 9 10 8
15 15 ; 16 13

16 16 16 13

29 29 29 23
77 74 1 74 70
55 53 1 52 50

In order to show more clearly the relative standing and also the
net changes during the decade, the data from Table 64 for the years
1913 and 1922 are shown in Table 65 :

TABLE 65.A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,
Southern, North Central, and Western sections in per cents requiring one
unit of science for entrance to the A. B. degree, for the years 1913 and 1922

Section

Western
North Central
Southern
Middle States and Maryland
New England

Per cents of colleges
requiring in-

1913

ww...-

76
59
26
16
15

1922

13
13

Net
change

59
3-32

I Where science is required, one unit hi almost universally specified, only about 4 per

cent or the A. B. degrees requiring any other amount.
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It will be seen that there is little net change during the period,

and what there is is a decrease. The small changes noticed are due
to two causes, first, to the addition or subtraction of the subject, and
second, to the changes in number of degrees. Except in the case ofthe North Central section, few changes occur during the period in
the number of colleges requiring science for entrance, consequently
almost the entire change may be laid to changes in the total
number of degrees offered by the colleges. Table 66 shows the
number and percentage of colleges which require science for en-
trance to the B. S. degree :

TABLE 66.A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Marylan4,Southern, North Central, and Western sections in number and per centsrequiring one unit of science for entrance to the B. S. degree

. Section

Western
Per cent

New England
Per cent

Middle States and Maryland__
Per cent

Southern__ .. ...
Per cent

North Central
Per cent

1913

7
63
8

57
I 11

26
- 11

30
50
60

Number of colleges requiring science in-

1914 1915 1916 1917 I 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922

7 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 270 44 33 1 37 37 I 33 25 29 29
8 8 9 ¡ 10 10 10 10 10 1057 57 64 71 71 71 71 71 71

13 13 13 13 12 11 13 1026 30 ; 32 32 33 32 1 27 34 1 2712 14 15 17 16 15 14 14 ; 1132 37 39T 43 41 40 35 38 27
51 45 ; 45j 45 42 43 44 46 i 4558 51 54 53 50 53 1 54 56 I 58

As might be expected, more science is required for the B. S.degree than for the A. B. Table 67 shows the per cents of Table 66
for the years 1913 and 1922:

TABLE 67.A compariigon of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,Southern, North% Central, and Western sections in per cents requirfng oneunit of science for entrance to the B. S. degree, for the years 1913, and 1922

Section

Western
North Central
New England
Southern
Middle States and Maryland

Per oents of colleges !

requiring
Net

1913

63 29
60 86
57 71
30 27
26 27

change

344
+143
+1

It will be seen that New England ranks close to the top in 1913and at the top by a considerable margin in 1922, the Middle Statesand Maryland ranking lowest in both years. These two sections arealso the only ones which show net increases during the period. Onthe whole there are no great changes in science requirements duringthe decade. This is as true of the A. B. as of the B. S. degree.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE

It is popularly supposed that the eastern colleges require a larger
amount of foreign language for entrance than the colleges---of the
Western or Central States do. It is also common knowledge that
the whole question of foreign languages in entrance requirements is
in a very unsettled state. More changes have been made in the for-
eign-language requirements during the past 10 years than in all of
the other required subjects combined. Here especially do the, col-
leges of the several sections vary.

Table 68 shows a comparison of the five sections in percentage of
degrees which require Latin in any amount for entrance to the A. B.
degree:

TABLE 68. A compan on of the New England, Middle States and Maryland.
Southern, North Central, and Western sections in per rents of degrcem re-
quiring Latin for entrance to the A. B. degree

Section

Western
New England ..... _ _ .....
Middle States and Maryland _

Southern
North Central

p.

Per cents of degrees requiring Latin in--

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922

33 30 20 11 6 8 8 6 6 6
75 72 72 7 7 71 71 77 64 62 62
K2 80 75 75 75 73 71 66 59 51

76 76 79 75 ! 75 71 67 00 55 51

37 33 29 25 22 21 21 20 19 20

It will be seen from Table 68 that in 1913 a larger percentage of
the colleges of the Middle States and Maryland required Latin
than did the colleges of the other sections, while the Western sec-
tion ranks lowest in the list, slightly below the North Central.
The Southern and New England sections are about equal in per-
centage of colleges which require Latin for entrance. All sections
show steady decreases from 1913 to 1922. Table .69 shows the per-
centages o'f Table 68 for the years 1913 and 19%22:

TABLE 69...1 comparison of the Neu. England Middlc States and Maryland,
Southern, North Central, and Itestern sections in vor cent:4 of degrees re-
quiring*Latin for entrance to the A. B. degree, for ihe years 1913 and 1922

Section

Middle States and Maryland
Southern.
New England
North Central
Western

Per cents of degrees
requiring Latinin Net

.1_ _
changn

1913 1 1022

82
76
75
37
33

54
51 25
62 13
20 17
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COMPARISON OF THE VARIOUS SECTIONS 141
It is interesting to note that both in 1913 and 1922 the percentagesfor New England, Southern States, and Middle States ELnd Mary-land are more ihan twice as largé as those of the Nórth Central andWestern sections.
Table 70 sliows the amounts of Latin required for entrance to theA. B. degree by the colleges of the variolis sections. The percentagesare percentages of /those degrees in each territory which requireLatin and not the percentages of the total number of degrees in thosesections.

aTABLE 70. A comparison of theitew England, Middle States and Maryland,Southern, North Central, and Western section8 in per cents of the variou8amounts of Latin required for entrance to the t. B. degree, for the years1918 and 1922

Units
of

Latin .--
Sect ion

Per cent,: of degrees
requiring in

Net
change

1913 ' 1922

Western .

43 0 : 43New England_ ...
0 0 co

2 Middle States and Marylpnd .
12 9 3Southern
9 14 . +5North Central . _

23 43 +20
Western
New England__ _ _ . _ _ .._____ _ ......... _Middle States and Mary land ..
Southern
North Central --v..... _ _

14 0 14
23 40 - 17
8 24 +18

40 41 +1
10 11 1 +1Western_ . _ _ . . -
43 1 100 +57New England__ _ ... . . _

_ . 77 60 174 Middle States and Varyland
80 68 12Southern
51 45 6North Central

___ 66 48 20
I one requirement only.

Table 70 shows that of those colleges which require Latin at allthe majority require four units. A larger percentage of the col-leges of New England and the Middle States and Maryland re-quire four units than do the colleges of any other section. Thethree-unit requirement is a popular one in the South also. Thisamount was more popular in New England in 1922 than in 1913.he two-unit amount in the North Central section increases from
2:1 per cent in 1913 to 43 per cent in 1922 and is barely behind thefour unit in popularity.

Table 71 shows a comparison of the sections in percentage oftotal A. B. degrees which require unspecified foreign language forentrance to the A. B. degree : 2

s As 1,va_s expiniacd before, where a college requires " foreign language" or " modernlanguhge,Paguch a requirement is classified as " unspecified."
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TABLE 71. A co7flpa7i4on of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,
Southern. North Central, and Western sections in per cents of total A. B.
degrees requiring unspecified foreign language for entrance to the A. B.
degree

Section

Western
New England
Middle States and Maryland
Southern
North Central

Per cents of total A. B. degrees requiring foreign lanpage in-

1913 1914

62 55
51 ! 55
44 43
54 52
66 .68

1915 1916

70 1 77
52 ; 55
46 ! 50
52 46
66 65

1917 1918

70 70
54 54
50 M
45 44
64 61

1919

70
54
54
40
Jir'y .

1920 1921

65 53
54 66
57 56
49 50
54 55

1922

53
66
55
45

It will be noted that, in general, the ranking of the fire sections

according to percentve of A. B. degrees which require unspecified

foreign language is just the reverse of that in the case of the per-

centages of the A. B. degrees requiring Latin for entrance. The

North Central and Western sections rank at the top in point of

percentages in 1913, while.New England and the Middle States and

Maryland rank lowest. However, in 1922 the New England and

MiCidle States Ad Maryland sections rank at the ap Niith---theóthers

slightly below. Table 71 shows that both of these sections increaskt

unspecified foreign-language requirements, while the other sections
decreased them. The reason for this is found in the fact that, as

the colleges of New England and the Middle States and Maryland
decreased in Latin, they increased in foreign language. The cata-
logues show that very frequently a requirement of." Latin " became

" foreign language (Latin preferred)" or just " foreign language.

In the case of the other sections the usual custom wtks simply to omit

the foreip languages.
Two units of unspecified foreign language is the most popular

requirement in all sections, and 10 years have recorded little net
change in this amount. As was noted in Chapter IV, very few col-

leges would accept one unit of foreign language unless it is in
addition to a liberal amount. of other languages. The number of de-

grees requiring three units of unspecified foreign language decreased

in the Southern and North Central States, remained stationary. in

New England, and increased slightly in' the Middle Sfates and Mary-

land. The four-unit requirement increased in the Southern States
during the period, but the number of degrees and the increase are
small, 4 to 8 degrees.

It wine' remembered that Latin is rarely required for entrance
to the B. S. degree. The usual requirement for the B. S. degree
where a language is required is merely foreign language or modern

language. A very few degrees specify French or German. Table

f
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72 shows a comparison of the various sections in percentages of total
B. S. degrees which require unspecified foreign language for en-
trance :

TABLE 72. A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,Southerq, North Central, and Western sections in per cents of total B. S.41cf7rees requirinri unspecified foreign language for entrance to the B. Sa-degree

Section
Per cents of total B. S. degrees requiring in

;

I 1913 1914 1915

Western 90 I 90New England 66 I 68Middle States and Maryland_ _ 83 I 82Southern 75 72North Central 72 68

88
64
79
78
69

1916 1917 1918 1919 1920'1 1921 1922

88
71
80
73
73

75 75 64 I 75 71 1 71
71 71 71 1 64 64 1 64
88 84 88 84 I 82 80
67 68 66 60 ' 81 59
70 i 70 , 64 82 80 81

Table 72 shows that so far as unspecified foreign-language require-
ments for the B. S. degree are concerned, about the same proportion
of colleges require it in all sections of the country, there being no
great differences as there were in the case of Latin for the A. B.
degree. All of the sections show a decrease in the percentage of'-(tegrees which require foreign language for entrance.

'lf-011e 73 shows a comparison of the five sections in number of
foreip,4slanguages (riot number of units) required for entrance, all
degrees 1;ing considered together:

TABLE 73.A comparison of. the New England, Middle States and Maryland,Southern, North. Central, dnd Western sections, in per cents of degrees, innumber of different foreign languages required for entrance, all degrees beingconsidered

Nuni-
h er of

an-
guages

Sect ion

. Western
New England

41 Middle States and Maryland__
Southern
North Central

2

!Western
New
Middle

England
States and Maryland _ _

Southern
North Central

!Western

Southern

New England

North Central

Middle States and Maryland__

'Western

Southern

New England

North Central

Middle States and Maryland

-
1913 , 1914

11 19
2 2
7 I 12

13 13
15 17

'59 56
52 52
35 32
58 57
87 69

27 25
48
58
31 29
18 14

3 0
0 0
3 2
0 0
0 0

Per cents of total degrees requiring in--

1915 1916

19 21
4H 4

Ifs 14
7

191 19

56 68
50 54
32 34
61, 64
89 68

25 14
45 42
54 55
27 22
12 12

0 0
0 0
2 2
1 1

0 0

1917

29
4
9

14
23

56
52
36
65
67

14
41
51
20
10

o
o
2

o

1918

31
7

12
18
24

54
53
38
64
67

15
40
47
17
10

o
o
2
1
o

1919 ' 1920 1921

33 1 35
7

12 12
16 22
28 34

52 54
53 53
39 ; 40
70 I 87
62 59

14
40
46
12
9

o
o
2

o

40
7

17
21
37

48
50
41
69
b9

11 8
40 1 39
43 39
10 10
7 3

0 o
o
2 2
1 1
0 0

1922

4....1.

44
10
19
23
39

48
62
41
68
57

8
36
36
8
5

o
o

o

_
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In order to show more clearly the net changes shown in Table 73,

the percentqges for the years 1913 and 1922 for the various standards
are shotirdin Tables 74 to 76:

TABLE 74.A comparison of the Nqw England, Middle Shites and- Ma-yland,
Southern, North Central, and IV tern sections in per cents of degrees re-
quiring no foreign language for eatranee, for the years 1913 and 1922, all de-

degrees being considered

-
Se01011

Per Cents of total
degrees requiring
UI Net

change

V122

,

,North Central 15 i 39

Southern 13 23 +10

Western 11 ; 44 i +33

Middle States and Maryland _ ..- Ne
7 1 19 +12

.,

New 4ng1aud 2 1

1

4-8

All sections show increases in percentage of degrees which re-

quire no forei-gn language for entrance, the increa4e-s in New Eng-

land, the Middle States and Maryland, and the Southeril States

being rkiatively small, while hose of the North Central and West-
ern sections are considerable. In 1922 the territories are ranked

the same as in 1913 except that the Western moi'es to the top and
ittshes the North Central and Southern sections down e place.-

Table 75 shows the ranking lind percentages for the de es re-

quiring One foreign language for entAtnce :

TABLE 75.A comparison' of the New,England, Middle States and Maryland.
Soul h ern , orth. Central, and Western .sections in per cents nj degrecN re-

quiring one foreilunguage for entrance, for the years 1913tand 1922, all de-
ft

grees being Conn

Section

North _

Western _

Soul horn
New England.. _ . _ _

iddle States and Maryland _ _ _ _ .

Per cents of total
degrees requiring

, in -

1913 1922

Net
eftinge

67 57 10.
59 44 . 11
MI
52 r q0, ' 0

:45 'AO .
f5

In the one-language requirement the Western and North 04ara1

sectIons 'rank highest in 1913, be both decrease by 192'2 and are
sonnwhat displaced by New England and the Southern section. Tilde

causes for these changes will be explained in connection with Table

76, which shows the figures for the requirement 6f two different for-

eign languages:
1
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COMTARISON OF THE VARIOUS SECTIONS 145
TABLE 76.---A comparison of the New England, -Middle States and Marylatid,Southern, North Central, and Western sections in per rents of degrees re-quiring two foreign, languages for entrance, for the years 1913 and 19.??, allgrecs being eon.videred

Sect ion

Middle States and Maryland.
New England__ .

Southern .

Westnrn . .

North Central.

or

degrees requiring
Per cents of total

.in !stet
chanie

1913 1922

WI 36 1 2t)
4ti 36 ..18
31 S ; --23
q-: 8 ; % _19
18 5 i 13

Table 76, together with the one from which the pekentage40e
derived, shows that most of the two-language colleges are in New.
England and the Middle States and Mtiryland. At the beginning:
of the period these two sections rank considerably Ave the others.At the end of the period they are tiod at 35 per cent each, while theother thr% sections show only 8, 8: and per cent. The net de-
crease is hirgesst in the Middle States and Maryland and least inNew England. This may be explained by 'Fables 75 and 76,, and thedata from the colleges represented as follows. The Western andNorth Central sections dropped 'two languages entirely vOty fre-

, quently during ,the period, while the colleges of the Oh& sectionsmore frequently dropped from two languages to one, thus increasingthe one-language totals as shown by the tables.
In brief, the cdlleges of the New England and Middle States andMaryland rcoitlire relatively more foreign language, both in amountsand in number of different languages, than do the colleges in theother three sections.

FLEXIBILITY IN NUMBER OF PRESCRIBED AND ELECTIVE UNITS

What is the ratio of the number of prescribed units to the num-ber of elective units which the colleges of the various sections requirefor entrance? It has been shown that nearly all colleges are nowrequiring 15 units for entrance. A few require 14.5 and a few 16.The number of these colleges is so small, 11cm:ever, that 15 units maybe taken as the basis for any ratios. As was stated before, thenumber of units a college requires for admission may be dividedinto prescribed, elective, and free units. There is great diversityof practice concerning the amounts and combinations of these one,two, 'or three factors. This section will compare the five sectionsof the country in amounts of prescribed, elective, and free units.
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t%

Tub le 77 shows the percentage of the degrees in the five sections

which require the various amounts of prescribed units:

TABLE 77.A comparison of the New Englqnd, Middle States and Maryland,
Sowthern, North Central, and Western sectionR, in per rent of degrees requir-
ing the various ranges of prescribed units for entrance, all degrees bein9
considered

4Ir

Number
of units Sect inn

sf-A,

Per cent of degrees requiring in tho par-

1913 1914 1915 ! 1916 1 1917 1 1918
1

i
,

Nag. England.... _7 ___ ..- .1

9 9 lo ii ; 12

1

,

3 3 I 3 3 1 3

Olone_____. M iddle States and Maryland 2 2 ! 2 1 2

North Central
. 0 0 0 0 46 ISouthern

3 1 3 3 3 1

11 1 12 ! 12 1

ew England
Maryland!

9
0

1
10

1o 0 ,' 0 ' 0

to 3 _ _ ___ niddle States and 0 0 ! 0 ' 0 1 1

Southern 0 01 01 0 01
North Central 2 1 1 1 1 1

Western

Western

3 I

Western

I

0
New England 0

4 to 6_ _ _ ._ Middle States and Maryland 1

Southern . 7

North Central 2

1

Western
New1

30
I New England 17

7 to P_____ Middle States and Maryland 7

, Southern 14

North Central 29

1

0 it 0 4
0 0 i 0
1 1 2 1

2 4
9

1 2
) 6

1

:

31 33 41

17 26 : 26
7 13 1:)

20 i 20 19
24 1 31 36

Western 36 34

, New England 45 45

10 to 12..., Middle States and Maryland 53 53

Southern 5,5 55

, North Central 52 52
4

1

Western
New
Middle

15 16

England 1 34 1 34

13 to 15... States and Maryland 38 38
, Southern_ _______ 15 4 21

! North Central 13 10
1

1

30 22
41 41
46 39
57 65
47. . 44

16 11

31 30
38 42
21 I 14
10 , 8

1919 1920 1921 1922

i

12 12 16 16 16

3 3 2 2 2

2 2
o

2 1 1

0 / 0 o 0
3 3 3 3 4

12 12 12 12 8
0 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 3 ,
0 0 0 0 ! 0

1

1

1 2 2 2 2 2

i

10 1 s , 8 8 14 17

0 ! 0 0 0 ; 2 1 2

1 1 1 1 i 4 6

4 ; 6 I 6 9 11 i 13

, 9 10 10 11

i

48
;

46 42 33 i 33

28 i 29 1 31 32 40
5 ? 15 IR ; 26 21 1 22

16 17 i 20 I 21 21 25

39 40 42 46 47 47

8
I

44

12
42
41

68
42

11

29
41
12
6

In

42
40
70
40

t

12
46
40
4#1

38

8
31 22
39 37

8
6

21 21 21

42 35 35
34 I 40 42

63 64 57

32 31 29

4 4 4

22 20 17

34 32 26

6 6
5 6

There are a great many different angles from which Table 77

might be discussed, but a brief summary will be all that will be at-

tempted here. In general it may be said that the Western section

ranks highest in percentage of colleges or degrees which make na

definite prescriptions at all, while the Southern section ranks lowest

in this respect. The North Central as usual ranks next to its West-

ern neighbor.
In the 1 to 3 unit range the Western section again ranlis first.

The 1 to 3 unit prescription i's not a popular range; Colleges which

prescribe only English for entrance make up the bulk of this group.

In the 4 to 6 range the- Southern is ahead in 1913, but by 192

the Western is ahead, with the Southern and North Central closely

behind. All sectipns show increases in this rarige during the period.

In this range the requirements are usually'English and mathematic&
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The 7 to 9 unit range shoNts some interesting trends. The Western

section remains at about the same percentage during the period,one-third of its degrees making this requirement. The New Eng-land section increases from 17 to 45, an increase of 28 points. TheMiddle States and Mary': ,41..1 section increases 15, the Southern 11,and the North Central 18 points. Thus the New England section
changes most during the decade. In 1922 approximately one-lialfof the degrees in New England*, and the North Central States, re-quired 7 to 9 prescribed units for entrance, about one-third of theWestern degrees, and one-fourth of those in the Southern and Mid-dle States and Maryland sections. This range shows decreases inevery section.

With tile exception of the Southern, every section shows decreasesin the 10 to 12 unit range. The Western decreases 15 points, NewEngland 10, the Middle States and Maryland 11, the Southern re-mains about the same, while the North Central shows the greatestchange, 23 points.
In the 13 to 15 unit range every section shows a decrease duringthe period, the decreases being: Western 11, New England 7, MiddleStates arfd Maryland 12, Southern 9, and North Central 6 points.In 1913 one-third of the New England degrees made requirementsof prescribed units within thi's range, but in 1922 only one-sixthmade such a requirement. Thj Middle States and Marylanddrbpped from about one-third to one-fourth, while the goutherndropped from one-fifth to one-sixteenth.
In briet, the prof:portions of percentages and the changes madeduring the decade may be summarized as.follows: sobGrvh III shows the data from Table 78 for the five sections forthe years 1913 and 1922:
This graph shows clearly the shifting from high prescriptions tothose lower in amount.
Table 79 shows the medians of the nu.mber of prescribed znitsrequired for ehtrance by the colleges of the various sections.:

TABLE 78.A compariso% of the New England, Middle States- and Maryland,Southern, North Central, and Western sections in per cents of degrees re-quiring nine units or less of prtscrtbed subjects for entrance, for the years1913 and 1922, all degrees being eon4idcred

s

Westorn
New England
Middle States and Maryland
Southern _------ -
North Central

Section

.1.

Per cents of de-
grees requiring in-

1913

48
20
10
21
36

1922

74
49
30
38
64

Net
change

+X
+29
+20
+17
+X

OD

gob

,

- - - -
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TERRITORY PER
-CENT

WESTERN

1913 1922
NUIEBER OF UNITS ITMER OF UNITS
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TABLE 79.A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,Southern. North Central, and Western sections in medians of prescribed unitsrequired for entrancé to college, degrees being considered

Section

Medians of pre-
i scribed units in

1913 1922

Western .
9. 5 8. 0New England

11. 0 9. 5Middle States and Maryland
11. 5 10. 5Southern
11. 0 9. 0North Central.. ... .

10. 5 9. 0General median 1
10. 5 9. 0

Median of total group; not an average of the above medians.

Table 79 shows that the medians of the Western section are lowest
and those of the Middle States and Maryland highest in both years.It will be noticed that three of the sections decrease 1.5 units and the
other two decrease 1 unit.

Table 80 shows the percentage of degrees representing the various
sections which allow the various ranges of eleaion in entrance
subjects:

TABLE 80.A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,Southern, North Central, and Western sections in per cents of degrees whiehallow the various ranges of election for entrance, all degrees bei0 conladered

Number ,

of units I

i

1 Western
New England_ _ _ _ .... _ _ _ _ -

None. .__. Middle States and Marylanil
Southern
North Central _ _ _ . ..

Section

1913

o
5

8

Western

I
25New -England 39I to 3.. _ _ Middle States and Maryland 57

. Sout hern _ _ . . _ . _ _ . . . . _ . . . 37
I North Central _ _ _ .. .. . 27
1

' Western 50! New England . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ 524 to 6 _ i Middle States and Maryland 29
. Southern 40North Central 53

Western

'New
England

7 to9 . . . _ Middle States and Maryland
Ez.buthern
North Central....

24
3
3

15

Western

I
0New England . 0toto 12... Middle States and Maryland 1Southern oNorth Central 1

Western..._. _____ 0New England o13tO15.. Middle States and Maryland 1
1 I Southern 0orth Central 2

Per cents of degrees allowing in the year

1914 1915 1916 1917

o o
5 5
5 11
5 2
1 1

30 42
39 30
60 58
41 37
40 20

65 49
52 60
28 29
42 47
58 , 58

4 10
3 3
5 ; 4

13i 14
16 17

0 1 0
0 0
1

0
1

0
o
1

0
2

o

0 0
0 o
1 1

0 0
2 2

0 0
5 2
8 8
3 3
1 1

23 24
33 35
54 50
37 30
18 20

60 58
54 52
31 35
50 55
61

16 20
64 1 8

JO 10
18 17

1918 ; 1919 1920 1921 1922

0 0 0
2 I 2 2
8 7 7
0 0 0
1 0 0

35 26
38 34
45 48
19 18
21 17

50 50
47 52
38 38
85 84
57 54

0
2

0
0

0
0
2
0
0

24 i 27 25
38 ' 36 32
37 38 33
17 14 13
17 15 15

57 55 33
51 34 , 50
40 40 43
59 59 ' 54
50 50 46

15 13 17 18 25
10 19 10 171 18
10 10 12 13 15
11 14 lg 21 26
18 24 28 28 31

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 17

2 2 2 2 3 a
1 4 i 5 6 6 6
1 3 3 4 5 a

o 0 o 0 o
o 0 oo o

1 1 1 1
o 0 0 0 o
2 2 2 2 2 2

,

1

i _._ .
1

1

1

. I
,

8 1

I

- _ . 1
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1
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It will be noticed that in 1913 all of the sections except the Western
had some degrees which allowed no election, all subjects and amounts
being prescribed. In 1922 only 3 per cent (three degrees) of the
degrees in the Middle States and Maryland made such a require.
ment. As was noted before, this is less than 1 per cent of the total
degrees considered.

The 1 to 3 range of election decreases in every section except the
Western during the period. In both 1913 and 1922 this range was
more popular with the colleges of the Middle States and Maryland
than with those of any other section.

In the 4 to 6 unit range the Western, New England, and North
Central sections decrease, while those of the Middle States and
Maryland and Southern increase. Approximately one-third of the
degrees of the Western section allow 4 to 6 units of election. while
one-half of the degrees in the other territories allow it.

The 7 to 9 range increases considerably during the period in every

section. The 10 to 12 and the 13 to 15 ranges also increase. but
the number of cases is small in each instance.

Table SO is summarized in Table 81, which shows the data and
net changes for election allowances of more than six units for 1913
and 1922.

rTAB11.A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,
Sou ern, North Central, and Western sections in. per cents of degrem
allowing six units or more of election of entrance subjects, for the year,
1913 and 1922, all degrees being considered

Section

Per cents of degrees
allowing In-

1913

Western 46. 24
New England 3
Middle States and Maryland 5
Southern 15
North Central 19

1922

Net
change

42 +11

18
21 4-1f

31
38 +11

It will be remembered that the whole picture of election is not
shown by these tables, because free margin is not shown in them.

The following graph shows the data from Table 80 for the yelm
1913 and 1922:

Graph 4 shows the trend toward a more liberal allowance in elec

tive units. The slight decreases in area _during the period are due

to the increase in unrestricted election mentioned above.
Table 82 shows the medians of the various sections- in number of

units of election allowed for entrance:

d11111%6
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TABLE 82.A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,
Southern, North Central, and Western sections, in medians of elective units
allowed for entrawe to college for the years 1913 and 1922, all degrees being
considered

5

Section

Medians of mini.
her of elective
units in-

1913 1922

Western 4.5

New England .t..r 4

Middle States and Maryland ...it , 2.. 4

Southern
North Central 4 . 6

General median 3.5 5

In 1913 the Middle States and Maryland showed the lowest
median, while the North Central and Western ranked the highest.
In 1922 the North Central ranked highest, while the New England
and Middle States and Maryland were tied for lowest place. The

Western section shows a low median because so much of its election
is " uni.estricted," while the Southern States show a high median for
exactly the opposite reason. All sections would show higher medians

if the unreqricted elections were included in Table 82. This would
be especially the case with the Western and North Central sections.

Table 83 shows a comparison of the five sections in percentage of

degrees which allow unrestricted election, to any extent, of subjects
for entrance:

.TArt 83.A 6omparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland.
Southern, North Central, and Western sections, in. per cents of depttes which
allow unrestricted election, in any amount, of subjects for entrance

Section

Per cents of total degrees allowing in ear

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 . 1919 1920 1921

Western . 32 40 38
New England _ 2 2 13
Middle States and Maryland 8 7

Southern__ . ...... 4 4 6

North Central 15 17 20

40 48 56 60 62 62 A2

13 13 1.s 15 17 17 I 17

9 20 10 1,1 17 17 21

7 7 f; 7

19 21 25 1 27 29 33

Every section shows an increase in the percentage of degrees
which allow a free margin of election for entrance. The Western
and North Central sections lead the others, with increases of 30 and

20 per cent regpectively. Generally speaking, the most popular

allowances of unrestricted election in the five sections are as follows:

New England, Middle States and Maryland, and Southern,"1 to 3

units; North Central, 4 to 6 units; and Western, a combination of

4 to 6 and 12 to 15 units.
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Table 84 shows the medians of the various sections in number of
unrestricted elective units allowed for entrance.4
TABLE 84.A comparison of the New England, Middle States and Maryland,Southern, North Central, and Western sections, in medians of unrestrictedelective units allowed for entrance for the years 1913 arid 1922, all degreesbriny considered

Set hifl

Median of unre-
stricted election
allowed in-

1913 1922

Western.
.5.5 5.5New England
0 0Middle States and Maryland .
3 4. 5Southern
2 3North Central...

General median

E.

4. 5
4 4

The median of the North' Central section is the only one of the
group to decrease during the period. The medians of the Southern
and New England sections are not very reliable, because of the small
number of cases. It will be remembered that the committee on
college entrance requirements reporting to the National Education
Association in 1911 recommended that a free margin of four units
be allowed. The median for all of the degr* taken together isfour units, but the average would he very much smaller.

SUMMARY

The comparisons of this chapter are made on a basis of classific4-tion of the States and their colleges into the sections of New Eng-land. Middle State and Maryland, Southern, North Central, andWestern.
There are no sectionill differences in the amounts of English andmathematics required for entrance to college.
The New England colleges require social science slightly morefrequently than do the colleges of the other sections.
Science is required for entrance to the A. B. degree relativdy morefrequently by the colleges of the Western and North Central andess frequently by those in the New England and Middle Statesand Maryland sections. The same is true in requirements of sciencefor the B. S. degree. All section, except the Western require sciencemore Often for the B. S. than for the A. B. degree.
In 1913 Latin for the A. B. degree was required more than twiceas frequently by colleges in New England, Southern, and MiddleStates and Ifaryland as it was by colleges in the North Central andWestern sections. In 1922 more than one-half of the A. Ir. degrees

'New Kngiand 11 shown as zero because only one college Is classed hers.
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154 COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

in the three former sections required it for entrance, while in the
North Central it was required by one-fifth and in the Western by
one-sixteenth of the A. B. degrees.

Four units of Latin was, both in 1913 and 1922, the most populal

prescription in all sections, although in the North Central in 1922
it ranked above the two-unit prescription by only 3 per cent.

Generally speaking, the various sections require about the same

amount of unspecifiea foreign language for entrance to the A. B.
degree. In 1913 the percentages vary from 44 to Wand in 192.2

from 45 to 66. The same is true of the requirement of unspecified

foreign language for entrance to the B. S. degree, about two-thirds

to three-fourths of the degrees in- the various sections requiring it.

There has been a considerable increav in all sections in the per-

centage of degrees requiring no foreign language for entrance. The
increases range from 8 to 33 per cent, being greatest in the Western

and North Central sections and smallAt in New England and the

Middle States and Maryland. In 1922, in the Western States, 44

per cent of the total degrees required no foreign language for en-

trance, while only 10 per cent in New England required no language.

The North Central and Western sections show decreases during the

period in percentage of colleges which require one foreign language

for entrance, while the Southern and Middle States and Maryland

show increases. New England remains constafit. In 1922 the South-

ern section ranked the others, with 68 per cent of its degrees re-
quiring one foreign language, while the Middle States and Maryland

stood at the bottom, with 40 per cent of its degrees making a similar

requirement.
All sections show decreases in percentage of degrees %requiring

two foreign languages for entrance, the decreases ranging from 11

per cent in New England to tit, per cent in the Southern States.
In 1922, in New England and the Middle States and Maryland.

35 per cent of the total degrees required two foreign languages for

entrance, while only 8 per cent in the Southern and Western. and/

5 per cent in the North Central made similar requirements.

All sections show decreases in the percentage of degrees requirim

the higher ranges of amounts of specified units. Taking nine units

as a dividing line, the increase in the percentage of degrees requir-

ing nine units or less of prescribed subjects is from 17 per cent in

the Southern to 31 per cent in New England. In 1922 the Western.

with 70 per cent, and the North Central, with 64 per cent, rank the

other sections in percentage of degrees which require ane units or

less of prescribed subjects. The Middle States and land stand

at the bottom with 30 per cent, while the Southern is slightly higher.

with 38 per cent. In New England 49 per cent of the total degrees

in 1922 required nine units or less 4.3f prescribed subjects for entrance.

.11
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As prescribed units have decreased, elective units have increased.
In 1913 the percentage of degrees allowing six units or more of elec-
tives varied from 3 per cent in New England to 19 per cent in the
North Central States. In 1922 the range was from 18 per cent in
New England to 42 per cent in the Western. The net increases arefrom 14 per cent in the Middle States and Maryland to 38 pee centin the Western States.

All sections show increases in percentage of degrees allowingunrestricted election of entrance subjects. In 1913 the percentageof degrees allowing free margin ranged from 2 per cent in New
England to 32 yer cent in the Western section. In 1922 the percent-ages were from 7 in the Southern txt. 62 in the Western. The netincreases were from 3 per cent in the Southern to 30 per cent in the
Western.
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CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this final chapter will be given brief general summaries of

each of the preceding chapters. More detailed summaries a're found

at the end of each chapter.
In the earlier college days entrance wa obtained only by passing

examinations in the various subjects required. At the present time

no fewer 'than ledifferent methods. of admission to college are in

use in the various colleges of the United States. All colleges will

admit on examination, and all but, a: very few will admit_ on cer-

tificate. Neither method has proved entirely satisfactory, and two
ne methods have reeentry appeared which hid fair to develop into

the most important methods of the future. The first of these
methods is the plan initiated It Harvard in 1911, and the second is

the psychological examination plan initiated at Columbia in 119.

As a part of each method a complete set of data concernIng the ap-

plicanthis record, aspirations, interests, etc.as well as special

recommendations, are required. The results of the use of these new

types of admission methods have indicated that each has a high

selective reliability, when the subsequent records of the students are

considered.
In the early -entrance requirements no quantitative measures were

used. All of the subjects or facilities required were outlined and

specified and were the same for all applicants, and no quantitative

measures were needed. A fter some 200 years the elective system

was introduced into American higher education, and with it came

a complementary development of election in college entrance re-

quirements. ley 1000 this election in entrance requirements had in

creased to a greht extent, due to the further expapsion of the conege

curriculum, the rapid developments of the public high school, and

the competition of the colleges for students. With this rapid de-

velopment in election came the development of quantitative measures

of elective subjects. The introduction and adoption of quantitative

measures were largely due to (1) the increased amount of election.

which from its very nature had to be equated or measured, (2) the
v.

passing of the colleges from local to State; regional, or National

'significance, and (3) the influence of accrediting, examining, and

standardizing bodies.
156
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Previous to 1900, only 9 of more than 200 colleges in which data
were sought used any quantitative measure of entrance subjects.
Of these, only 4 used the present definition of the unit, which is
roughly, "one-fourth of the full year's work in a secondary school."
By 1922 only 1 of the 314 colleges studied were not using ,the
unit as adopted by the various kandardizing agencies. Nine of
the eighteen Nvere using other measures, and nine were using none.
At the present time 15 units are almost universally required for
entrance to college.

One-fourth of the 314 colleges made some change in degrees
offered during the period under survey, but in total degrees there
has been little net change. There is a slight increase in the
tendency of the colleges to offer two degrees rather than one, three,
or four. The A. B. and B. S. degrees are by far the most corn
monly awarded. There is a noticeable trend toward single admis-
sion requirements for entrance to all degrees a college may offer.

Practically all colleges require three units of English for en-
trance, and the past 10 years have witnessed little change in this
requirement1 though there is an inciased tendency for the colleges
to accept four units of English.

Nearly all colleges require mathematics for entrance. During the
decade there has been a decided trend away from 2.5 units toward
a b2-unit requiremei this subje'ct. This is due to the reduction
of the requiremytt in algebra from 1.5 units to 1 unit, and to the
disappearance solid, geometry as a prescribed subject. The usual
requirements in mathematics are algebra 1 unit and plane geometry

.1 unit.
There have been more changes in the requirements in foreign

language during the past fo years than in all oi the other required
entrance subjects combined. Not only has the nanber of units re-
quired detbreased rapidly, but. the number of d*rees requiring no
language at tall for entrance has increased frolt 11 per cent in 1913
to 30 per cent in 1922. The A. B. degree requires more foreign
language than any of the other degrees. The number of degrees
requiring two languages for entrance decreased from 31 peF cent
in 1913 to 13 per cent in 1922, This decrease is greater in the B. S.
than in the A. B. requirement.

Nearly two-thirds of all foreign-language requirements are un-
specified. i. e., they may be satisfied by any foreign language named
as acceptable. The A. B. degree specifies its requirement in foreign
language more frequently than the B. S. degree does.

46,
Latin increasedThe percentage of total degrees not requiring

from 58 in 1913 6,6 in 1922. The four-unit requirement is still the
most popular prescription in Latin. Latin is rarely prescribed for

.
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entrance to the B. S. degree. German and French are rarely pre-
scribed at all. About 10 per cent of the degrees required Greek in
1913, but in 1922 only 2 per cent required it.

There is a strong tendency toward the acceptance of not fewer
than two units of any foreign language. The maximum credit al-
lowed lias been gradually increased, so that now almost any college
woilld credit Latin, French, or German to four units.

Spanish has more than doubled in the numbr of times mentioned
as being acceptable, during the period. It is as yet hardly accredited
as much as French or German, as Only about one-half of the colleges
which accept it accept it to only two units. Other languages are
mentioned occasionally as being accepttible.

Three-fourths of the degrees require% social science for entriffice,
the usual requirement being one unit. Fifty-seven Per cent of the
degrees in 1922 did not specify what branch of social scierkle shall
be*.presented. Of those which did specify, _ancient history, Ameri-
can history, and general history are mentioned most frequently and
in that order relatively. Social-science requirements have changed
but little during the deade.

About one-half of the degrees require gcience for entrance, the
usual amount required being one unit. The B. S. d6gree, requires
science more frequently than the other degrees do. Only rarely is
a branch of science specified. When specified, it is usually physics.
General science is incyeasingly mentioned as being acceptable. There
have been few changes in the requirements in science during the
period under study.

The movement for the present variety of commercial and voca-

tional subjects began about 1900. In spite of stiff Opposition, nearly
all of the subjects now offered as such appeared by 1910. The num-

ber, of colleges acepting these subjects has increased both rapidly and
steadily. In 1922 there were 111 different subjects mentioned as ac-
ceptable in the catalogues of 273 colleges. About 50 of these had
appeared sincie 1900.

Nearly one-half of the colleges studied allow college credit for
advanced high-scnool w9rk. This credit is allowed after examina-
tion, and the amount is usually discounted to abolit one-half of its
face value. Foreign laniguage and mathematics are the subjects in
which excess credit is most frequently allowed.

AO land moral requirements early became a mutt of college en-

trance requirements, the age requirement because, since no public
school system trained for college, a boy might conceivably enter col- ,

lege at 12 or so, and the moral requirement because early colleges
trained largely for the ministry. Later, physical requiremimts were

added; and still more recently, intellectual requirements. In 1922
'
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one-fourth of the colleges specified minimum ages at which entrance
was allowed. These requirements are of little or no value, since the
usual- specification is 16 years, and no pupil beginning at 6 and pro-
ceeding normally can complete the secondary school before he-is 18
or so. There seems to be a developing feeling for a maximum ratherthan a minimum age requirement.

Over one-half of the colleges definitely require testimonials in
regard to the applicant's moral character. The usual._ formal re-
quirement is giving way to a " personal " re'commendation, in which
ability, capacity, aspirations, interests, leadership, etc., are predomi-
nant elements.

In 1922 only 11 per cent of the 314 colleges made any requirement
of physical fitness. However, with the present tendency towardphysical education and the necessity of selecting more carefully from
candidates for admission, the physical requirement promises to.be ofreal importance. -%

There is a very definite movement to select from the field of can-didates only those who are considered the " best risks."' The methodmost commonly used is to take only those who are in the upper partof the high-school graduating class, those who have made better thanpassing marks, etc: Eleven per cent of the colleges now use some
such procedure as against one per cent in 1913. This field promisesthe most significant developmeqs in the articulation of high schooland college during the next few years.

Enrollment 'in liberal-arts colleges has increased over 500 percent since 1890. The resources of the colleges have also increasedgreatly but not in prwortiOn to the number of students. The resultis that colleges are crowded and are beginning to limit the size of
entering classes. A number of methods are being used to select ap-plicants, among which such elements as interests; abilities, capacities,
preparations, intellectual records,- ambitions, and the like are receiv-
ing most attention. Limitation .promises to become the rule ratherthan the exception within a very few years.

Flexibility of entrance requirements may be increased by allowing
more election to the applicant, both in subjects and amoimts of sub-
jects by admitting with conditions, or by failing to 'exact the pub-
lished requirements.

Since 1913 there has been a decided trend away from the-require-
ments of the larger numbers of procribed units toward the smaller,,
and conversely the number of degrees allowing election has in-
creased. A new allowance of unrestricted election has recently
appeared, and, in 1922, 27 per cept of the colleges studied were per-
mitting such election. The requirements for the tt. S. degree are
slightly more flexible thmth.ose forlhe A. B.

14
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The decade has recorded a startling movement toward the diminu-

tion and abolishment of entrance conditions. In 1913 of 211 col-

leges, 4 'per cent would permit no conditions; and in 1922, of 232

colleges, 40 per cent would not recogilize them. One unit is now

allowed twice as often as two units. Probably the greatest -single

farctor responsible for this trend is the increased enrollments of the

colleges.
It is the consensus of opinion of those who are in touch with the

situation that colleges exact pretty strictly their published entrance

requirements. The facts that entrance requirements are much more

flexible now than formerly, and that cojlege enrollments have re-

versed the situation which was largely responsible for liberality in

interpretation of college entrance requirements, have been the main

causes for the improvement of the practice of the colleges in this

respect.
For purposes of comparison the States and their colleges were

grouped into the five sections of New England, Middle States and

Maryland, Southern, North Central, and Western.
There are no differences in amounts of English and mathematics

required in the different sections, and very little in the social science

required. New England requiires slightly more of the latter than

the other sections do. Science is required for entrance relatively

more fre'quently by the colleges of the Western and North Central

sections and less frequently by those in New England and the

Middle States and Maryland.
In 1913 Latin for the A: B. degree was required more than twice

as often by colleges in Neew England. the Southern, and tile Middle

States and Maryland as it was by colleges in the North Central and

Western sections. In 1922 mote than one-half of the A. B. degrees

in the three former sections required it for entrance, while in the
North Central it was.requil ed by 9ne-fifth and in the Western by
one-silteenth of the A. B. degrees. Four units of Latin was, both

irtP'191:3 and 1922; the most popular prescription in all territoriesi,

although in the North Central in 1922 it ramked above the two-unit
prescriptio'n by only 3 per cent.

Generally speaking, the various sections .require about the same'
amount of unspeciffed foreign language for entrance to the A. B.
and the D. S. degree. The increase in percentage of degrees not
requiring a foreign language 'ranges from- 8 td 33, being greatest
in ihe Western and North Central sections and smallest in New
England and the Middle Stiatzs -and Maryland. In 1922, in the

Western States, -44 per cent o'f the total degrees require a foreign
langtage for entrance, while only 10 per cent in New England did

not require any. ,
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In 1922'the Southern section ranked the others, with 68 per cent'
of its degrees requiring one foreign language, while the Middle
States and Maryland stood lowest, with 40 per cent of its degrees
making a similar requirement. In 1922, n New England and the
Middle States and Maryland, 35 per ceni of the total degrees re-.
quired two foreign languages for entrance, while only 8 per cent in
the Southern and Western and 5 per cent in thee North Central sec-
tion made similar requirements.

All sections show decreases in the percentage of degrees requiring
the higher ranges of specified units. In 1922, 70 per cent of the
Westrn and 64 per cent of the North Central degrees required
nine units or less of prescribed subjects. The requirements in the
other sections were New England 49 per cent, Southern 38 per cent.
anti Middle States and Maryland 30 per cent.

In 1922 the percentage of degrees allOwing more than six units of
election in entrance-required subjtcts ranged from 18 per cent in
New England to 42 per cent in the Western Stites. All sections
showed substantial increases during the decade.

In 1922, in the Southern section, 7 per cent of the degrees allowed
unrestricted election, while the Western section stood at the top, with
62 per cent of its degrees allowing it. The net increases during the/
dectuie ranged from 3 per cent in the Southern to 30 per cent in the
Western.

In a word the entrancé requirements of the Western and North
Central States are much more flexible than those of the other three
sect ions.

CONCLUSION

In brief, the whole trend of college entrance requirements is to-
waft]. a more liberal academic requirement. and a more strict
personal requirement. It would seem, on the basis of the facts
presented, that college entrance requirements are liberal so far as aca-
demic requirements, are concerned. This may be suggested in two
ways: Iirst, that an average' high school'can meet the academic
demands of an average college can hakily be doubted; and second,
the fact that some other method thin those dependent upon aca-
demic reCluirements entirely mua be used. No one doubts that cer-
tain college courses' demand specific preparation, but collegts are
realizing as nevei before that there are a great many qualities de-
sirable in students which are not to be measured in terms of more

...or less unreliable and incomparable teachers' estimates or 'marks,
and that entradce examinations, although possessing many valuable
features, are not as satisfactory as might he desired. This is espe-
cially the case now, because many morè applicants thah can be ad-

.
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mated can present the necessary credentials. The differentiation of
college curricula demands differentiatioil of preparation, and since
differentiation will not decrease but probably increase, there is little
(*fiancé of tightening up on ,the academic elements of entrance
requirements.

On the other hand, while heretofore the published entrance re-
quirements have been looked upon largely as a maximum, increased
enrollments of colleges are causing such requirements to be regarded
as a minimum, because many more applicants than can be admitted
can present them. Since these academic requirements can not be
raised, because óf the differentiation mentioned in the above para-
graph, some method must be devised whereby the best of the appli-
cants who are able to offer full academic requirements can be selected.
For these Purposes the psychological examination. in connection with
a rigid evaluation of personal qualifications, seems best adapted.
Originally college entrance requirements were eoncet:ned only with

preparation." The present times are just el-liking- into a period
in which preparation will be overshadowed, though never entirely
aboli§hed of course ty the more basic elements of quality, capacity.
or ability, including physical. mental, and moral fitness and attitude,
and including such characteristics as ambition. interest, industry,
application, diligence, willingness, etc.

In conclusion, the flexibility of college entrance requirements imy
plies provision for several elements which the modern educator
deems otundisputed value. In brief these ar (1) a recognition of
mutual dependence and obligation between the institutions of sec-

ondary and higher education, (2) provision for individual differ-
ences, (3) exploratio.n for educational and vocational guidance. (4)
txperimentation in curricula, courses of study. etc.. and (5) a de-

mocracy in secondary educational affairs rather than an undemo-
cratic system, half of which prepares for college and half of Ivhich
immediately " prepares for life."
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1

THE COLLEGES USED IN THIS STUDY

Alabama : -

University of Alabama.
Arizona :

University of Arizona.
California :

Leland Stanford, jr., University.
University of Southern California.
University of California.
Occidental College.
Whittier College.
Mills CoVege.
University of Redlands.
Pomona College.

Colorado:
University of Colorado.
University of Denver.
Colorado Agricultural College.
Colorado College..

Connecficut :

Trfnity College.
Yale University.

Delaware :

University of Delaware.
District nf Columbia:

Catholic University of America.
Georgetown University.
Trinity College.
George Washington University.
Howard University.

Florida :

Florida State College for Women
University of Florida.
John B. Stetson% University.

Georgia :

Agnes Scott College.
Mercer University.
Emory University.
University .of Georgia.

Idaho :

University of Idaho.
Illinois :

Angustana College.
Illinois College.
Illinois Woman's College.
Knox College.
Lombard College.
Northwestern University.
Rockford College.
University of Illinois.

IllinoisContinued.
Carthage College.
Illinois Wesleyan University_
James Millikin University.
Lake Forest College.
Monmouth College.
Northwestern College.
Wheaton College.
University of Chicago.

Indiana:
Butler College.
Earlham College.
Indiana University.
University of Notre !Hunt.
Wabash College.

Pauw
Franklin College.
Hanover College.
St. Mary's College.

Iowa:
Coe College.
Cornell College.
Grinnell College.
Iowa Wesleyan College.
Morningside College.
Pa rsons College.
State University of Iowa.
Upper Iowa University.
Columbia College.
Drake Univer-sity.
Des Moines University.
Luther College.
Mount St. Joseph College.
Penn College.
Simpson College.
University of Dubuque.

Kansas:
Baker University.
Friends University.
McPherson College.
Ottawa University.
College of Emporia.*
Bethany College.
Kansas State Agrieultural College.
Fairmount College.
Southwestern College.
University of Kansas.
St. Mary's College.
Washburn College.
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Kentucky:
Central University of Kentucky.
Transylvania College
University of Kentucky.
Georgetown College.
University of Louisville.

Louisiana:
Louisiana State University.
Newcomb College.
Tulane University.

Maine:
Bates College.
Colby College.
Bowdoin College.
University of Maine.

Maryland:
Goucher College.
University of Maryland.
Mount St. Mary's College.
Washington College.
Johns Ilopkins University.
Loyola College.
St. John's College.
Western Maryland College.

Maqichusetts:
t\mherst College.
Clarke University.
Mount Holyoke College.
Radcliffe College.
Tufts College.
Wellesley College.
Woreester Polytechnir- Institute.
Boston University.
Harvard College.
Smith College.
Boston College.
Holy Cross College.
Williams College.

Michigan :

Adrian College.
Alma College.
Hope College.
Michigan Agricultural College.
University ot Michigan.
Albion College.
Ifillsdale College.
Kalamazoo College.
Olivet College.
University of Detroit.

Minnesota
Carleton College.
College of St. Teresa.
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MinnesotaContinued.
Gustavus Adolphus College.
Macalester College.
University of Minnesota.
College of St. Catherine.
Hamline University.,
St. Olaf College.

Mississippi :

Millsa-ps College.
University of Mississippi.

Missouri:
Central College.
Lindenwood, College.
Missouri Wesleyan College.
St. Louis University.
University of Missouri.
Westminster College.
Drury College.
Missouri Valley College.
Park College.
Tarkio University.
Washington University.
William Jewell College.

Montana :

University of Montana.
Nebraska:

Creighton University.
Doane University.
Hastings College.
Nebraska Wesleyan University.
University of Nebraska..
Cotner University.
Grand Island College.
Union College.
York College.

Nevada:
University of Nevada.

New Hampshire:
Dartmouth College.
New Hampshire College of Agri-

culture and Mechanic Arts.
New Jersey :

College of St. Elizabeth.
Rutgers College.

- Princeton University.
New Meet() :

University of New Mexico.
New Mexico College of Agricul-

ture and Mechanic Arts.
New York:

Adelphi College.
Barnard College.
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New YorkContinued.
Colgate University.
College of New Rochelle.
Cornell University.
Fordham University.
Hobart College.
Manhattan College.
New York University.
St. John's College.
St, Stephens College.
Union University.
Vassar College.
William Smith College.
Alfred University.
Canisius College.
Colkge of the City of New York.
Columbia College.
Elmira College.
Hamilton College.
Hunter College.
Niagara University.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
St. Lawrenee University.
Syrac,use University.
University of Rochester.
Wells College.

North Carolina:
Davidson College.
North Carolina College for Wo-

men.
University of North Carolina.
Meredith College.
Trinity College.
Wake Forest College.

North Dakota:
North Dakota Agricultural Col.

lege.
Jamestown College.
Fargo College.
University of North Dakota.

Ohio:
Baldwin Niellfwe College.
College of Wooster.
Denison University.
Hiram College.
Lake, Erie College.
Miami University.
Mount Union College.
Oberlin College.
Ohio University.
Otterbein University.
St. Ignatius College.

OhioContinued.
University of Toledo.
Western Reserve University.
Capital University.
Defiance College.
Heidelberg University.
Kenyon College.
Marietta College.
Municipal University of Akron.
Muskingum College.
Ohio State University.
Ohio Wesleyan University.
Sh(i)hardsh college.
University of Cincinnati.
Western College for Women.
Wittenben: College.

)klahimia :

Oklahoma College for Women
University of Oklahoma.
Phillip.: University.
Oklahoma Agricultural and

chanical College.

)iegon :

Reed 'liege.
University of Oregon.
Pacific University.
Willamette University.

Pennsylvania :

Allegheny College.
Bryn Nlawr College.
Dickipson College.
Gettysburg College.
Lafayette College.
Lehigh University.
Pennsylvania State College.
Swarthmore College.
University of Pennsylvania.
Ursinus College.
Washington and Jefferson College.
Westminister College.
Augustinian College.
Bucknell University.
Franklin and Marshall College.
Haverford College.
Lebanon Valley College.
Muhlenburg College.
Susquehanna University.
Temple University.
University of Pittsburgh.
Wilson College.
St. Vincent College.
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Rhode Island:
Brown University.

South Carolina:
College of Charleston.
University of South Carolina.
Converse College.
Wofford College.

South Dakota:
I mkota Wesleyan University.
University of South Dakota.
Yankton College.
luron College.

Stwth Dakota College of Agricul-
ture and Mechanic Art

Tennessee:
Southwestern Presbyterian Uni-

versity.
University of Chattanooga.
University of the South.
Maryville College.
University of Tennessee.
Vanderbilt University.

Texas:
Baylor University.
Southwestern University.
University of Texas.
Rice Institute.
Southern Sleth(Rlist University.
Trinity University.

Utah:
University of Utah.
Agricultural Col lvge If Utah.

ennt )11 t :

Middlebury College.
University of Vermont.

1g9

Virginia:
College of William and Mary.
Hampden-Sidney College.
Randolph-Macon Woman's Col-

lege.
University of Richmond.
University of Virginia.
Emory and Henry College.
Randolph-Macon College.
Roanoke College.
Sweet Briar College.
Washington and Lee University

Washington:
State College o Washington.
Whitman College..,
University Of Washington.

west Virginia:
Bethany College.
West Virginia University.

Wisconsin:
Beloit College.
Carroll College.
:Marquette University.
AIiiwaukee-Ibm.ner College.
Ripon College.
University of Wisconsin.
(lampion
Lawrence College.
NI Mon College.
Northwestern College.
St. Clara College.

Wyoming:
rniversity of Wyoming.
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Actdemic requirements, r6-100.
Academies, el:0y history, 1.
Accrefiting, examining, and certificating bodies,

influence, 38-39.
A ge requirements, 101 -1(14, 158.
A gr ¡cult ure. de% elopment and import ance, 92-93.
A I gebri. See 11 at hemat ics.
Ant ¡hating pit dge, 110.
.A n t N.cret society pledge, 110.
ApplicanI, examination. 6-7.
AsSociation of New England Colleges, adopts

system of tests, 15.
A sh:octit ion of the Colleges and Secondary Schools

of the Middle States and NIfiryland, report on
comprehenive examinations, 15; report on
electives. 41.

Birnwell, C. 11., on Harvard entrance require-
mews, 10-11.

INDEX

lor College, antiiecret society pledge, 110.
Peat ley, Bancroft, on comprehensive examinations

19

Bible study, development and importants-e, 92, 94-
95.

Bibliography, 163-169.
Bookkeeping, (b:velopment. and importance, 92-93.
Briggs, Dean, on Harvard entrance-requirements,

11

Broome, E. C., study of college entrance require-.
ments, 2-3.

Browt: University, intelligence examination, 28.
Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teach-

ing, adoption of unit, 43; defines standards for
college preparation, 4S; definition of terms " col
lege and " vet sit y," 42-43.

Cat tli,)lic Education A ssociat iok, adoption of stand-
ard unit, 49.

Certificate, presentation,
Clark College, intellectual requirements, 109.
College Entrance Examination Board, admission

of newer subjects, 89, 91; "new plan" adopted,
15-17; organization and work, 7; recognizes intern-
Once tests, 28. .

Columbia University, intelligence
21-28; nreiital tests, 22-24.

examination,

Colvin, Prof., pioneer in psychometric movement
as relited*to college entrance, 27-28.

Commercial and vocational subjects, requirements
1 r)4.

Commercial geograph-Y: development and im-
portance, 92, 94.

Committee o Nine, recognition of newer stthjects,
iip" -81); (sta ard unit, 44-50.

Conutithte of Ten, time allotments for various
Asubjects; O.

Conditio401 entrance to college, 127-130.
Cornell University, use of intelligence tests, 29-30.

Dartmouth Collrge, limitation of enrollment, 114.
Degrees, development, 56-62.
Diplomas. approved high school, 8; approved

normal school.
Elective system, 34. 37, 41.
Eliot, Charles W., on admission requirements to

Harvard, 86; on entrance requirements, 33-34.
English, requirements, 62-64, 137, 157.
English composition, examination, 9.
Enrollment, liberal arts colleges, 159; limitation,

101-116.

Examinations, comprehensive, 8, 10-21; psy-
chological, 8.

Financial statistics of American colleges, 111-112.
Flexibility in enforcement of published require-

ments, 131-134.
Flexibility of college entrance requirements, 117-134.
Foreign languagel, aural examination, 9; require-

ments, 73-80, 82-S3, 140-145, 157, 161.
French, requirements, See also Foreign

languages.
°Isometry. See Mathematics.
German, requirements, 82. See also Foreign

languages.
Greek, requirements, 81, 158.
Harvard University, admission . equirements,

10-14, 32-34; first published entrance require-
ments, 6; new plan examinations, 18-19.

Henderson, J. L., study of college entrance require-
ments, 3.

High School Teachers Association of New York
City, and college entrance requirements, 87.

High-school work, collegtcredit for advanced, 158.
High schools, developmft, 1-2, 35-36.
Household arts, development and importance,

9293.
Intellectual requirements, 106-110.
Johns Hopkins, intellectual requirements, 108-109.
Junior high schools, questiku of entrance require

ments, 45.
Kingsley, Clarence D., study of college entrance

requirements, 3.
Latin, requirements, 80-K1, 140-143, 157-158, 100.
Leland Stanford Junior University, intellectual

requirements, 109-110.
Lowell, President, on Harvard Pentrance require-

ments, 11.
Macalester College, limitation of enrollment, 114.
Mathematics, requrrements, 64-69, 137, 157.
Mental tests, 18-19.
Methods of admiision to college, 6-31.
Miscellaneous personal requirements, 110.
Moral requirements, 104-105, 158-19.
Music, development and importance, 92-94.
National Conference Committee, definition of unit,

44.
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INDEX

National Council (pi nigher and Secondttry Educa-
tion, on numerical valuations on prepanitory
work, 40.

National Education Associat!vn, rg.lutrt. of com-
mittee on college entrance requirements, 41-42.
See also Committee of Nine. .

New plan of !Omission, advantages, 18-19; extent
of use, 16-18; weaknesses or dangers, 19-21. See

also Examination, comprehensive.
Newer subjects, accepted for college entrance, S5-96.
Nortual training, development and importance,

92, 94,,
North Ce'htral Association of Colleges and Second-

ary Schools, recognition of _newer subjects, h8;
report of commission ou accredited schools, 4 2;
report on "minor " units, 45-46; standard for
secondary schools, 41.

Northwestern University, ant ihazing pledge, 110.
Oberlin College, limitation of enrollment , 113.

Ohio NVesleyan University, limitation of enroll-
Ment, 114-115.

Phylical requirements, 105-106, 159.
Princeton t niversit y, ant isecret societ y pledge, 110.

Psyc Jogical examination plan of admission to col-
lege,

Public speaking, developMent and importduce, 92,
94-95.

Quantitative measures of entrance requirements,
3W-40.

Related studies, 2-4
Rochester U niversit y, limitation of enrollment , 113

Science, requirements, M-84, 13s-139, 1.-4%.

Secondary anti higher education, articulation, 1.
Secondary eillicatia, definition of unit, it SU

ratio High schools.

OD

Secret societ ies. See A ntisecret societ y pledge.
Shopwork, development and importance, 92-93.
Social science, requirements, 69-73, 137-138.
Southern Association of Cojlege Women, adopt ion

of unit, 43-44.
State universities, development , 36-37.

Steckel, Thomas E., on flexibility in enforeement Of
published requirements, 132-133.

Stenography and typewritiug, development and
irnportance, 92, 94.

Student, special or unclassified, entrance, 8.
Students' Army Training Corps, mental t ssts, 23.
Teachers' certificate, presentation,
Thorn:is, Carey, on wider range of electives, 41.
Thorndike, E. L., on intelligence tests, 27, 2ti;
Unit, adoption of various standards, 50-53; (tell n

t ion, 44; early adopt ion of quAntitative measures,
39-40; elect ive, flexflexibility number of prescribv,!,
14ry- IM; standard, adoption, 46-47.

I nit and unit requirements, 32-54.
Unit requirements, flexibility, 117-127.
United States Commissioner of Education, sin:-

gmtions regarding Army intelligence t ests,
U niversit y of Cincinnati, intekct uiI requirement,:,

109.

1. ni,versit y of South Carolina, minim z ing pledge,
110.

Uni'versit y 1 Texas, ant ihazing pledge, 110.
Unive s f the State of New York, a nd stat:dard

Van( iiversit y, antilming pledge, 110.
1.11SSa ge, limitation of enrollment, 113..
Wellesley; College, physical requirement s, lar-10c.
Western Reserve U ni versa y, i nt lleet ual Rquirt.
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